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Abstract

Total hip replacement is a human surgical intervention with the aim of pain relief and function restoration, with a survival rate of $\geq 90\%$ at ten years. Currently, imaging techniques are the primary diagnostic and follow-up method, but are unreliable for early loosening detection. Vibrometry has been proposed as an alternative, more sensitive method for loosening diagnosis.

Despite the fact that acetabular cups have a higher revision rate over femoral components, most of the existing vibrometry literature is stem related. A limited number of studies have examined cup loosening without defining the loosening level detected. Hence, the present study aimed to investigate the feasibility of detecting acetabular cup loosening using vibrometry, and to define the earliest loosening phase that could be accurately detected.

Three objectives were devised to address this aim. Firstly, a simplified set-up with minimal boundary conditions utilising Sawbones blocks. Secondly, a complex bone geometry was examined by utilising a Sawbones hemi-pelvis, and thirdly a more clinically relevant experiment was tested by using a composite femur and hemi-pelvis.

Loosening was demonstrated by a reduction in the fundamental frequency and an increase in the magnitude of the related harmonics. By quantifying the magnitude of the harmonics in relation to the fundamental frequency, it was found that the harmonic ratio would increase, corresponding to the degree of loosening. These findings support the existing vibrometry literature. In the first objective the minimum detected simulated loosening was 1mm zone 2 loosening within the frequency range 2000-2500Hz. For the second and third objectives this was 1mm spherical acetabular cup loosening within the range 500-1500Hz. Hence, the study suggests that vibrometry has the potential to diagnose early acetabular cup loosening. This study is therefore novel because it has defined the minimum acetabular cup loosening level that can be reliably detected, alongside the favourable frequency range.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Total hip replacement (THR) is a human surgical intervention which has the aim of pain relief and function restoration. THR has come a long way since it was introduced by Charnley in the early 1960s, and was subsequently nominated as the operation of the century. There are over a million THR operations a year, with younger and more active patients now being treated due to the high success rate that reaches up to 95% at ten years [1]. However, despite the high success rate implants do fail with a rate of 4% to 10% at ten years, according to various national registries. Also recognising Aseptic loosening to be the primary failure factor [2-4].

Imaging techniques are the main postoperative assessment follow-up means of identifying loosening. However, these techniques have a low detection rate for early loosening [5-7], particularly for the acetabular cup component [8]. Vibrometry has been proposed as an alternative, more sensitive method for THR loosening diagnosis [9]. Clinical studies [9, 10], in-vitro studies [11, 12] and finite element studies [13-15] have all supported the vibrometry approach with positive findings, but were mainly focused on the stem component. A few others have explored the detection of acetabular cup loosening [5, 8, 9, 16] and were able to distinguish it from the stable condition, but without defining the loosening level detected. The aim of this study is to address this gap in the literature by investigating the viability of detecting acetabular component loosening using vibrometry, and to define the earliest loosening phase that can be accurately detected.

The thesis attempted to address the research aim through a series of case studies that vary in complexity, which can be grouped under three objectives. Firstly, the development of acetabular cup loosening through the use of Sawbones blocks, as an initial simplified setup with minimum boundary conditions. Secondly, attempting to accommodate complex bone geometry through utilising a Sawbones hemi-pelvis. Thirdly, to create a more clinically relevant experiment by using Sawbones femur and hemi-pelvis composite bones.
1.2 Report Structure

The thesis is divided into nine Chapters which can broadly be categorised into background and experimental sections. The background sections include the introduction, literature review, and the project aim. This is followed by the experimental chapters, which focus on the research methodology, experiment results, discussions, conclusion and further work.

The literature review in Chapter 2 cover the relevant background to hip joint anatomy, function, pathology, history and development of THR. There is also a detailed investigation of the current state of the art loosening diagnosis techniques and comparisons are drawn with other new emerging technologies. Subsequently, the current study aim and objectives explained in Chapter 3.

The experimental work is conducted in six chapters. Chapter 4 explains the research methodology and the practical steps that were used in the carrying out the experiments relating to the three objectives. For objective one (Sawbones blocks), the experiment set-up justification, results and related discussion is presented in Chapter 5, followed by objectives two (Sawbones hemi-pelvis) and three (Sawbones femur and hemi-pelvis) in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. In Chapter 8, an overall discussion of the work is then presented, which highlights the study’s main findings and relates the study to the literature. Finally, conclusions are drawn from the project and suggestions made for further work in Chapter 9.
Chapter 2 – Total hip replacement
2.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the literature review, justifying the aim and objectives of the current project. This chapter will open with an overall look at the normal hip joint anatomy, structure and will outline the most reported pathological factors. This will be followed by a general overview of the total hip replacement (THR) history and development up to the current state of the art practise. Different fixation techniques, components, materials used and the most prevalent failure factors will be discussed.

Aseptic loosening has been the primary factor for THR failure since the early 1980s [4]. Thus, the current conventional loosening diagnosis techniques have been explored and compared, leading to new emerging techniques. Structural testing is one of these proposed diagnostic method, in the form of vibration analysis, which this study is exploring. This chapter will cover how this concept was introduced and how it evolved to be used in the orthopaedic field, in addition to where it is mostly commonly used.

Despite the fact that acetabular cups have a higher revision rate over femoral components [17-21], the majority of the existing vibrometry loosening diagnostic literature [6, 9-13, 22, 23] is stem related. A limited number of studies [5, 8, 9, 16] have explored the detection of acetabular cup loosening. They detected late cup loosening, but did not specify the earliest detectable threshold, which this study is attempting to address.
2.2 Hip joint

Human anatomy consists of different subsystems that enable it to perform its functions. They are dependent upon each other through a complex, interacting network. For example, the body’s mobility mostly depends on two systems: the Skeletal and Muscular systems. Each system has various internal components that work coherently together to generate specific movements. Due to the scope of the present project, focus will be placed on the hip joint in the following sections.

The hip joint is a three degrees of freedom type joint that is located between the pelvis and femur bones, with cartilage and synovial membrane in between for support (Figure 2-1). The femoral head is attached to the pelvis at the acetabular region with a combination of ligaments and muscles, which are important for joint movement and stability. The ligaments mainly support the joint through the weight bearing situation, whereas muscles are the movement stimulators [24].

Figure 2-1: The hip joint bones (Femoral and Pelvis), based on an illustration from [24].
2.2.1 Articulate Cartilage

The load transfer and wide range of motion of the hip joint would not be possible without the articulate cartilage. This is a specific type of tissue (hyaline) that tolerates high loads without failure, allowing the hip joint to withstand cyclic loading equivalent to three times human body weight when walking [25] and up to eight-times the body weight when stumbling [26]. This articular cartilage covers the femoral head and the acetabular inner surface with synovial fluid in between, which is maintained with the fibrous capsule (Figure 2-2).

![Figure 2-2: The natural hip joint, based on an illustration from [24].](image)

2.2.2 Ligaments

The hip joint alignment and support are largely dependent on five ligaments; Iliofemoral, Pubofemoral, Ischiofemoral, Ligamentum teres, and Transverse acetabular ligament, as shown in Figure 2-3. The two main anterior ligaments are Iliofemoral and Pubofemoral, which shield the hip joint from hyperextension, excessive abduction and medial rotation. On the posterior side, the Ischiofemoral ligament protects the joint from excessive medial rotation. An internal ligament connects the acetabular fossa and femoral head fovea, known as the Ligamentum teres (Ligament of head of femur). Lastly, the Transverse acetabular...
ligament is positioned on the acetabular cartilage free distal area, where nerves and vessels enter to nourish the joint [27, 28].

![Hip joint ligaments](image)

**Figure 2-3:** Hip joint ligaments, based on an illustration from [24, 29].

### 2.2.3 Muscles

The hip joint has a wide range of motion that is largely stimulated and controlled by various muscle groups around the joint. These movements are flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, lateral rotation, and medial rotation. They can be divided according to the body axis and the various muscle groups involved, as illustrated in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-4: Hip joint muscle groups, based on an illustration from [29].

Figure 2-5: Hip range of motion, based on an illustration from [30].
For instance, the sagittal plane has two hip joint motions: flexion and extension. Flexion motion is executed by the muscle group of the psoas major, iliacus, pectineus, rectus femoris, and sartorius. Extension motion is facilitated by the gluteus maximus and hamstring muscles (seminembranous, semitendinosus and biceps femoris).

Likewise, on the frontal plane, there are two motions: adduction and abduction. Abduction is achieved by the gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, and gluteus minimus. Adduction utilises the adductors longus, brevis and magnus, pectineus and gracillis.

Finally, there are two motions on the horizontal plane: lateral and medial rotation. Lateral rotation uses the gluteus maximus, piriformis, obturator internus and externus, gemellus superior and interior, and the quadratus femoris. Medial rotation uses the gluteus medius and minimus, tensor fasciae latae, psoas major, and iliacus [31].

2.2.4 Pathologies Outline

The function of the hip joint is to ensure co-operation between its different elements, making it possible to withstand cyclic loading equivalent to three times human body weight [25]. Due to the joint’s location and function, damage could leave patients with pain and reduction in mobility. Generally, hip joint pathological factors have been traced by different national joint registries and categorised according to their prevalence. However, in certain situations, a combination of factors could exist. Selected failure factors will be addressed according to their frequently and severity.

**Osteoarthritis (OA)** is the most well-known contributing factor for hip joint failure. In fact, according to various joints registries, it has been the primary surgical indicator for the last decade [4, 32, 33]. This condition causes the gradual degeneration of the articular cartilage layer, causing the bone surfaces to rub against each other, leading to pain and disability [34].

**Femur neck fracture** is the second common factor for hip joint failure [4, 32, 33, 35]. Femoral neck fractures mostly happen at the proximal area near the hip joint. Annually, about 77,000 cases occur in the UK, with an estimated increase that is largely affecting older people [36]. Reports have shown that women are more likely to sustain a fracture than men [37].

**Osteonecrosis** of the femoral head is the next most important factor [4, 32, 33, 35]. This condition is also known as avascular necrosis, which occurs as the result of lowered or absent
blood supply that causes an inadequate level of bone nutrients. As a consequence, bone cells die. This sequence of events causes the subchondral bone to collapse, affecting the joint function and triggering severe restricting pain [38].

**Dysplasia** of the hip is a musculoskeletal condition that commonly affects younger patients, mostly at birth (new bones). The femoral head is not held tightly to the acetabular cup cavity leaving it more prevalent to dislocation. This is also known as developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) or congenital hip dislocation which, even if treated early, could be an indicator of later hip osteoarthritis [39].

**Rheumatoid arthritis (RA)** is another noticeable pathological factor that causes patients discomfort and disability. This condition is an autoimmune disease, whereby the body attacks itself and in this case the hip joint. As a result of the immune system attacking the joint, it becomes inflamed and damaged. This causes the cartilage to wear out and exposes the joint to pain and limited function [40].

Other less frequent factors also exist, such as trauma and infection [4, 32, 35]. These can happen in isolated cases but, when combined with other factors, they accelerate joint failure. In some of cases, surgical intervention is needed, which involves removing the failed element and damaged tissue and implanting an artificial component where applicable. This intervention is a safe and effective procedure that has been undertaken for more than two decades, and commonly referred to as total hip replacement (THR).
2.3 Total hip replacement

Over a million THR surgeries are conducted annually around the world; a number that is likely to increase [1, 41]. THR is a human intervention which has the aim of pain relief and function restoration. It has gone through different stages of development involving various sizes, shapes and materials, as well as different fixation methods. However, the goal remains the same.

2.3.1 History

Carnochan was the first to suggest the idea of replacing hip joints with artificial components in 1840. He initially experimented with wooden blocks. Then he decided to seek more biocompatible materials, such as skin, fascia, muscle, pig bladders and gold foil, but these were not successful. In 1890, Gluck attempted to replace the femoral head with an ivory femoral stem (ball and socket joint), which was fixed with nickel-plate screws to the bone. Later, this was faced with biocompatibility complications [42].

In 1923, Smith-Petersen presented the Mold Arthroplasty, which used glass with the intention of achieving better biocompatibility. The Mold Arthroplasty process involved covering the femoral head with a modelled “cup-like” piece of glass. However, the fragile characteristics of glass had cataclysmic consequences. As a result, other materials were subsequently investigated, such as celluloid, Bakelite, Pyrex, and Vitallium [42]. It wasn’t until 1937, when Smith-Petersen used Vitallium (cobalt-chromium alloy), inspired by its use in dentistry, that he discovered this material delivers ten years of good clinical results [43]. This represented the earliest version of what is known today as prosthesis resurfacing [44].

The initial metal-on-metal (MOM) arthroplasty was introduced by Wiles in 1938, which resembled existing modern procedures [42, 45]. The material used, stainless steel, was intended to replace both the femoral head and the acetabular cup [44-46]. The Judet brothers, Jean and Robert, also attempted to replace the femoral head in 1938 with an acrylic material, with the intention of producing a smoother surface. However, the acrylic implant came loose after implantation; causing them to research further and present the first short-stem prosthesis in 1946. The short stem prosthesis was made of Poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) and, later, was designed with Vitallium, which had some success. Subsequently,
Haboush, inspired by the work of the Judet brothers, used “fast setting dental acrylic” to fix the prosthesis to the bone [42].

Then, in 1939, Bohlman and Austin T. Moore collaborated to present a prosthesis that replaced the femoral head (Hemiarthroplasty). The Austin-Moore prosthesis had a Vitallium metallic stem that was placed into the medullary cavity of the femur. This performed well, and was further developed during the 1950s to have a longer stem with a self-locking feature. Subsequently, Mckee-Farrar, during the 1950s, utilised the Austin-Moore prosthesis and designed a total hip, metal-on-metal (MoM) prosthesis using screw fixation. This was referred to as the McKee Ring Prosthesis. In the 1960s, another improved design was introduced that used cement fixation instead of screws. This became known as the Mckee-Farrar Prosthesis [42, 44].

John Charnley, a brilliant surgeon, revolutionised THR surgery with his low friction arthroplasty concept in the late 1950s. Charnley pursued the use of substitute materials with low wear characteristics that could replace both sides of the hip joint. Initial attempts included Teflon and acrylic, but these had to be rejected because of the wear produced [42]. It was not until the early 1960s that Charnley introduced the stainless steel stem and polyethylene cup. This was later known as the metal-on-polyethylene (MoP) hip implant replacement [47]. The two components (stem and cup) were fixed by bone cement PMMA (Poly-methyl-methacrylate) that provided a firm and secure fixation [48]. Subsequently, the pursuit of even lower wear material led to the use of High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (HMWPE), followed by cross-linked UHMWPE. Both were more wear-resilient than previously used materials [49, 50]. The MoP hip replacement gradually grew in popularity during the 1970s, due to its success in relieving pain and recovering joint function (Figure 2-6). It managed to phase out previous MoM implants that had sensitivity issues [46].
During the 1970s, despite the growing popularity and long-time survival of the MoP implant, it was noted that, with time, the Polyethylene tended to wear. This produced micro-sized debris that eventually caused infection and loosening [42, 51]. This triggered interest in the study of so called “Polyethylene disease” and aseptic loosening, in order to understand the problem and produce more wear-resistant materials that the body could tolerate [44, 52].

One attempt, the ceramic on ceramic (CoC) hip implant, was introduced in the 1970s. The high wear resistance of this implant was one of its major advantages, but the downside included its fragility and a noticeable squeak during movement. In the 1980s, a second generation MoM prostheses was presented. This had relative success compared to its previous iteration but, even at its peak, it could not supersede the success of the MoP implant [48].

In the 1990s, hip resurfacing saw the introduction of a third-generation metal-on-metal hip replacement, which was introduced to overcome previous implant wear concerns and a growing younger patient group [53]. The resurfacing procedure had a reported success rate in the medical literature similar to the Birmingham hip replacement [46]. However, this procedure had advantages and disadvantages [54]. Bone preservation was the main...
advantage, since resurfacing involved removal of less bone stock. This made it suitable for younger and more active patient groups [41]. It also made it easier to revise later on, if necessary [55]. Hip resurfacing usually involves larger femoral heads that add more stability and wear endurance [56]. Nevertheless, a non-negligible percentage of femoral neck fracture and metallic sensitivity was reported [57].

Then, in the early 2000s, a minimally invasive surgery (MIS) concept was introduced to hip arthroplasty [58]. MIS is when the surgery incision is 10 cm or less [59], and which can be conducted by a single-incision (posterior or anterior) [58] or a two-incision technique [60]. Since the early introduction of the MIS THR technique, its potential benefits compared to traditional approaches remain the subject of debate. The main advocated benefits included the reduction of blood loss and pain, a shorter hospital stay, and shorter rehabilitation times [61]. On the other hand, some downsides have been observed in number of reports. These include acetabular cup malposition, a poor fit of the stem component, and femoral fractures [58, 60]. Despite the increased attention that MIS has had from surgeons and the public over its short term benefits, more studies are needed to understand the long term outcomes [60].

Advancements in the material sciences, alongside public awareness, represent new opportunities and challenges for THR in the future. Present THR techniques have shown good outcomes with regards to pain relief and cost effectiveness. However, an increasing concern comes from the decrease in the average age of patients, which in turn implies more active lifestyles and higher expectations. These challenges will drive the future of THR towards more wear-resistant biocompatible materials, more tissue and bone reservation measures, and possible computer navigation assistance [41].
2.3.2 Fixation

Osseointegration (structural and functional) between the implant and the bone is the ultimate goal that fixation attempts to achieve [62]. Fixation methods in the area of orthopaedics usually fall into one of the following categories: cementless, cemented, or hybrid (one side cemented while the other is not). There is current debate about the best fixation methods within the field of orthopaedics. We will examine these methods and the different arguments.

2.3.2.1 Cemented

Bone cement was made with the initial intention of promoting better osseointegration between the implant and bone surface. However, it does not bond but rather acts as filler. Initially, it emerged from the chemical industry in the 1920s by Otto Rohm and was subsequently utilised in dentistry in the 1930s [63]. It was not until the late 1940s that bone cement was used in hip replacements, following the work of Scales and Herschell [64], Judet and Judet [65], and Haboush [66]. They used Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), also known as acrylic bone cement [67]. However, bone cement gained its peak of popularity after the Charnley THR introduction in the 1960s and its relative success, compared to others at that time, in fixing the cup and the stem using PMMA [63, 68].

In addition to bone cement acting as grout between the bone and the implant, it was noticeable that patients suffered less postoperative pain when compared with previous cementless techniques. Another advocated advantage was the reduced rehabilitation period, since the cement technique meant that patients were able to apply load sooner than with cementless techniques [46]. However, several concerns and potential drawbacks were recognised. One concern was that, if the cement was not evenly applied, localised stress may cause it to crack and generate small particles, which would cause irritation between the bone and implant. Also, PMMA is known to have exothermic properties; producing heat that can, in extreme cases, damage bone tissue, leading to bone necrosis [67, 69]. Even with these concerns, bone cement is generally accepted as the gold standard for THR fixation in patients over 65 years of age [70].
2.3.2.2 Cementless (Press-fit)

During the early 1950s, THR fixation development began with a cementless technique (press-fit) with the aid of screw fixation. However, these early cementless THRs resulted in poor results, leaving orthopaedic surgeons in pursuit of alternative means of fixation [49]. Bone cement was popularised in the 1960s by Charnley and grew in popularity as it was endorsed as a method of fixation. During that period, cementing techniques and implant design were not yet fully mature, resulting in early poor outcomes. Due to their lack of clear understanding, questions were raised about the suitability of bone cement. This suspicion caused another shift back to cementless fixation during the 1970s but, at that time, most implant surfaces were smooth. This meant that the possibility of osseointegration between the bone and the implant was poor, eventually leading to implant loosening [70]. However, in the early 1980s, the lack of bonding was resolved by material engineering, through the introduction of porous surfaces that allowed bone tissue to grow into the implant surface. This allowed greater bond stability. In fact, according to Hailer et al. [70], surface pore sizes between 100 and 200 μm displayed the best bone ingrowth outcomes. The most common materials used as porous surfaces to promote bone ingrowth are usually titanium fibre mesh, cobalt-chromium beds, and titanium plasma spray [49].

The popularity of cementless fixations grew, as they offered the same results of pain relief and implant stability as the cemented method, but with more reported features. One of the advantages of the cementless, porous surface technique is that it provides a better adhesive option due to the bone ingrowth, rather than the filling effect of the bone cement. Also, the operation procedure usually consumes less time than the cemented [70]. However, cementless THRs demand more operation precision and a longer rehabilitation period in order to achieve the desired purpose [71]. For the above reasons, orthopaedic practice usually utilises cementless fixation with younger age groups, while using cement fixation with older patients.
2.3.2.3 Fixation Summary

The debate around which method of fixation achieves the best osseointegration still exists. However, each technique has progressed since their early introduction and both now have more favourable results [72]. In fact, these two methods have been combined, producing what is known as a hybrid design. This is a combination of the cemented and cementless components (Figure 2-7) [73]. According to the annual reports of the Swedish and British National Joint Registries [4, 32], THR cementless and hybrid are growing in popularity and possibly shaping the future fixation state of the art (Figure 2-8).

In the short term, cemented fixation outperforms the cementless technique. In the long term, however, cement fixation is inferior because, with age, cement weakens and the cementless bond becomes stronger [74]. Patients’ related factors, such as age and pathological condition, remain the main influence on which technique is chosen by surgeons. Younger and more active patients are likely to have the cementless fixation, while older patients (age >65) tend to have cemented implants [70].

Figure 2-7: Overview of THR fixation methods. a) Cementless, b) Cemented, c) Hybrid (cemented stem and cementless cup), d) Reverse Hybrid (Cement cup and cementless stem), based on an illustration from [41].
2.3.3 Materials and components (state of the art)

The current practice of hip prosthesis is a result of cumulative knowledge that many surgeons and research groups have contributed towards over the last century. In the next section, an overview is provided of the current components and materials of hip prosthesis.

2.3.3.1 THR Components

A THR is mainly made up of four components (stem, head, cup, and shell) where each has a variety of sizes, materials and surface structures that need to be carefully selected in order to suit the patient’s needs (Figure 2-9). The most important component is the stem, because of its high load exposure that directly affects implant stability and load transfer. Due to the high strength requirements, the stem is commonly made of metal with an emphasis on length, neck angle, and cross section design features [46]. The next important component is the implant head, due to the major role it plays in defining the range of motion. The head is size dependent and can range between 20 mm to 60mm [75] and can be made of either metal or ceramic. Larger femoral heads are promoted to add more stability and reduce the risk of postoperative dislocation, however they are also linked to higher volumetric wear, especially with large femoral heads on polyethylene [76]. The third component is the acetabular cup liner, which is usually made of polymer and is concave in form and located between the implant head and shell (see Figure 2-9). However, the liner material and thickness is dictated by the implant’s head and shell size. Finally, the acetabular cup’s shell is usually made of
titanium and has an important impact on the implant’s stability and osseointegration. The shell’s surface design and material are made with the intention of achieving the best bond between the cup and the bone [46]. These components are coupled and fixed in an operation that usually takes several hours, where initial stability and precision determine the implant’s survival pattern.

Figure 2-9: THR components illustration, from source [46] with permission.

2.3.3.2 THR Materials

Total hip replacement consists of different components, where each requires a different mechanical feature to sustain its existence in the hostile human (mechanical and chemical) environment. In order to obtain the ultimate resemblance to the human hip joint, improvements have continued to take place since the earliest THR attempts. Amongst the earliest materials used were wood, glass, and rubber. These all had poor outcomes which then led to the use of materials like polymer, metal, and ceramic that still exist to this day [42]. Metal and ceramic are commonly used as hard bearing, while polymer is used as soft bearing [77]. Since early development, these groups have been used either alone or interlinked in various implant components. This was until the existing pattern was released, as shown in Table 2-1. In addition, these materials are commonly coated with a bioactive layer, which is done in pursuit of more osseointegration between the bone and implant. The most commonly
used metals are stainless steel, titanium, or cobalt chromium; while the polymer is either UHMWPE\(^1\) or cross-linked UHMWPE. The ceramic material could be alumina, zirconia, or an alumina zirconia composite. However, the materials selection process remains influenced by patients’ related factors (age and pathological conditions) and fixation method used (cemented or cementless) [46].

Table 2-1: THR components and their up-to-date used materials, source [46].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Material category</th>
<th>Most used material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Femoral stem</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>CoCrMo-Wrought, Ti-alloys, Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral head</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>CoCrMo-cast, Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>Alumina, Zirconia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetabular cup liner</td>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td>UHMWPW,XLPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>CoCrMo-cast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>Alumina, Zirconia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetabular cup shell</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Pure Titanium, Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.4 National Joint Registries

National registries has shown to be an integral part of the THR follow-up. They serve to highlight different surgical approaches, fixation techniques, and failure factors, among other important data. Some registries have databases that can be traced back to 1987, as is the case for the Swedish National Arthroplasty registry. Such data has been vital for the continuous improvement of THR clinical outcomes, which leads registries to expand to cover other joint replacements, such the knee, ankle, elbow and shoulder. Currently, there are more than thirteen national joint registries and other countries are following; either under or through local orthopaedic surgeon associations [78]. These registries continue to gather cumulative clinical data follow-up, which can be a powerful tool in the assessment of new technologies and complications that otherwise would take much longer to be detected and managed. This is true for the example of the DePuy Articular Surface Replacement (ASR) XL Acetabular System and Birmingham Hip Resurfacing (BHR) implants. These implants were a large
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diameter, metal-on-metal THR, promoting the advantage of increased range of motion, reduce wear rate, and enhancing stability over existed implants [79]. Despite these advantages, the Australian Registry, in their 2009 Annual Report, highlighted the first signs of clinical complications showing a higher failure rate compared to similar implants, leading to the manufacturer having to recall the implants in March 2010 [80]. THR history has been better documented with national registries showing the variation of surgical techniques, implant selection and fixation trends through the years and relating these to clinical outcomes.

2.3.5 Failure and revision

The THR procedure is one of the most successful, safe, and cost effective medical interventions of the past century. However, implants can and do fail due to human, mechanical and biological factors; leaving patients in some cases with unbearable pain and disability. In these cases, revision is needed, which involves removing the failed implant and damaged tissue and re-implanting new components. THR revision is a safe and effective procedure but comes at a cost of the loss of bone tissue. Generally, failure factors tend to be related to the patient, implant, or surgery [81]. Selected primary THR failures factors will now be addressed according to their frequently and severity.

**Aseptic** loosening and osteolysis are the primary reasons for THR revision. In fact, according to the Swedish hip arthroplasty registry [4] annual reports, aseptic loosening has been the primary factor for THR failure since the early 1980s. Artificial joint implants tend to wear down over time and yield debris that is very small in size. These small particles cause inflammation between the bone and implant, causing bone tissue to degenerate, leading to instability and loosening [44]. Likewise, poor primary fixation could also lead to aseptic loosening [82]. Osteolysis and aseptic loosening usually occur 10 to 20 years after operation, which make them long-term issues [83, 84].

**Dislocation** is another reason for primary revisions and is usually considered as an early failure factor, since it normally takes place within the first few years of the THR [81]. This factor is the second in the table of reasons for primary THR failure in the Swedish and Australian arthroplasty registry [4, 33], showing the big impact it has on implant failures. Certain patients that are older, or female, or have had a previous THR revisions, could be
more vulnerable to dislocation. Also inexperienced surgeons could also increase the risk of dislocation, either by poor fixation or choosing the incorrect THR component size or alignment [85]. Most dislocation cases can be treated conservatively, but if this is not successful, surgery may be needed to recover and maintain stability [86].

**Deep infection** is the next most serious reason for THR revisions, according to the Swedish hip arthroplasty registry [4]. Most cases occur in the early stages and are usually instigated by bacterial contamination at the time of the operation. Deep infection can be challenging to diagnose and differentiate from loosening [87]. The treatment management approach is determined by the infection level; however, most surgeons perform revisions alongside antibiotic treatment [88].

**Preiprosthetic fracture** comes next in most of the existing literature [32, 89, 90]. These fractures take place around the embedded implant and can be caused by a variety of reasons. THR osteolysis or infection can frequently produce preiprosthetic fractures, because they weaken the osseointegration between the bone and implant. However, these type of fractures also can be caused by low energy trauma from normal everyday activities [91]. Preiprosthetic fractures are classified according to the fracture location and treated accordingly. The method for restoring the alignment and stability could be either conservative or surgical [89].

**Pain** is another noticeable reason for revision. According the British National Joint Registry 2015 Annual Report, pain holds the second place in the reasons for hip revision [32]. Generally, pain location and degree is treated as a symptom of THR failure factors, such as loosening, dislocation, osteolysis, or a fracture. However, when no clear causative factor is present and chronic pain remains, this presents the surgeon with a dilemma: they can find no direct cause for the pain which limits treatment options [92]. Disturbing the mechanical load transfer and micro-motion throughout the gait cycle have been suggested as possible causes of pain [93]. Treatment choices for post-operation chronic pain are initially conservative but, if the pain remain and increases, surgical intervention may be necessary [92].

Other less frequent revision factors also exist that can be generality correlated to the patient, implant, or surgery. These occur less often but, when combined with other factors, they could accelerate failure rate [85]. Patient-related factors include age, gender, body mass index (BMI) and whether they have already had a revision, which, in most cases less can be done
towered. For example patients who are older, female, and with a higher BMI are more prone to THR failure than others. Implant-related issues are concentrated on the materials and implant design that may cause uneven loading, resulting in pain or even fractures. On the other hand, surgical factors are more manageable and if identified can be reduced. These could include the surgical approach, experience of the surgeon, component choice, alignment, and soft tissue management [86]. Taking everything into consideration, THR failure is rarely caused by an isolated factor but, in fact, normally results from two or more factors. Therefore, diagnosis has to be accurate in order to identify suitable treatment management.

2.4 THR Loosening diagnosis

When analysing THR failure factors, it becomes clear how important diagnostic techniques are in orthopaedics. Throughout the first ten years of THR, around 10% of all implants are projected to fail [94, 95]. Femoral and acetabular component aseptic loosening has been shown to be the dominant long-term failure factor [46, 84], which is manifested in the Joint National Registries Annual Reports [4, 32, 33, 35]. However, acetabular cup revisions occurred twice as frequently as femoral component revisions [19, 21].

The criteria for identifying loosening for THR components are not universally agreed upon [25]. However, the zone classifications proposed by DeLee and Charnley [96] are the most commonly used and clinically accepted [97]. This classification system is based on radiograph (anteroposterior and lateral) examinations and the presence of radiolucent line. The radiolucent line is the dark area between the bone and cement interface or the cement and implant, which appears in radiograph follow-up as an indication for loosening. There are fourteen femoral zones. The first seven zones can be examined in the anteroposterior radiography alongside the three acetabular cup zones, while the next seven femoral zones are in the lateral radiography [98], as shown in Figure 2-10. These zones were mainly intended for cemented implants but are also generally adopted to cementless, with the addition of migration criteria [97].
The clinical pattern of acetabular cup loosening is mainly instigated by wear debris. The debris size, if below a certain critical threshold (<10µm), could cause a sequence of biological activities leading to aseptic loosening [84, 99]. The sequence is a result of the wear debris, which activates macrophages (a type of white blood cell), that release cytokine, resulting in more osteolytic activity (bone degradation) around the implant, thus leading to failure [84].

Figure 2-10: The THR loosening zones. a) Anteroposterior view showing the stem first 7 loosening zones and the acetabular cup three loosening zones and, b) Lateral view illustrating the other 7 stem loosening zones. Based on an illustration from [97].

Early and accurate diagnosis is of crucial importance for both patients and healthcare providers, because it reduces patient discomfort and disability, while also reducing physicians’ misused time and costs. The diagnosis approaches are generally categorised into two groups, conventional imaging and non-imaging approaches (see Table 2-2). The next sections will address the state of the art of current diagnosis techniques and will compare conventional approaches with other emerging techniques.
2.4.1 Imagining

Radiological imaging is the most commonly used diagnosis method. This is the main method that junior surgeons are trained in during their training programs and, therefore, the technique they are most familiar with. However, imaging radiology consists of different sub-techniques that can be used according to the diagnosis needs (see Table 2-2). They generally inspect the bone and implant for osseointegration, failure, or fractures [101]. In this section, the sub imaging approaches, their features and limitations will be covered, as illustrated in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3: The different imaging modalities used for THR loosening diagnosis comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain Radiology</td>
<td>X-Ray imaging (Radiolucent line) : Space between the bone and the implant [25]</td>
<td>Cost effective and availability [102, 103]</td>
<td>Radiation exposure, Heavily experience-dependent [103, 104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthrography</td>
<td>(Plain Radiology + contrast agents) = more accuracy imaging (via fluoroscopy, CT or MRI) [100]</td>
<td>Higher sensitivity [95, 104]</td>
<td>Radiation exposure and relatively complex procedure [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scintigraphy</td>
<td>(Gamma Camera + isotopes) = observe bone metabolic rate [105]</td>
<td>Diagnosing a variety of pathological diagnoses of which musculoskeletal disorders is one [105]</td>
<td>Low specificity, radiation exposure, high cost, and relatively complex procedure [106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDG-PET</td>
<td>(Similar to Scintigraphy + monitor labelled glucose instead of isotope)[100]</td>
<td>Distinguish between infection and loosening [107]</td>
<td>Nuclear, expensive [108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA</td>
<td>(Two Plain Radiology sources + two detectors) for 3D imaging construction [109]</td>
<td>Enables early detection of implant migration [110, 111] and measurement of polymer wear [112, 113]</td>
<td>Expensive and complicated procedure [113]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.1.1 Plain Radiology

Musculoskeletal system disorders are primarily examined using conventional radiology imaging, due to cost effectiveness and availability of this technique [102]. Also, this is used as one of the main post-operative follow-up procedures [86, 114]. The accurate diagnosis of loosening using this technique is heavily experience-dependent and is usually viewed by either Anteroposterior and/or Lateral views of the hip and/or pelvis region [25, 104].

The radiology criteria for THR loosening include component position, alignment and the presence of a radiolucent line. The first two can be identified by matching the THR side with the opposite side; while the radiolucent line, if present, can be identified as a space between
the bone and the implant. For example, more than 2mm of radiolucent line could indicate a loose or migrated component [101]. Conventional radiology is an accurate diagnostic method; however, certain conditions could go undetected, leaving patients with unresolved pain. In such cases, other imaging techniques need to be considered [100].

2.4.1.2 Arthrography

Arthrography is an imagining modality similar to conventional radiology, but with the use of contrast agents. The contrast agent role in arthrography is to enhance the imaging accuracy, in order to identify what could not be detected using plain radiology [115]. These agents are injected into the joint while a conventional x-ray is taken, which makes it an invasive method for the patient. There are different approaches by which arthrography could be conducted; commonly fluoroscopy but also computed tomographic (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used. Attempts to enhance this technique resulted in the introduction of digital subtraction arthrography (DSA). This reveals more accurate images but represents a more complicated procedure than typical arthrography.

Contrast agent diffusion around the joint is the main criteria for arthrography in identifying different failure conditions [116]. This technique has shown higher sensitivity and specificity in diagnosing results compared with plain radiology of about 4%, according to Temmerman et al. [104]. The correctly identified (true positive$^2$) proportions are referred to as a sensitivity, whereas the true negative$^3$ as a specificity. However, other studies have stated that arthrography resolution could be compromised by patient motion through the imaging process and, as such, may not be able to reliably detect aseptic loosening [100].

2.4.1.3 Scintigraphy

Hip loosening can also be detected by nuclear medicine, using the Scintigraphy imaging method. This technique involves the use of a radioisotope that is introduced into the bloodstream, then detected by a gamma camera, which monitors the uptake of the radioisotope, reflecting bone metabolism. After the isotope is injected, a period of two to six hours is

\[2-\text{True positive} = \text{when patient has the disease or condition.}\]
\[3-\text{True negative} = \text{when patient does not have the disease or condition.}\]
required before imaging, in order to achieve more vivid bone imagining. Patient fluid intake (hydration) before imaging can also contribute to the imaging clarity [105, 117].

Scintigraphy imaging for detecting muscle-skeleton abnormality is achieved through observing the higher rate of isotope uptake that reflects a higher bone metabolic rate. If observed, this could mean that bone growth is being generated by the body to overcome reduced stability, which could be a result from joint infection or loosening. Isotope intake is dictated by blood flow and new bone growth rate, while the imaging period is age dependent, meaning older patients may need a double exposure time compared to younger adults, for whom the waiting time is typically two hours [100, 105].

The scintigraphy imaging method has shown a potential for diagnosing a variety of pathological diagnoses, of which musculoskeletal disorders is one. In regards to hip loosening detection, it has reported high sensitivity of up to 88% but with the downside of specificity as low as 50% [104]. The low specificity, radiation exposure, high cost, and relatively complex procedure are potential disadvantages that could lead surgeons to pursue better options [106].

2.4.1.4 EDG-PET

Fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) is another nuclear imaging technique that operates along the same principles as Scintigraphy. However, FDG-PET has shown superior results in distinguishing between infection and loose joints, which has historically been challenging because of the analogous early clinical indications they both hold. In fact, PET scanning enables early infection detection before any radiology symptoms are even present [107, 118].

FDG-PET imaging operates on the principle that an infected joint increases energy intake due to the higher activity of the leukocytes and macrophages blood cells. These increased energy intakes are reflected by the higher radiolabeled glucose (FDG) consumption, which is detected by the tomography imaging [108].

PET scanning has many advantages over similar imaging methods for loosening detection, including the fact that it is a non-invasive method, with a relatively shorter exposure time, and higher accuracy rates with a reported average sensitivity of 85% and a specificity of 90% [106, 108]. However, FDG-PET has the disadvantage of being expensive, and this could prevent its widespread use [108].
2.4.1.5 RSA

Building on plain radiology, Selvik et al. [119] introduced radiostereometric analysis (RSA) imaging. RSA provides a precise three-dimensional (3D) image that enables early detection of implant migration, which would not be possible with other methods [110, 111].

RSA’s system principle of constructing the 3D image is to use two plain radiology sources and two detectors, with known locations, at the same time, targeting the Tantalum marked implant. These Tantalum markers are inserted surgically around the implant in order to define its location for the 3D imaging construction [109]. However, the surgically invasive procedure needed to implant the markers was considered a disadvantage to the RSA system, which later was overcome by the model-based RSA system that eliminates such intervention [113]. Through the early cup migration RSA measurement, the likelihood of late aseptic loosening can be predicted [120].

RSA imaging has a promising future because of the high accuracy of this technique. It is already regarded as the gold standard in the measurement of in vivo THR polymer wear [112, 113]. In fact, RSA measurement of THR loosening has reported translation and rotation accuracy of 0.2mm and 0.5 degrees respectively [110]. However, the high cost and the complicated nature of the RSA system has contributed to it being used much less than any of the previously discussed imaging modalities [113], leaving the prospect of either enhancing earlier modalities to make them more accurate and user-friendly, or exploring non-radiological methods. These will be covered subsequently.
2.4.2 Non-imaging

In the conventional imaging methods of diagnosing prosthesis loosening, some limitations and shortcomings are evident. Even with a sensitivity and specificity of up to 80%, a revision operation on a perfect hip endoprosthesis may still be possible [121]. Consequently, new techniques have been developed and proposed on the basis of non-destructive testing (NDT), which is well established in some industrial fields, such as aerospace and automobile sectors [122]. The non-imaging techniques include two subcategories: non-structural and structural testing, which will elaborated on next (Table 2-4).

Table 2-4: THR loosening non-imaging techniques.
2.4.2.1 Non-structural (biological diagnosis)

Due to the similar early clinical indications of THR loosening and infection, certain tests are initially needed to make this differential diagnosis [25]. This is possible through a series of blood tests that include the reading of the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C-reactive protein (CRP) and Synovial fluid white blood cell count (WBC) [123]. Inflammation is highly probable if the readings for all of these biological indicators exceed certain sensitivity limits, as seen in Table 2-5. In normal (non-infected) patients, these indicators return to their normal rate 3 weeks after hip surgery for the CRP, and up to one year for the ESR. The aspiration WBC test is not recommended before two weeks after antibiotic treatment is finished [25].

Table 2-5: Joint Infection Screening Indicators, source [25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory Indicator</th>
<th>Sensitivity limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESR</td>
<td>&gt; 30 mm/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>&gt; 10 mg/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirate WBC</td>
<td>&gt; 3000 leukocytes/mL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.2.2 Structural (Vibrometry diagnosis)

Vibration analysis is a mechanical NDT technique that is widely used in the inspection of composite materials and structural integrity and has been successfully expanded into the arena of biomechanics [8, 124]. Vibrometry mainly measures the response to low-frequency excitation reflected from the targeted surface or structure [125]. Long bone property assessment, fracture healing monitoring, osseointegration and stability monitoring are all applications of vibration analysis in biomechanics [8]. However, the most widespread use was initially in the field of dentistry, following the studies of Meredith et al. [126, 127], which gave way to further research. Since then, many research groups have used vibration analysis for detecting prosthetic loosening via different measurement and excitation techniques [128]. In the following sections, we will further discuss some of the orthopaedic vibrometry applications with regards to dental uses, trans-femoral osseointegration (TFOI), and THR.
2.4.2.2.1 Dental

One of the earlier successes of vibration analysis was for assessing implant stability in dentistry. Meredith et al. [126] pioneered the technique that instigated resonance frequency analysis (RFA) in the dental field, through finding that implant height and rigidity had a relative relationship to RFA. Further studies were carried by different researchers [126, 127, 129-133], in which they were able to measure the dynamic properties of an implant in order to identify different implant interference changes. Consequently, commercial systems have been introduced, such as Osstell® (Integration Diagnostics AB, Sweden) and Periotest® (Medizintechnik Gulden E.K, Germany) [128].

2.4.2.2.2 Trans-femoral Osseointegration (TFOI)

Trans-femoral implants were introduced two decades ago and had relative success in the orthopaedic field, with the downside of a long rehabilitation phase and the likelihood of infection [128]. These implants were intended to replace an amputee socket with a femoral anchored implant, which was mainly a titanium implant fixed into the femur distal side [134]. Vibration analysis was used in a number of studies to assess TFOI [124, 128, 135-137]. These studies were inspired by the successful use of vibration analysis in the assessment of dental implant osseointegration [127, 131].

The first in vitro study was conducted by Xu et al. [135], who measured the resonant frequency in an attempt to assess trans-femoral implant osseointegration (TFOI). They showed promising results, relating the successful osseointegration process to the increase in the natural frequency response. Subsequently, Shao et al. [124] performed in vitro and in vivo studies to investigate the natural frequency of the TFOI. The experiments included impact excitation and an accelerometer to measure resonant frequency. Both in vivo and in vitro confirmed the results of the previous study [135], whereby the higher resonant (natural) frequency correlated with positive progress of osseointegration before reaching a steady equilibrium phase [124].

Cairns et al. [128] published a more recent comprehensive study in relation to TFOI assessment by observing earlier studies done by Xu et al. [135] and Shao et al. [124]. It was found that their methods included certain limitations that could have altered their findings. Thus, Cairns et al [128] started by dealing with these limitations in order to obtain more
realistic measurements that could reflect the feasibility of TFOI assessment. First, they used titanium implants similar to those clinically used, instead of stainless steel. Secondly, boundary conditions were given more attention, with two scenarios (free support and cantilevered) used as an alternative to clamping. Thirdly, both the excitation and the response were measured, instead of a single measurement, in order to compare results. Fourthly, the measurement was excited by vibration analysis as a replacement for impact excitation. Lastly, modal analysis was also used to simulate different boundary conditions. The results showed that good osseointegration was correlated to higher resonant frequency values. However, further research was suggested to examine the effects of the boundary conditions on the results.
2.4.2.2.3 Total Hip Replacement (THR)

In 1932, Lippmann pioneered vibration analysis in the field of medical research, utilising a stethoscope to examine bone fracture healing and using his fingers to elicit the input vibration. Lippmann’s study examined the free vibration response of three long bones: the femur, humorous, and clavicle. This was done by applying the excitation from one side, causing the signal to travel through the bone shaft, and measuring the response with a stethoscope from the other. The change in pitch and quality response were used as an indication for the fracture healing level. A high response would reflect a good fracture healing process and a reduced pitch would imply poor healing [138]. Due to the lack of technology, further studies were not conducted until the 1970s, when more literature was available in the area of orthopaedics [139]. This will be explored based on the THR examined component femoral stem and acetabular cup.

Table 2-6: The THR vibration analysis literature overview.
Femoral (Stem) Component

According to Cunningham [140], the first attempt of vibration analysis in the diagnosis of total hip replacement (THR) was promoted by Chung et al.[141] and Poss et al.[142]. They proposed vibration assessment as a method for monitoring hip prosthesis cement coupling. After being applied, bone acrylic cement starts to harden, causing the implant to be fixed in its desired position. Thus, the hardness process of the cement could be examined using vibration assessment. The study observed the frequency response and noted that, as the cement hardened, the frequency response shifted and intensified. They initially identified the fundamental frequency peaks related to the prosthesis and stem in the frequency response and continued to do so as the acrylic cemented healed. They stated that, as healing took place, the two peaks drifted apart, shifting from their original location. Meanwhile, the signal amplitude intensified and decreased in depth, reaching a steady state after about 30 minutes of stem implantation, as shown in Figure 2-11. In contrast, an in-vitro study by Van der Perre in 1984 examined the dynamic analysis of human bones with loose femoral implants. He stated that stem loosening caused a decrease in the natural frequency of the system and also described the measurement from a loose protheses as noisy [140, 143].

Figure 2-11: The frequency responses reflecting cement healing; a) Chung et al. (1979)[141], b) Poss et al. (1984)[142]. Illustrations modified by the author.
Rosenstein et al. [10] were among the first to utilise vibration analysis in a clinical study, both in vivo and in vitro, in an attempt to differentiate between loose and secure femoral implants. In the in vitro study, ten pathology-free cadaver femurs were used. A mini shaker with a known frequency output was placed on the lateral femoral condyle to generate the excitation, while the output signal was measured with an accelerometer located on the greater trochanter (Figure 2-12). An accelerometer is an electromechanical instrument that converts mechanical vibration into electrical signals, which can then be stored and processed. In an attempt to represent a secure implant, a femoral prosthesis was fixed into each of the femurs and then tested with an input frequency range of 100Hz to 1000Hz. These femoral implants were then loosened by partially detaching some of the proximal cement fixation, in order to represent the loose states. An in vivo study was also conducted, using seven in-patients diagnosed with prosthetic loosening, in addition to four who had successful total hip replacements. Patients were placed laterally in a similar fashion to the in vitro setup, in order to examine the efficacy of this technique. The four patients with total hip replacements had their implants cemented two weeks before the study. They represented the fixed implant states. The remaining seven patients were examined before their revisions took place, potentially representing the loose state. The vibration analysis was conducted using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, which can represent any time wave signal using a combination of several sinusoidal signals. Subsequently, it can be seen in the frequency domain as different vertical peaks at the corresponding frequencies, with heights relating to their magnitude [144]. This study concluded that vibration analysis was a valid method of distinguishing between a loose and a secure prosthesis. In the secure prosthesis, the bone and implant responded to excitation with a single frequency vibration as one unit. In the loose prosthesis, the bone and implant vibrated at different frequencies, which appeared as different peaks in the frequency spectra, as shown (Figure 2-13). They also showed that soft tissue did not alter the results obtained, and that patients did not experience any discomfort as a result of the experiment’s setting. The sensitivity and specificity of this vibration technique were subsequently shown to be 100% [9]. Despite these promising findings for use of vibrometry to diagnose late femoral loosening, early loosening cases were not represented, which led the way for the next couple of studies investigating the potential of vibrometry for early loosening cases.
Li et al. (1995-6) [11, 12] were the next to explore vibration analysis, with the aim of testing its sensitivity in detecting early loosening of THR. They postulated that early loosening was caused by micro-movement between the prosthesis and bone due to a lack of “microlock”. This was mimicked for their experiment by stopping the cement from penetrating the trabecular spaces, by adding a Teflon coating to the femoral inner canal. Late loosening was simulated by 2mm macro-movement tolerance at the bone - prosthesis interface. Another late loosening model used silicone rubber to resemble a 2 mm layer of tissue at the cancellous bones – cement interface. The experimental setting included a shaker that was placed on the distal end of the femur and two accelerometers – one attached to the shaker to measure the input magnitude and frequency, and a second to measure the signal from the greater
trochanter. Femoral models (Sawbones; Stratec, Cambridge, UK) were used with an input frequency range between 100Hz to 1200Hz. Signal analysis was conducted using two approaches: frequency response curve and spectral analysis FFT. The frequency response curve examined the overall system feedback to a frequency sweep, whereas the spectral analysis looks at the individual frequencies. They indicated that the spectral analysis had more favourable results, leading to more loosening detecting cases (Figure 2-14 and Figure 2-15). No significant differences were found between the late loose model that had fibrous tissue (2mm silicone) mimicking material and the secure condition. The late loose model with the 2mm micro-movement gap had a high sensitivity of 95% for the frequency response and 100% for the spectral analysis. Early mimicked loosening was only detected in three cases out of eight using the spectral method, giving a low sensitivity rate of 37.5%, whereas the frequency response was not able to detect the difference. The authors concluded that vibration analysis was a reliable method in the detection of late loosening, but had a low sensitivity (35.5%) for early conditions. They also emphasised that future studies should pay more attention to the importance of boundary conditions and possible mathematical modelling [11, 12].

![Figure 2-14: Li et al (1996) explaining the principle of distinction between secure and loose implants through the (FFT) spectral analysis (not from specimen data just an example), source [12] with permission.](image)
Georgiou and Cunningham [9] compared vibration analysis with a standard radiology assessment and generated valuable data that was utilised in later publications. The in vivo clinical study was conducted on twenty-three patients and a control group provided substantial data. A vibrator, with a 100Hz to 1000Hz input frequency, was placed on the femoral lateral epicondyle and measurements were obtained using an accelerometer on the greater trochanter of the femur. There were two patient groups: one group of twenty-three patients admitted for THR revision and a second group of ten patients (control group) who had a recent THR, giving an assumed secure prosthesis. Vibrometry signal analysis was conducted using two approaches: frequency response curve and spectral analysis; similarly to the work of Li et al. (1995-6) [11, 12]. Each approach was given a defined criteria distinguishing between the loose and secure prostheses. For the spectral analysis approach, the criteria was mainly dependent on the fundamental frequency response and the existence of harmonics number and amplitude. When there was no harmonics or the harmonics amplitude was less than 25% of the fundamental frequency, it was considered a secure implant. When there were more than four harmonics or a harmonic that was 50% more in amplitude than that of the fundamental frequency, it was declared as a loosened condition. According to the study, the first harmonic was the most applicable for the harmonic fundamental frequency percentage rate (25%-50%). For the frequency (amplitude) response curve approach, a single response reflected a secure condition while more than a single response represented a loose condition. The results obtained using vibration analysis were compared with results from three clinicians’ blinded assessments of the patients’ radiographs. Based on the comparison of the vibrometry and radiology results, they concluded that vibration analysis showed more precision in diagnosis of 20%, and was able to detect 13% more cases than radiology. Also, vibration analysis was reported to have a sensitivity and specificity of 81% and 89%, respectively [9].
Rowlands et al. [145] was the first to use the Doppler effect in an attempt to diagnose endoprosthesis loosening. Ultrasound was used by different research groups in orthopaedics [146-148], to examine the integrity of bone cement bonding to implant surface [149, 150]; to assess fracture healing, and for osteoporosis diagnosis [151]. Flint et al. [146] also implied that ultrasound has the potential to measure prosthetic loosening, but such a study was not realised until 2008, when Rowlands et al. conducted their pilot study. Based on the concept of vibration analysis of the total hip implant and the effect of soft tissue on the measured results, they replaced the accelerometer sensor that had been previously used with an ultrasonic probe. The study’s aim was to examine the possibility of using ultrasound to measure the output vibration and distinguish between a loose or secure hip prosthesis, and compare it with the accelerometer results. The study included two different types of bone analysis: Sawbones and Tufnol, which are commonly used in laboratory testing, with an input frequency range between 100Hz to 1500Hz. Initially, the Sawbones femur was tested with a fixed and loose hip protheses through the use of cement fixation. Then, the Tufnol femur was tested for three conditions (fixed, early loose, and loose), by using different solid bar diameters of different fits (tight +0.5mm, sliding -0.2mm and loose -1.2mm). In order to represent a realistic experiment, soft tissue was mimicked by using water for the ultrasound measurement and foam for the accelerometer setting (Figure 2-16). The measurement of both Sawbone and Tufnol femoral bone models revealed the reliability of using ultrasound as a diagnostic tool for loosening through FFT spectral analysis. In fact, the ultrasound was able to measure a greater signal amplitude when compared to the accelerometer (Figure 2-17). The investigators also noticed that, for the Tufnol femoral bone model, the 100Hz to 450Hz frequency range had more sensitive results for both the ultrasound and the accelerometer measuring techniques [145].
Rieger et al. [8] were the first to explore the possibility of using vibration analysis as a diagnostic tool for the complete Sawbones hip implant (both the stem and cup). The experiment examined four different scenarios with different stem and cup components using Sawbones models (secure stem and cup / loose stem and cup / secure stem and loose cup / loose stem and secure cup). The method of excitation was an electromagnetic shaker in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 2000 Hz applied at two locations; once at the femoral lateral condyle then at the ilium crest. Measurements were recorded using two methods; optical
laser and accelerometer vibrometry. The optical laser is a highly sensitive industrial technique that can measure surface vibration and was utilised as a reference measurement in this experiment. Three accelerometer sensors were located at different locations: medial condyle, greater trochanter, and the crest of the ilium (Figure 2-18). Six pairs were tested; where stem loosening was realised through utilising two stem sizes (10 for secure and 8 for loose), while the cup loosening was realised by using an abraded cup outer surface, preventing it from anchoring to the Sawbones cavity. Their findings revealed the feasibility of using vibration analysis to distinguish between different loosening components (femoral and acetabular), by observing three different parameters: frequency peak count, integral analysis, and peak shift. Frequency peak count is where the addition peaks to the fundamental and harmonics are counted using a specific thresholds. The integral analysis was based on the trapezoidal numerical integration method, by dividing the spectral into different bands (five for the condyle excitation and six bands for the ilium excitation). Peak shift analysis was realised through observing the frequency and magnitude peaks shift of the response resonance frequency with the secure condition being used as a reference. Based on the peak shift results, the stem and cup loosening could be identified using two sensitive frequency ranges; 200Hz and 450Hz-600Hz respectively (Figure 2-19). Based on their findings, the peak shift was found to be the most reliable in detecting loosening, followed by integral analysis for stem loosening. Meanwhile, the frequency peak count revealed more detail about acetabular loosening. Supplementary studies were suggested for further validation before this technique could be introduced to clinical practise for the diagnosis of loosening [8].

![Figure 2-18: The Sawbones model setup for the combined stem cup loosening, a) the model and excitation setup, b) the location of the three used accelerometers, source [8] with permission.](image-url)
In a more recent study, Rieger et al. [5] went one step further by replacing the excitation source with an extracorporeal shockwaves system. The proposed shockwaves system eliminated the need for mechanical excitation, which could cause patients discomfort during the diagnosis process. This new excitation approach was tested on three cadaver specimens (six hip joint, n=6) with four implant loosening simulation (stable stem and cup, loose stem and cup, loose stem and stable cup, loose cup and stable stem) with a frequency range of 100Hz to 5000Hz. Three different excitation locations were tested (lateral condyle, greater trochanter and ilium crest) utilising a variety of gel-pad sizes as a method of controlling the desired tissue penetration depth from 5mm to 40mm, as illustrated in Figure 2-20. Measurements were collected using three accelerometers simultaneously, positioned similarly to the three selected excitation locations. Similarly to the previous study, stem loosening was realised by using a smaller stem size while cup loosening was stimulated with an abraded cup exterior surface. The study had two aims. Firstly, to test the new excitation approach and, secondly, to see if the loose implant would cause the resonance spectral to
shift. A further aim was to investigate the possibility of distinguishing stem loosening from cup loosening. The main resonance of the secure hip prosthesis was about 2000Hz. The lateral condyle excitation resulted in no significance differences between the simulated conditions. Between the trochanter and the ilium locations, the clearest different was shown with the excitation at the ilium crest and accelerometer reading located at the trochanter. This was the case for the isolated stem loosening and the combined stem cup loosening, where a significant response shift was evident in the frequency range between 386Hz and 847Hz. However, isolated acetabular cup loosening did show a resonance shift but was not statistically significant. The authors concluded that distinguishing between individual THR loosening components remained a challenge, even with the use of a novel excitation system. The specimens during the study were suspended rather than lying on their side, which needed to be considered when interpreting the findings, as highlighted by the authors.

Figure 2-20: The new proposed shockwaves excitation, a) the shockwave source, b) the excitation location used, source [5] with permission.

The visual examination of the frequency response has been the main method of defining the loose condition from the secure implant using it as a reference [6]. Perez et al [6] explored different frequency response algorithms, with the aim of reaching the best quantifiable means possible and eliminating the need for visual dependency. A cadaveric femur was utilised to create two stem conditions (loose and secure). Loosening was realised by introducing a bone implant gap that was greater than 150 μm, resulting in an unstable stem condition. Excitation was conducted through 75 N transverse load, which caused the specimen to vibration freely for 5 seconds while two strain gauges were recorded the responses (Figure 2-21a). The most distinctive differences were found using the Thomson’s Multi-Taper (MTM) frequency response algorithm with a frequency range 600Hz-900Hz, holding the highest energy for the loose implant over the secure condition (Figure 2-21b).
Figure 2-21: Perez et al.’s experiment setup and results. a) the setup sketch, b) the frequency response (grey line: average secure stem response, bold line: average loose stem response), source [15] with permission.
Telemetry

To pursue more precise diagnostic tools, some researchers have proposed a telemetry technique, whereby wireless data transmission and integrated sensors are excited externally in an attempt to detect THR loosening [152-155].

Puers *et al.* [152] were the first to explore this field for the purposes of the THR loosening detection. Their study used vibration analysis with the new approach of introducing a monitoring system inside the prosthesis. The imbedded system included a capacitive accelerometer that could transmit measurements wirelessly for analysis (Figure 2-22). In attempt to test the viability of this new approach, a cadaver experiment was carried out with simulated loose and fixed cemented implants and using a vibration excitation range of 100Hz–200 Hz to the lateral condyle. Two different coils were used, one for the power and a second for the data transfers, utilising different frequency bands. Data analysis of the wireless transferred measurement showed a very clear distinction between the loose and fixed prosthesis, as shown in (Figure 2-22c). This study opened up a new field of exploration of the use embedded wireless monitoring systems.

![Figure 2-22: The first wireless vibrometry system; a) the system concept, b) the imbedded sensor in the femoral head, c) the time domain response at 150Hz excitation (upper figure for the secure output – lower figure for the loose condition), source [152] with permission.](image-url)
Clasbrummel et al. [153] also assessed endoprosthetic loosening in an attempt to produce a digital system for stem loosening detection. In their experiment, loose and fixed prosthetic conditions were simulated. A 0.5mm silicone layer was used to mimic the loose condition, while cement was used to replicate the secure condition. Alongside two transition conditions from firm to loose were used (1/3 and 2/3 distal femoral loosening with the rest surrounded by a silicone layer). A 100g weight was used as a method of excitation by being dropped from different heights of between 5cm and 25cm. The resulting signal was picked up by five accelerometers (3 embedded on the stem and 2 on the Sawbones femur for reference). Subsequently, the data was processed using the Fast Fourier Transformation method. They were able to identify the loose stem from the secure one. The group’s results were promising in detecting loosening. They suggested further developments in this approach and possibly have an intraoperative application.

Further work on telemetry was conducted by Marschner et al. [154], who changed the location of the accelerometer to the distal end of the stem. The experiment utilised a digital lock-in amplifier for the pre-processing of the accelerometer data, separating the noise from the measurement signal. They integrated all the elements (accelerometer, lock-in amplifier, and telemetry) together and a single coil was used for the measurement transfer and energy input. They verified the ability of the system to detect femoral loosening experimentally; however, its sensitivity and specificity were not assessed [154].

In another telemetry study, the accelerometer location was proposed to be in the prosthesis head [155]. This approach was advocated by Sauer, who argued that it would be easier to manufacture and sterilise. Moreover, there are fewer head types when compared with other prosthesis components. In addition to the integrated measuring unit, the excitation and the measurement coil were external. Loosening stem scenarios were mimicked by the use of screw fixations; progressively securing screws moving from the loose states to the totally secure condition. The results showed that the more loosening there is, the frequency response tended to shift to the lower values. This was in agreement with previous vibrometry literature [5, 8, 141, 142]. Further studies were suggested to explore other factors that may influence resonance shift, as well as to enhance the data transference quality and biocompatibility of the housing [155].

---

2 Manufacturing: due to the expensive stem approaches, Sterilising: was not feasible in previous system.
Acoustic emission is another branch of non-destructive testing that is used to observe the integrity of surfaces by measuring the acoustic resonance responses through “listening to the different sounds made by a structure under stress”. [125]. One of the first studies that utilised acoustic emission in the area of prostheses assessment was led by Davies et al. [147]. Their goal was to study THR cement-bone debonding initiation and propagation under simulated physiological loading. They found that depending propagation led to an increase in acoustic emissions. They hypothesised that such response information (intensity and frequency) could be related to the cement-implant depending (failure) level, but this was not proven [147].

Paech et al. [156] was the first study to examine the stem implants acoustic properties (natural frequency) with the aim of determining the reliability of acoustic techniques in the diagnosis of loosening. Initially, the acoustic characteristics of four different stems were examined using a 120g steel ball impact excitation at prosthesis’ neck area. The sound was measured via a microphone positioned 10 cm away from the stem midpoint. It was then processed from the time domain to the frequency domain, in order to analyse the frequency resonance response. This process was then repeated for soft tissue simulation using water mixed with 0.9% Natrium-Saline (NaCl), in order to examine the possible signal damping effects. The study’s findings showed that acoustic emissions could give a distinctive visual (frequency response) fingerprint for the different stem conditions (air and water surrounding medium), using frequencies up to 20 kHz, based on visual observation. However, this study did not show how the (frequency response) fingerprint could be utilised to distinguish between different implant stability conditions. Thus, another cadaveric study [122] was conducted by the same group, attempting to answer this question. The experiment measured the acoustic frequency resonance response of different stem conditions (secure and loose) and fixation (cemented and cementless), in a 65 year old female cadaver. Measurements were obtained by a microphone attached to the lateral femoral condyle during impact excitation. Then, through spectral analysis, the frequency resonance responses were examined for the different simulated conditions. The general observation was that loose conditions cause an overall resonance amplitude reduction with more reduced frequency peaks when compared with the secure condition. It was concluded that acoustic monitoring of the frequency resonance response may have the potential to be a clinical tool for THA stability assessment [122].
Another series of studies [7, 23, 100, 121, 157-164] examined a new acoustic-mechanical approach, replacing the electromagnetic shaker external excitation with an oscillator integrated in the prosthesis, which could be excited externally. The oscillator was made up of a flat steel spring with a magnetic spherical body attached to its end (Figure 2-23). The oscillator was externally excited through an external coil causing it to strike the prosthesis internally. This caused the implant to vibrate, which was subsequently measured by an external sensor. They experimented with different output parameters, such as oscillation time, velocity after impact, and frequency resonance response. The oscillation time is the period needed for the magnetic body to become stationary, which was shown to be greater for the loose condition than the secure condition [121]. The reflected oscillator velocity (first negative maximum amplitude after the oscillator impacted) also displayed a similar pattern, with the secure condition having the lowest reflected velocity, while the loose implant had the highest [160]. The frequency resonance parameter was found to have positive correlations with the system reducing stiffness (due to loosening) and the overall frequency resonance reduction, through animal experiments and finite element modelling studies [7, 100, 157, 163]. However, altering the implant inner structure could have potential effects on the biomechanical properties. This was not explored by the group, indicating the need for further study in this area [5].

Figure 2-23: The acoustic-mechanical methods concept diagram, source [121].
Intra-Operative

The best osseointegration results go hand in hand with success of the initial implantation of the prosthesis. However, surgeons tend to rely more on their experience than precision instruments in such operations. Press-fitting of implants is a common practise in the insertion of cementless prostheses, which are preferred for young active patients. Yet, the degree of the mechanical stability achieved with a press-fit could determine the operation success rate and long-term outcomes. An insufficient press-fit could lead to loosening and too much could cause bone fracture. Consequently, a number of research groups have investigated the possibility of measuring the initial stability of the implant during the intra-operative stage, in an attempt to provide surgeons with better real-time assessment tool of implant stability. Some of these studies focused on measuring micromotion caused by an applied torque [165, 166] while others used vibration analysis [167-170].

Initial attempts to assess intraoperative implant stability were based on the measurement of the initiated torque applied by the surgeon, relating the applied torque to the results of micromotion [170]. High implant/bone shear micromotion has been shown to be related to high hip torsion movements that are part of usual daily activities, such as chair raising or stair climbing, where the normal torsion range is between 15 and 29 Nm [166, 171]. Osseointegration between the implant and bone surface has a desired micromotion $\leq 40 \mu m$ up to $150 \mu m$, but if more soft tissue could be generated, leading to loosening [172, 173]. Harris et al. [165] carried out one of the earliest studies of the assessment of intraoperative implant stability. They suggested using a torque wrench micrometre. This would give surgeons a tool at their disposal to quantify their applied torque for the first time, rather than relating it to personal intuition. However, this study lacked crucial information regarding the repeatability and accuracy of the tool [166]. In another study, Cristofolini et al. [166] developed a system to measure the intra-operative stability of cementless implants. A lot of attention was given to the design of the system ensuring its accuracy, serialisability, user-friendly nature, size variability, and the ease of saving and retrieving data and programmability. Other studies [167, 170] found this methodology to be relatively complicated for clinical use.

Lannocca et al. [167] were the first to validate an intra-operative system based on vibration analysis for the purpose of measuring initial implant stability. The aim was to give the surgeon a tool to guide the optimal press-fit, by use of the resonant frequency measurement. In their in vitro test, they measured the resonance frequency at selected frequencies before,
during, and after the external torque was applied. For the loose condition simulation, a torque lower than 15 Nm was applied, while it was applied for an extended period using a handle with a lighting gauge for identifying the secure condition. Excitation was conducted in the range 1200Hz-2000Hz using a piezoelectric vibrator, while simultaneously an accelerometer was utilised to examine the amplitude response and the highest frequency peak shift. Both the excitation and measurement systems were embedded with the torque meter system. The preliminary findings correlated with those of Georgiou and Cunningham [9]; relating the secure implant to a single peak amplitude response while the loose condition has several responses peaks. Also, the unstable implant response displayed a shift of the highest peak towards the lower frequencies, in addition to a reduction in amplitude, as illustrated in Figure 2-24. However, the threshold for discrimination between the conditions was not provided for the torque applied in relation to the micromotion and frequency resonance response; showing the need for more clinical studies. Subsequently, clinical in vivo [168-170] and finite element studies (FES) [14, 171] have been conducted, all exploring the preoperative aspect and attempting to answer these threshold questions. They have stated that a protocol based on a change in frequency response measurement could be used to guide surgeons for the optimal end point for stem insertion [168, 169]. They specify that surgeons applying torque leading to <5 Hz resonance frequency shift always lead to micromotion < 150 µm, which could be used as a potential threshold [170]. The relation between the surgeons’ applied torque and resulting micromotion was also examined with a finite element study [171] reaching a close experiment and model results, showing the micromotion measurements for the torque range (0-11.4 Nm), as illustrated in Figure 2-25. Also, another FES [14] agreed with the previous studies; showing that, as the implant/bone contact increases, the frequency response shifts positively and the stem proximal contact change has the most effect on the frequency response.
Figure 2-24: The frequency response of two of the simulated conditions, a) stable (with micromotion reading of 20 µm) and, b) unstable implant (with micromotion reading of 200 µm), source [167, 170] with permission.

Figure 2-25: The applied torque and micromotion relation for the experimental and finite element model, source [171] with permission.

Other intraoperative studies [174-178] have focused on the acetabular cup initial stability. They have attempted to find a quantifiable variable, such as impact duration\(^5\) [174], impact momentum\(^6\) and pull out force [175-178], which could be correlated to the cup biomechanical primary stability. The impact duration and momentum reached a steady state by the fifth impact (3.5Kg mass drop, 4cm amplitude) [174, 175]. The maximum impact

---

5- Impact duration: time between the start and end of the applied force (impact) with threshold (30N).
6- Impact momentum: Integral of force with time.
momentum and pull out force reading was obtained for the 1mm interface fit (cavity diameter was 1mm less than the cup diameter) [176-178]. A finite element study aimed at evaluating acetabular cup initial stability was also conducted based on resonance frequency principles [179]. Comparing the model results with six male cadavers’ specimens, the frequency range was 500Hz-3000Hz sine wave, while the output was visualised utilising the FFT power spectral. The main finding was that stable cup condition frequency response demonstrated higher density compared to the unstable condition. Concluding, that power spectrum could, therefore, hold valuable information about the absolute stiffness of press-fit implant [179].

Finite Element (modelling)

Several finite element studies (FES) have explored the potential of vibration analysis in the orthopaedic field. Quite a few have focused on the pre-operative aspect [14, 22, 171, 179], which has been elaborated on previously. Others have explored post-operative aspects, either for loosening [13, 180] or osseointegration [15, 142] assessment.

Loosening

Various degrees of stem loosening were simulated in two FE studies [13, 180] with the aim of defining the minimum detectable threshold and testing how much vibration can reveal with regards to the different loosening levels. They observed that, as the implant-bone failure (loosening) takes place, the THR system stiffness decreases. This affects the system’s natural frequency and causes a reduction in the resonance frequency response [13, 180]. Reduction in stiffness was hypothesised to be driven by the size and location of the loosening [13]. Qi et al. (2003) defined one-fifth of the stem loosening to be the detectable threshold, while stressing the difficulty of detection of central region failure, regardless of the loosening level. Proximal loosening (when ≥ ½ stem length) has shown to be more sensitive than distal failure, due to the greater mass and surface contact for the proximal region. The loosening indicators used were the harmonic shift, phase angle and amplitude in the frequency spectra. Also, different frequency bands were highlighted as follows: dead/blind (<500Hz), less sensitive (500-1500Hz), sensitive (1500-2500Hz), and highly sensitive (>2500Hz) [13]. Despite these findings, further clinical validation data was not carried out, making the results inconclusive.
Osseointegration

The effect of the cementless stem bonding (osseointegration) process on the resonance frequency response has also been explored using a FES [15]. This was possibly due to the phenomenological interface model mimicking the osseointegration mechanical effect. The osseointegration simulation began in week one, whereby the implant-bone was debonded with no loading, followed by 25 weeks of daily healthy activities. The imitated daily activity included four loading conditions: walking, standing, stair climbing and resting, with different load forces and cyclic number configurations. Resonance frequency analysis was conducted at the end of each week for stability assessments. They observed that as the simulation progressed, the implant-bone interface increased, increasing the system stiffness, and increasing the resonance frequency in the form of high frequency mode values, as illustrated in Figure 2-26.

Figure 2-26: The FES cementless stem osseointegration simulation (a) stem-bone bonding process during the 25 weeks, b) the resonance frequency values during the simulation, source [15], with permission.
Acetabular Cup Component

Despite the fact that acetabular cups have a higher revision rate over femoral components, according to various national registries [17-21], the majority of the existing vibrometry loosening diagnostic literature [6, 9-13, 22, 23] is stem related. Others have explored the detection of acetabular cup loosening [5, 8, 9, 16] and were able to distinguish it from the stable condition, but without defining the loosening level detected.

Georgiou and Cunningham [9] were the first to explore the viability of vibrometry in the detection of acetabular cup loosening through an in vivo clinical study. The study attempted to characterise the loosening of the different THR components, giving each a specific loosening criteria. The femoral loosening criteria was discussed earlier in the femoral loosening vibrometry studies section. The criteria given for the distinction between the loosening components were as follows: number of resonant frequencies, the amplitude of the first harmonic, the amplitude of the second harmonic, the average amplitude of the remaining harmonics, and the number of the remaining harmonics. These amplitudes were all compared after being related to the fundamental frequency. This vibrometry study was the first to use the harmonic fundamental frequency ratio as a criteria for loosening detection. The study compared the outcomes of the vibrometry diagnosis with the conventional radiology method, reaching the conclusion that vibrometry was a reliable method for the stem component but less favourable for the acetabular component. Only 50% of the loosening cups were detected using vibrometry. They suggest that the unsuccessful acetabular cup loosening could be due to the location being further away from the source of vibration.

Tudor et al. (2008) conducted the first small scale experimental study on acetabular cup loosening [16]. A Sawbones hemi-pelvis was used to create variable loosening conditions (loose, tight fit and intermediate), using three screws holding the cup. The cup was declared to be loose when there was no screw fixation. Two screw fixations resulted in intermediate loosening and all three screws resulted in the tight fit condition. The input excitation sinusoidal signal range was between 200Hz and 800Hz. Doppler ultrasound was used as a measurement method having the specimen in a water bath for soft tissue mimicking purposes. Due the small sample size (three measurements for each condition, n=3), the results were not conclusive. However, they stated that a signal pattern was observed as loosening progressed when compared to the secure condition. This was possible through the
visual examination of the spectral analysis through FFT analysis. The loosening conditions resulted in more harmonics and noisy signal outputs, much more than the secure condition. They also emphasised the need for future studies to pay more attention to the loosening simulation, in order to create a more realistic scenario.

Rieger et al. (2013-2015) were the next to explore the reliability of vibrometry in the detection of complete THR (stem and cup) loosening. They aimed to distinguish between the two loose components. Stem loosening was replicated by using a smaller stem size, whereas cup loosening was replicated with an abraded cup exterior surface for both studies [5, 8]. Initially, Rieger et al. (2013) tested a complete Sawbones hip model, replicating different stem and cup loosening conditions. The main finding was that loosening of the two components can be distinguished through relating each to a specific frequency detection zone with a specific analysis approach (peak shift, integral analysis, and frequency peak count). The peak shift was found to be the most reliable in detecting loosening, followed by integral analysis for stem loosening. The frequency peak count revealed more detail about acetabular loosening [8]. In a subsequent study, Rieger et al. (2015) [5] attempted to refine the vibrometry approach by proposing a shockwaves excitation system, in order to eliminate the need for mechanical excitation, which can cause patients discomfort when used in the diagnosis process. The aim remained the same; replacing the initial sawbone models with cadaver specimens and exploring different excitation locations (lateral condyle, greater trochanter and ilium crest). The lateral condyle excitation resulted in no significant differences. Between the trochanter and the ilium locations, the clearest different was achieved with excitation at the ilium crest and the accelerometer reading located at the trochanter. Isolated stem loosening and the combined stem cup loosening did show a significant response shift in the frequency range 386Hz to 847Hz. Isolated acetabular cup loosening did not show a statistically significant shift; leading to the conclusion that distinguishing between the individual THR loosening component remained a challenge, even with the use of the novel excitation system.
2.4.2.3 Soft Tissue

Soft tissue consists of different layers with their own dynamic properties that need to be examined in order to understand their effects on measurements. Soft tissue comprises arrangements of skin, muscles, tendons, ligaments, fat, nerves, blood vessels, and synovial membranes. Thus, the characteristics of soft tissue will be the combination of all of these various elements. Soft tissue properties are not constant and are vulnerable to different influences that can dramatically change their characteristics. These influences include age, health, state (*in vivo, in vitro*), loading and body location [181]. Therefore, the next sections will consider soft tissue properties, effects, and substitutes.

2.4.2.3.1 Soft Tissue Acoustic Properties

The study of soft tissue properties is important in order to quantify the effect it has on measurements and to produce more realistic substitutes. The main properties to be considered are the speed of sound, acoustic impedance, attenuation coefficient, backscattering coefficient, nonlinearity parameters, longevity, Young’s modulus, and temperature [181-183]. Firstly, the speed of sound varies according to the tissue’s thickness. Secondly, the acoustic impedance can be calculated from the material density and speed of sound. Thirdly is the signal strength reduction, also known as attenuation coefficient. Fourthly, the backscattering coefficient refers to the reduction caused by scattering. Fifthly, the nonlinearity parameter describes the material’s nonlinearity behaviour. Sixthly is the period of time over which materials can sustain a constant acoustic property, known as longevity. Seventhly, the material elasticity, which is usually represented by Young’s modulus. Lastly, temperature, whereby acoustic properties are usually stated at normal room temperature (25°C). These properties are of varying importance depending on the measurement and experiment aims; thus, not all properties are always reported in the literature [184]. Some of the acoustic properties for different human tissue are illustrated in Table 2-7.
Table 2-7: The Acoustic prosperities of some of the soft tissue components, source [181].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Attenuation (dB/cm MHz)</th>
<th>Acoustic Impedance (MRayl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortical Bone</td>
<td>3476</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connective Tissue</td>
<td>1613</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trabecular bone</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>1055</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscles</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendon</td>
<td>1670</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft tissue (Average)</td>
<td>1561</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.2.3.2 Soft Tissue Effect of Vibration Measurement

More significant information about the influence of soft tissue (skin, muscles, ligaments, joints) on natural resonant frequency was found in the literature regarding long bone properties. These studies examine the effect of skin stiffness variation, preload conditions [185-189], muscle, ligament, and joint [190-195] effects on the natural resonance responses of long bones (tibia or ulna). The results revealed that the effect of the skin on obtaining measurements is very low compared to muscles and joints [192-194]. For example, in the case of the tibia bone, the absence of soft tissue (skin, muscles, and ligaments) has the effect of increasing the natural frequency measurement by up to 5-18% [190, 192].

2.4.2.3.3 Soft Tissue Substitutes

Since the early 1960s, tissue mimicking substitutes have been used for ultrasound imaging calibration and training purposes. Generally, most of these mimicking materials have isotropic and homogenous structures and properties, although more complicated structures are commercially available. Substitutes have the advantages of tailored acoustic properties, dimensions, and internal features. Conversely, commercial substitutes are often expensive and designed for specific applications. Thus, customized projects that require more specific features and reduced costs are usually fabricated and designed in labs. Substitute materials can be made into hard tissue or soft tissue. Hard tissue mimicking materials often represent
cortical bone, trabecular bone and dental enamel. Soft tissue substitutes mimic muscles, tendons, ligaments, fat, nerves and blood vessels [181].

Ongoing research has led to the continuous introduction of different soft tissue materials in attempts to achieve ultimate tissue characteristics. Water and water-based substitutes were among the early mimicking materials that are still preferred for their simplicity, transparency, and usability. However, they have some shortcomings, such as lower attenuation coefficient and lower speed of sound compared to soft tissue, and they are strongly temperature dependent. Nevertheless, reports have shown that the speed of sound can be enhanced to 1540m/s when ethanol is added (7.4% by mass) [181], and glass beads or graphite powder can provide the desired characteristic for the attenuation and scattering [183]. Also, other materials have been introduced, such as gelatine, agarose, and silicone, to achieve better soft tissue mimicking structures (more materials and their acoustic properties are shown in Table 2-8) [181, 183].
Table 2-8: The acoustic properties of hard and soft tissue substitutes, source [181].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Velocity (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acrylic</td>
<td>Cortical Bone</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>Agarose-based</td>
<td>1498-1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbone Fibre Plastic</td>
<td>Cortical Bone</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>Gelatine-based</td>
<td>1520-1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebonite</td>
<td>Cortical Bone</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>Magnesium Silicate-based</td>
<td>1458-1520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>Cortical Bone</td>
<td>2740-3168</td>
<td>Oil Gel-based</td>
<td>1480-1580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspex</td>
<td>Cortical Bone</td>
<td>2657</td>
<td>Open Cell Foam-based</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy</td>
<td>Trabecular Bone</td>
<td>1844-3118</td>
<td>Polyacrylamide Gel-based</td>
<td>1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyvinyl Chloride</td>
<td>Whole Bone</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>Tofu</td>
<td>1520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Composite</td>
<td>Dentin</td>
<td>3306</td>
<td>Water-based</td>
<td>1518-1574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 Literature review summary

A detailed review of the literature provides a better understanding of the different development stages and trends that have characterised the history of total hip replacement. Leading to the reasoning of the current state of the art fixation methods, component types, materials selection, failure factors and diagnostic techniques. Existing literature, along with the annual reports of national joints registries, were utilised to follow these different development stages; placing them in a historical context.

Vibrometry has been proposed as an alternative, more sensitive method for THR loosening diagnosis. Despite the fact that acetabular cups have a higher revision rate over femoral components, most of the existing literature is stem related. Also, the limited acetabular cup studies only examined late loosening scenarios.

Literature review summary in points:

- THR demand is growing, particularly within a younger and active patient group [53].
- Aseptic loosening is the primary reason for THR revision [46, 84].
- Imaging techniques are the primary diagnostic and follow-up method, but shown to be unreliable for early loosening detection [5-7].
- New diagnostic techniques have been developed and proposed on the basis of non-destructive testing (NDT), such as vibration analysis (vibrometry) [100].
- Vibrometry can distinguish implant instability (loosening) through the frequency spectrum of the response signal and by referring it to the vibrational response of the secure case [6].
- Despite the fact that acetabular cups have a higher revision rate over femoral components [17-21], the majority of the existing vibrometry loosening diagnostic literature [6, 9-13, 22, 23] is stem related.
- Attempts have been made in the literature [5, 8, 9, 16] to examine cup loosening. These studies were able to detect late cup loosening, but did not specify the earliest detectable threshold, which this study is attempting to address.
Chapter 3 – Aim and Objectives
3.1 Aim

Vibrometry has been proposed as an alternative THR implant loosening non-invasive diagnostic technique, which attempts to overcome the current technique's limitations [6, 8]. Vibrometry has been applied in different lower limb orthopaedic related studies; mainly in implant intra-operative assessment [165-170, 174, 175, 196], osseointegration assessment [128, 135, 141, 142] and in loosening diagnoses [8-12, 14, 22]. The acetabular cup component revision rates are higher than the stem component rates in accordance with various national registries [17-19]. Yet, the majority of the existing vibrometry loosening diagnostic studies [6, 9-13, 22, 23] have been stem related and a limited number [5, 8, 9, 16] have examined cup loosening without defining the loosening level detected. Thus, the aim of this project is to investigate the viability of vibrometry for accurately detecting early acetabular component loosening.

3.2 Research questions

– Can THR acetabular component loosening be detected using the vibrational analysis method?
– What is the earliest loosening phase that can be accurately detected?

3.3 Research objectives

The objectives of the study, which help to the answer the research questions, were to develop a series of case studies that varied in complexity. Initially, these case studies involved testing the concept using a simplified set-up with minimum boundary conditions. Thereafter, they increased in complexity. These case studies could be grouped under three objectives, as follows:

Objective -1 Development of acetabular component loosening using Sawbones® blocks.
Objective -2 Development of acetabular component loosening using a Sawbones® Hemi-pelvis.
Objective -3 Development of acetabular component loosening using a Sawbones® Femoral and Hemi-pelvis composite bones.
1. Development of acetabular component loosening using Sawbones® blocks

The first step in the accurate interpretation and understanding of the vibration analysis of the acetabular cup component is to reduce the elements involved, such as muscles and ligaments, in an attempt to reduce the source of measurement errors. Thus, the first stage involves an acetabular cup and simplified controlled Sawbones® polyurethane solid foam, in order to create various loosening scenarios. The case studies that follow under this objective were, as follows:

- First case study - Late spherical (2mm and 4 mm) loosening.
- Second case study - Early spherical (1mm) loosening.
- Third case study - Early zone (1&2, 1&3, and 2) 1mm loosening.

2. Development of acetabular component loosening using a Sawbones® Hemi-pelvis

The second objective was the development of loosening model using a Sawbones hemi-pelvis fitted with an acetabular cup. This attempt to accommodate the complex geometry of the hemi-pelvis bone and observe the effect on the loosening detection using vibrometry. Thus, a Sawbones hemi-pelvis was utilised to house the simulated two loosening situations. They were two spherical loosening levels (1mm and 2mm) that was compared to a secure condition (1mm press-fitted). The 1mm spherical loosening could be attributed to early loosening while the 2mm to the late stage. More clarification of the set-up of this stage and the means of measurement will follow in Chapter 6.

The second objective case study:

- Fourth case study – (Early and late) hemi-pelvis spherical cup loosening
3. Development of acetabular component loosening using a Sawbones® Femoral and Hemi-pelvis composite bones

This stage was an attempt to create a more clinically relevant experiment through the development of acetabular cup loosening using the Sawbones femoral and hemi-pelvis composite bones. The previous four case studies used an excitation position that was much closer to the acetabular cup than would be clinically possible, using the non-invasive approach. Thus, the femoral composite bone was added to reflect a more realistic scenario where the excitation source is placed on the lateral femoral condyle as initially suggested by Rosenstein et al. [10]. The simulated loosening condition were; 1mm press-fit (secure), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. Further explanation of the set-up and measurement methods will follow in Chapter 7.

The third objective case study:

- Fifth case study – (Early and late) femoral and hemi-pelvis spherical cup loosening.
Chapter 4 – Research Methodology
4.1 Introduction

The hip joint can withstand cyclic loading equivalent to three times the human body-weight [25] which makes it more vulnerable to damage than many other joints. Due to the joint’s location and function, in some cases any damage could eventually leave patients with unbearable pain and consequently a constriction in their mobility. Total hip replacement (THR) is a human intervention which has the aim of pain relief and function restoration. THR has come a long way since it was introduced by Charnley in the early 1960s, and was nominated as the operation of the century [1]. The high success rate of the THR procedure has contributed to its rapid increase in use, reaching one million operations annually worldwide [41]. Despite these numbers about 4-10% of all implants are expected to fail in their first decade [3, 95], mostly due to aseptic loosening, which has been identified as the primary THR failure factor since 1979 [4]. When analysing the THR failure factors, it becomes clear how important diagnostic techniques are in orthopaedics.

Early and accurate diagnosis is of crucial importance for both patients and healthcare providers, because this reduces patient discomfort and disability, while also reducing physicians’ misused time and costs. The diagnosis approaches are generally categorised into two groups; conventional imaging and non-imaging approaches. Imaging diagnostic techniques are the mostly widely used due to their availability and cost effectiveness [102]. Also, they are used as one of the main post-operative follow-up procedures [86]. The radiology criteria for THR loosening include component position, alignment and the presence of a radiolucent line. For example, more than 2-mm radiolucent line thickness could indicate a loose or migrated component [101]. Some limitations and shortcomings are evident in the conventional imaging methods of diagnosing prosthesis loosening. Even with a sensitivity and specificity of up to 80%, a revision operation on a perfect hip endoprosthesis may still be possible [121]. Consequently, new techniques have been further developed and proposed on the basis of non-destructive vibration analysis testing which is well established in some industrial fields, such as the aerospace and automobile sectors [122].

This Chapter is intended to explain the methodology of vibration analysis (Vibrometry) in acetabular cup loosening detection. This includes the excitation system, measurement techniques and data analysis methods.
4.2 Vibrometry concept in detecting loosening

Vibrometry has been applied in different lower limb orthopaedic related studies, mainly in implant intra-operative assessment [165-170, 174, 175, 196], osseointegration assessment [128, 135, 141, 142] and in the loosening diagnosis [8-12, 14, 22], as previously explored in Chapter 2. Vibrometry attempts to detect the loosening of orthopaedic implants using a non-invasive vibration analysis technique [9]. Although the acetabular cup component revision rates are higher than the stem component in according to various national registries [17-19]. The majority of the existing vibrometry loosening diagnostic studies [6, 9-13, 22, 23] were stem related and a limited number [5, 8, 9, 16] examined cup loosening without defining the loosening level detected. Thus, the aim of this project is to investigate the viability of vibrometry for accurately detecting early acetabular component loosening.

Vibrometry is best explained using the first two clinical in vivo pilot studies [9, 10] that were attempted to differentiate between loose and secure femoral implants using this technique. In these studies patients were placed on their sides (laterally) and were then exposed to an input sinusoidal signal with a frequency sweep range of 100 to 1000Hz. A mini shaker was placed on the lateral femoral condyle to generate the excitation, while the output signal was measured using an accelerometer located on the greater trochanter (Figure 4-1: a and b). In the Georgiou and Cunningham [9] study the mini-shaker was placed at 90° to the femur, while patients were encouraged to relax and avoid any muscle tension that may affect the signal (Figure 4-1b). In both studies frequency analysis of the recorded signal was conducted using a spectrum analyser for both the intact and loosened conditions. Then, by visual observation they pointed out that the frequency spectrum of the loose conditions has higher harmonic numbers and magnitudes than the intact spectrum, as seen in (Figure 4-2 a and b). Also, it was noted by Rosenstein et al. [10] in their in vitro study that these extra harmonics were more prevalent near the natural frequency of the cadaveric femurs; more details are available in Chapter 2.
Vibrometry characteristic of defining THR loosening was defined in the two clinical studies [9, 10]. These studies implied that loosening of the THR affects the mechanical properties of the system, which then is reflected in the presence of an extra number of harmonics. These harmonics can be observed using either the frequency amplitude responses or frequency spectrum analysis [9, 11].

Frequency spectrum analysis was the first reported method for observing the distorted waveforms caused by implant instability [10]. If the implant system was exposed to a sinusoidal wave excitation a secure condition would respond in a linear manner with a single peak in the frequency domain. While the loose condition responds nonlinearly with more peaks in the frequency domain, as observed in previous clinical in vivo [9, 10] and in vitro [11, 12] studies, as seen in Figure 4-2. The suggested parameters for loosening detection using spectrum analysis were put forward in the Georgiou and Cunningham [9] clinical study as follows: First harmonic amplitude, second harmonic amplitude, remaining harmonics number, remaining harmonics amplitude average and the ratio between harmonics and the primary frequency.

The frequency amplitude responses were the second method described to indicate THR loosening using vibrometry [9, 11]. The amplitude response of any targeted system is plotted against the driving frequency range [197], where each system has a unique response as a vibration signature and can be used as a reference for any future testing. Such a monitoring technique could hold valuable information on any system’s mechanical properties and assembly, and give a highly reliable indication of the system unbalance, loosening or misalignment [197]. The method’s parameters for loosening were defined by the number of resonance frequencies, where loose implants would have more resonance frequencies than
the secure implant, according to Li et al [11] in in vitro testing and asserted by the Georgiou and Cunningham [9] in a clinical study; see Figure 4-3. Also, shifting of the resonance frequencies is another method that has been observed in other studies [6, 8, 13]. However, any THR system amplitude response requires a range of excitation frequencies to elicit the response, which can potentially cause patients to experience discomfort [163].

Frequency Spectrum (FFT) Harmonics analysis

Figure 4-2: Rosenstein et al. [10] clinical study results for the secure implant (a) and for the loose condition (b), with permission.

Frequency Amplitude responses

Figure 4-3: Georgiou and Cunningham [9] clinical study results for the secure implant (a) and for the loose condition (b), with permission.

In this study, frequency spectrum analysis was the main method adopted for loosening detection, through the quantification of the harmonics’ magnitudes and their ratio to the primary (fundamental) frequency. This was selected over the number of resonance
frequencies parameter because a frequency sweep is not required. Thus, a single frequency excitation and its response should be enough to characterise a loose condition using observation of the primary frequency and related harmonics, as illustrated in Figure 4-4. Still, to be able to define the best excitation frequency a sweep would initially be required to find the optimum frequency for the vibrometry diagnosis. [198]

Figure 4-4: Frequency Spectrum Analysis concept in detecting Acetabular cup loosening, source [194], with permission.
4.2.1 Study Design

In order to achieve the study aim of investigating the viability of using vibrometry in the accurate detection of acetabular cup loosening, it was necessary to develop a series of case studies that varied in complexity. Initially, these case studies involved testing the concept using a simplified set-up with minimum boundary conditions. Thereafter, they increased in complexity. These case studies could be grouped under three objectives, as illustrated in Figure 4-5.

The first objective was the detection of acetabular cup loosening utilising a simplified controlled Sawbones® polyurethane solid foam. This objective included three case studies that mimicked radiolucent line loosening at different levels; late and early spherical loosening and early zone loosening. Late spherical loosening was replicated using a 2-mm and 4-mm gap, while the early loosening case had a 1-mm spherical gap. Early zone loosening condition was a 1 mm thickness gap that was zone specific. Further explanation and justification of these scenarios’ setups will follow in the next Chapter 5.

The second objective was an attempt to accommodate the complex geometry of the hemi-pelvis bone and observe the effect on the loosening detection of the vibrometry. Thus, a Sawbones hemi-pelvis was utilised to house the simulated two loosening situations. They were two spherical loosening levels (1mm and 2mm) that was compared to a secure condition (1mm press-fit). More clarification of this objective will follow in Chapter 6.

The third objective was the development of a Sawbones femur and hemi-pelvis acetabular cup loosening. The use of the femur reflects a more realistic scenario where the excitation source is placed on the lateral femoral condyle as initially suggested by Rosenstein et al.[10]. The simulated loosening condition were; 1mm press-fit (secure), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. Further explanation of the set-up and measurement methods will follow in Chapter 7.
Figure 4-5: The Study three Objectives
4.3 Excitation System

Electromechanical vibrators (mini-shaker) are the most used apparatus in vibrometry studies [8-12] for introducing an input excitation signal to the target system. Characterised as periodical (sinusoidal) deterministic force vibration. Thus, the same method was adopted for the signal excitation for all the different case studies.

This excitation signal is introduced to the targeted system through a 19 mm diameter spherical tip attached to a mini-shaker (V201, Ling Dynamic Systems Ltd, UK). The shaker was driven through a function generator (TG230, Thurlby Thandar Ltd, UK) via a power amplifier (PA25E, LDS Ltd, UK). The excitation signal characteristic was controlled through the function generator options setting, then the signal passes through the power amplifier system with a gain value of one reaching to the mini-shaker system.

The input signal was a sinusoidal wave of constant amplitude, with a defined frequency sweep range for each case study. The selection of each range of excitation frequencies and signal characteristics will be explained and justified accordingly. The input signal to the mini-shaker was verified through the use of a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 1002) that was connected between the power amplifier and the mini shaker system. This was conducted in order to verify the input signal frequency and amplitude.

The input excitation frequency range was between 100 Hz and 1500 Hz with constant amplitude for the first two case studies, early and late spherical cup loosening. Then was increased to 2500 Hz for the third case study, zone non-uniform cup loosening. Likewise, the fourth (hemi-pelvis) and fifth (femur and hemi-pelvis) case studies had an excitation range between 100 Hz and 1500 Hz. Summary of the case studies’ excitation frequency ranges and the signal amplitudes are provided below Table 4-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective 1</th>
<th>Frequency Rang</th>
<th>Signal Amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First case study</td>
<td>100-1500Hz</td>
<td>3 Volts p-p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second case study</td>
<td>100-1500Hz</td>
<td>4 Volts p-p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third case study</td>
<td>100-2500 Hz</td>
<td>4 Volts p-p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective 2</th>
<th>Frequency Rang</th>
<th>Signal Amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fourth case study</td>
<td>100-1500Hz</td>
<td>4 Volts p-p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective 3</th>
<th>Frequency Rang</th>
<th>Signal Amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fifth case study</td>
<td>100-1500Hz</td>
<td>4 Volts p-p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Measurement Techniques

The output response signal of the targeted systems was recorded using two measurement methods; an accelerometer transducer and an ultrasound probe. This was achieved using sound and vibration Measurement Labview software. More clarification of the measurement sensors and signal analysis software will follow in the next sections.

4.4.1 Accelerometer

The majority of THR vibrometry studies [5, 10-12, 124, 128, 135] use an accelerometer as a measuring technique due to their availability and reliability. Other studies [8, 145] have used accelerometers as a reference measurement method for proposed new measurement techniques. Thus, to be consistent with other orthopaedic vibrometry studies this study uses an accelerometer as a reference technique to the proposed ultrasound approach. A piezoelectric accelerometer (Model 353B18; PCB Piezotronics Inc, US) sensor was selected for the different case studies, mounting and fixation will be further explained in each case study. In the fifth case study two piezoelectric accelerometers were used for selection of the optimum measurement location. The Piezoelectric accelerometers work on the principle of the piezoelectric effect that when exposed to an acceleration force will generate an electrical output that in proportionate. Great attention was given to the accelerometer coupling, which will be explained in further detail for each case in the set-up section.

4.4.2 Ultrasound

An ultrasound transducer (Mini Dopplex 500 4 MHz, Huntleigh Technology Plc, UK) was used in the measurement of the response signals in addition to the accelerometer measurement method. The ultrasound approach for detecting THR loosening using vibrometry was initially proposed by Rowlands et al.[145] in an attempt to overcome the soft tissue attenuating effect. In the two pilot clinical studies [9, 10] the output response signal was measured using an accelerometer firmly pressed onto the greater trochanter. The applied force on the sensor was an attempt to reduce the effect that the soft tissue thickness, overlaying the hip trochanter region, has on the reading and this may also lead to patient discomfort [145]. Thus, the use of Doppler ultrasound allows this issue to be overcome.
The principle of ultrasound in the detection of vibration is realised through the Doppler shift phenomena. The ultrasound probe sends a sound wave with a defined frequency \((f_0)\), which is then reflected from the moving target surface and is received by the same probe with a shifted frequency. The difference between the transmitted and reflected wave frequencies is the Doppler shift \((f_D)\) [199]. The calculation of the Doppler shift \((f_D)\) is conducted through the following equation:

\[
f_D = \frac{2f_0 \nu}{c} \cdot \cos \theta
\]

Where the variables are; \(\nu\) = the speed of the object, \(c\) = the speed of the sound in the medium, \(f_0\) = transmitted beam frequency, and \(\theta\) = the angle between the ultrasound reflected beam and the direction of the object movement [145, 199]. An increased Doppler shift value shows that the system is moving in the direction of the probe and vice versa, like in the example of blood flow. Thus, the ultrasound output signal reading is a voltage which is proportional to the Doppler shift with a sensitivity of 0.5 V/kHz, represented using the frequency unit hertz (Hz). The ultrasound probe is coupled to the target surface using an ultrasonic transmission gel (Aquasonic-100, Huntleigh Technology Plc, UK). This is mainly to prevent any air interference between the probe and the surface, which could cause the reflection of the signal due to the very low air impedance, where 99.9% of the signal would be reflected if air existed [199].

The method of collecting the accelerometer and ultrasound probe data through the different case studies and data analysis method will be further explained in the following sections.
4.4.3 Signal measurement

The output response to the excitation signal was recorded using the dedicated sound and vibration Labview software package (Signal Express, Suite version 11, National Instruments). The signal data was recorded first and then post-processed using the power spectrum analysis tool at a later stage.

The output data from the sensors, accelerometer and ultrasound, was collected using a BNC (Bayonet Neill–Concelman) connector cable to a USB powered data acquisition system (USB-4431, National Instruments). This data acquisition system is the means for the data to be collected and processed by the LabVIEW sound and vibration package. This was realised through the use of a personal computer (Core2Duo 3.16 GHz, CPU 4 GB RAM).

The sampling frequency was selected so that it would overcome the aliasing effect. Thus, the sampling frequency for the first case study was 8 kHz, about five times the highest input frequency, this was then increased to 20 kHz in the following case studies for more sampling accuracy. The case study sample sizes were not less than ten to ensure that the preconditions for the statistical analysis are favourable. The data collection process was done in accordance with a specified protocol for each case study. This included data labelling to reflect the type of experiment done and means of measurement that was crucial for the next analysis stage. This was an attempt to achieve a better testing repeatability for the different samples.

4.5 Signal Analysis Technique (Spectrum Analysis)

The characteristics of diagnosing THR loosening using vibrometry are mainly dependent on the frequency analysis of the targeted system, through the primary frequency and related harmonics magnitudes. This analysis is realised using the spectrum analysis provided by the LabVIEW sound and vibration package. The signal analysis process will be explained followed by further elaboration regarding the parameters for loosening diagnosis in this study.

A code was developed using LabVIEW sound and vibration software, initially to record the data and then to process it. The analysis stage started by recalling the stored data with the aid of the data labelling system used to distinguish between the different testing conditions. The data analysis then went through three different stages; filtering, power spectrum and
peak searching. These stages were carried out using the (process and analysis) tools provided in the sound and analysis package.

Filtering was the first stage of the data analysis using a low pass filter with a cut off frequency of 10 KHz, taking into account the sensors measurement range. This was followed by the power spectrum phase that used the filtered data as an input. The power spectrum stage setup was as follows; Window (Hanning), Spectrum type (Magnitude), Magnitude scale (Linear), peak conversion (RMS). Window filters are applied to the time waveform data and the Hanning type was selected in accordance with software user guidance for the sine waves. The (magnitude) was selected as a spectrum type over the power, where the power is equivalent to the square the magnitude. Also, the magnitude scale selection was linear units, rather than decibels. The frequency magnitude could be referred to using (peak value, peak to peak value or RMS root mean square). However, RMS is the preferred method for quantifying human vibration exposure [200]. The method of analysis is based on the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. This can represent any time wave signal using a combination of several sinusoidal signals, which can be seen in the frequency domain as different vertical peaks at the corresponding frequencies, with heights relating to their magnitude [144], as seen in Figure 4-6. The last stage of the signal analysis was the peak-search stage, which is a specific tool used to identify the different frequency peaks in the frequency domain. These peaks were then exported in the form of a Microsoft excel format file containing the fundamental frequency and related harmonics magnitudes. These peaks readings were the parameters used to compare the different conditions, as will be further explored in the following sections.
In summary, the targeted system was elicited using a defined input frequency range and the response was measured using two different methods; ultrasound and accelerometer. The data was then processed using the specified sound and vibration system in the following order; filtering, frequency spectrum and peak search to give the frequency spectrum for each targeted system. The parameters for diagnosing loosening in this study were mainly dependent on the frequency spectrum of the targeted system, through magnitudes of the primary frequency and related harmonics.

4.5.1 Frequency Spectrum Analysis

In 1989, Rosenstein et al.,[10] was the first to correlate THR loosening to the existence of an extra harmonic compared to the secure condition; other studies followed [9, 11, 12] adopting the same approach and verifying the concept. Thus, this study is an attempt to adopt the same frequency analysis approach in the diagnosis of acetabular cup loosening. The frequency analysis identifies the fundamental frequency and the related harmonics in the form of vertical peaks, with heights relevant to their magnitude, at the corresponding frequencies.

The fundamental frequency is mainly the response to the driving excitation signal. This is followed by harmonics that are relevant to the signal type. In the case of this study the driving signal was a sinusoidal waveform of constant amplitude. The harmonics of the periodical signals come in the following order relative to the fundamental frequency (F); first harmonic (2F), second harmonic (3F), third harmonic (4F) and the remaining harmonics follow the...
same pattern [144, 201], as shown in Figure 4-7. Thus, the first harmonic for the periodic sinusoidal signal is twice the fundamental frequency value, followed by the second harmonic that is three times the fundamental frequency, etc. For example, if the driving signal was a 50-Hz sinusoidal wave, in the response frequency analysis the fundamental frequency would be $F=50\text{Hz}$ followed by the harmonics; first harmonic $=2F=100\text{Hz}$, second harmonic $=3F=150\text{Hz}$, third harmonic $=4F=200\text{Hz}$, etc.

Figure 4-7: The periodical signal spectrum analysis: Fundamental frequency ($F$), 1$^{st}$ harmonic ($2F$), 2$^{nd}$ harmonic ($3F$), etc.

The study’s main parameters of comparison between the different loosening conditions are through the fundamental frequency and the harmonic magnitudes. The first parameter is the primary (fundamental) frequency magnitude response, where the secure response is compared to the various loosening levels and the resulting patterns are observed. The same evaluation was conducted for the following harmonics. Each harmonic magnitude was compared with the different simulated loosening conditions and related to the secure state. This forms the first part of the data analysis which is then followed by the harmonic ratio, explained in the subsequent section.

4.5.2 Harmonic Ratio

The harmonic ratio is an attempt to quantify the frequency analysis across the difference driving frequency range, the aim being to define the best optimum excitation range based on the resulting responses. Conducting the frequency spectrum analysis and observing the fundamental and harmonic frequencies can only be realised for one specific frequency at a time. Thus, the harmonic ratio was used as a method to better illustrate the relationship between the harmonics and the fundamental frequency for the whole driving frequency
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range. Hence at each frequency response in the horizontal frequency axis the harmonic ratio variables represent the ratio between the harmonic in relation to the fundamental frequency to be observed alone, rather than both frequencies. Where the secure condition harmonic ratio would be used as a reference to distinguish the loosening condition, patients would be observed over time in order to act as their own control.

The harmonic ratio was characterised in accordance with the number of the harmonics used in comparison to the fundamental frequency. Thus, the first harmonic ratio is the relation between the first harmonic and the fundamental frequency magnitude (1st harmonic ratio = 1st harmonic magnitude [F₁] /fundamental magnitude [F]). Similarly for the 2nd and 3rd harmonic ratio, simplifying the number of harmonics that were used to get the related ratio. These different ratios were used to see if the same pattern is reflected throughout or if one ratio type is better at representing loosening than the others.

The concept of finding a relation between the harmonic magnitudes and the primary fundamental frequency was pointed out in different studies [9, 11, 12], and as early as 1989 [10]. As initially noted by Rosenstein et al. [10] in their in vitro study loosening conditions had higher harmonic magnitudes relative to the fundamental frequency. This was later explored by Li et al. [11, 12] who reached the same conclusion, adding that this could only be applied to late loosening. Georgiou and Cunningham [9] then put forward the 25 % - 50 % 1st harmonic amplitude concept, where if the harmonic amplitude is 25% or less than the fundamental amplitude then the implant would be considered secure, whereas more than 50% would be considered a loose condition. Nevertheless, these previous studies were stem related and the relativity of the harmonics to the fundamental frequency was only visually observed [6]. Thus, this study is the first to attempt to apply vibratometry – frequency spectrum analysis in the diagnosis of acetabular cup component and to quantify the harmonic ratio rather than visual observation.

4.5.3 Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis of the different conditions was conducted using SPSS software (version 20.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Initially, the Shapiro-Wilk test was used to observe the normal distribution, as recommended for sample sizes below 50 [202]. Accordingly, due to the non-normal distribution of the data non-parametric analyses were performed. Initially, this involved the use of a Kruskal-Wallis test between the different conditions, followed by
Mann-Whitney U-tests between each two cases. The statistical significance was defined as a p value of <0.05.

4.6 Summary

This Chapter outlined the research methodology behind using vibrometry (vibration) analysis in the detection of the acetabular cup component loosening. Initially, the conventional loosening diagnostic techniques and the justification of the use of the vibrometry approach were briefly explained. Then, the vibrometry concept in the loosening diagnosis and how this study is different from other vibration analysis studies were clarified. The different case studies that were used to achieve the study aims were also explained. This was followed by the specification of the excitation method and measurement techniques that were used. Finally, the data analysis approach used was described highlighting the parameters that were used in the loosening diagnosis. The excitation, measurement and data analysis approach are the same for the different case studies with the exception of the excitation frequency range and sensor coupling, which will be justified accordingly. The following Chapters will explain in detail the different case studies using the same outline structure for ease of comparison.
Chapter 5 – The First Objective
(Sawbones blocks Cup Loosening)
5.1 Introduction

The first step towards the accurate interpretation and understanding of vibration analysis of the acetabular cup component is to simplify the set-up with minimum boundary conditions. This should reduce any source of potential measurement errors. Thus, the first stage involves using an acetabular cup and simplified controlled Sawbones foam model to create various loosening scenarios. These were as follows: late spherical, early spherical, and early zone loosening. This was done in order to replicate the radiolucent line gap, which is one of the main criteria for detecting implant loosening when using imaging techniques [101]. In this study, ‘late loosening’ refers to the loosening gap when it is equal to or more than 2mm. The term ‘early loosening’ is any loosening gap less than 2mm. The 2mm gap thickness was used as the threshold because imaging techniques use it as the minimum reliable means of confirming the presence of loosening [100]. This criteria was adopted in order to simplify the acetabular cup loosening complexity and test the vibrometry concept. The three case studies presented in this chapter have undergone the same vibration excitations, data collection and analysis processes, in order to ensure a controlled and repeatable environment. Further explanation of the set-up of these scenarios will follow in the next sections.

To answer the research question, whether vibrometry can be used to detect acetabular cup loosening, the first objective included the following case studies:

- First case study – Late spherical loosening
- Second case study – Early spherical loosening
- Third case study – Early zone loosening
5.2 First Case Study: Late Spherical Loosening

The first approach in verifying the ability of vibration analysis to detect acetabular cup loosening was through using the late spherical loosening set-up. Vibration analysis had to demonstrate the same level of ability of detecting loosening as the established radiological techniques, in order to be a valid method of loosening detection. Thus, since the 2mm radiolucent line gap thickness was the minimum reliable detection threshold for imaging techniques, it was essential for the vibrometry to detect the same level of loosening. This stage was labelled as “late” loosening due to the ability of the imaging techniques to reliably detect the loosening level at the radiolucent line where it was equivalent to 2mm and above. This case study included two spherical loosening levels (2mm and 4mm). These were compared to a secure condition (1mm press-fit), in order to see their effect on the frequency analysis responses and whether a pattern could be observed (Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1: The polyurethane solid foam and the excitation and measurement techniques used, source [194], with permission,
5.2.1 Materials and Methods

5.2.1.1 The loosening setup

The acetabular model was replicated in the study with the aid of a polyurethane solid foam material (Sawbones Europe AB, Malmö, Sweden). This material has the same mechanical properties as the human bone and is commonly used in orthopaedic implant studies as an alternative to the cadaver human bone [203]. The Sawbones foam material comes in a block shape with the following characteristics according to the manufacturers data:, density of 30 pcf (0.48g/cm3), compressive strength of 18 MPa, compressive modulus of 445 MPa, tensile strength 12 MPa, tensile modulus of 592 MPa, and size 13 cm x 9 cm x 4 cm. The different loosening conditions were mimicked through the creating hemispherical cavities of different diameters to accommodate the different loosening levels. This was realised by the use of two acetabular cups (Trident® Hemispherical HA Cluster Sheller shell, Titanium (it-6Al-4V) with Arc Deposit Surface, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA), with diameters of 54 and 52 mm and a liner (Trident® x3 polyethylene insert UHMWPE). The three conditions that were mimicked in this case study were: 1mm press-fit acetabular cup, 2mm spherical loose and 4 mm spherical loose, as illustrated in Figure 5-2.

![Figure 5-2: Case study three conditions (1mm press-fit, 2mm spherical loose and 4mm spherical loose), source [194], with permission.](image_url)
The cementless acetabular cup component fixation is primarily achieved by press-fit fixation and additional screws can also be used for extra stability [204, 205]. The press-fit technique leaves the acetabular hemispherical cup cavity underreamed with a 1 mm or 2 mm diameter interface [205, 206]. Thus, the 1mm press-fit was adopted to replicate the secure cup condition. It would be used as a reference for the two loosening conditions. The press-fit cavity was machined by utilizing a computerised numerically controlled (CNC) milling machine to achieve the desired cavity geometry. The secure cup cavity was designed to have a diameter of 53mm and a depth of 27.5mm. The diameter was designed to be 53mm and to have a 1mm diameter interface with the 54mm acetabular cup. The depth of the 27.5mm cavity was used to accommodate the depth of the acetabular cup. The depth was achieved by using a 1mm offset to the cavity, causing it to be 1mm deeper. This allowed it to reach 27.5mm and prevented the cup from bottoming-out, as described in the press-fit stability assessment study by Crosnier et al. [173]. Subsequently, the Stryker acetabular cup (54mm diameter) was inserted into the prepared cavity (53mm diameter and 27.5mm depth) through repeated impacting using a soft mallet until it was fully seated, in accordance with the literature [207-209].

The two spherical loosening conditions mimicked, 2mm and 4mm, were mainly to replicate the radiolucent line clinically observed gap width. The 2mm spherical gap thickness was created using a 56mm diameter cavity with a 52mm Stryker cup diameter size. The 4mm loosening was created through the use of a 60mm diameter with the same Stryker cup size of 52mm. These hemispherical cavities, 56mm and 60mm in diameter, were produced using acetabular reamers (Figure 5-3). The soft tissue interface between the acetabular cup outer shell and bone surface was mimicked using a low modulus silicone (EVO-STIK, Bostik Limited, England), in accordance with the literature [11, 124, 135, 153]. The silicone layer interference thickness was controlled by using a surgical assessment measurement tool that is typically used to ensure the acetabular cup cavity size after reaming. It consists of different dome sizes that surgeons can choose from. A 52mm diameter dome was used after being spread with a silicone releasing agent (Ambersil Formula 6, Bridgwater Somerset, UK) to prevent the silicone from sticking to the dome surface. It was held in the cavity using a specific handle that was screw-fixed into the dome, as seen in Figure 5-3. The silicone curing time was 24 hours according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The experiment set-up and the application of the excitation and measurement system will be explained in the following section.
5.2.1.2 Excitation signal

The input excitation signal was a sinusoidal wave with a frequency range between 100 Hz and 1500 Hz, with a step increase of 50Hz and a constant amplitude of 3 Volts (peak – peak). The method of introducing the input signal to the targeted system was through an electromechanical mini shaker (V201, LDS, UK). The shaker generated a signal that was controlled through a power amplifier (PA25E, LDS, UK) that was driven by a function generator (TG230, TT, UK). The excitation system, input signal characteristics and frequency range was adopted in accordance with the following studies [9-12, 145], where the authors highlight the prospect of detecting stem loosening using a sinusoidal frequency sweep excitation range that is below 1500Hz.

5.2.1.3 Testing setup

After the different loosening conditions were created using the polyurethane solid foam block, they were tested within an aluminium frame. The set-up aimed to reduce any elements that may affect the different loosening condition responses. It also aimed to reduce the source of measurement errors. The aluminium frame was composed of twelve aluminium beams (30mm width, KJN Aluminium, UK) that were joined by eight cubic junctions, making the following size: 280mm x 190mm x 500mm. This set-up was attached to a wood base. The aluminium frame had a moveable inner bracket that was used to suspend the sawbone system. The Sawbones block was lightly suspended using a cord (SPECTRA thread, Ø 0.3mm) to produce a consistent boundary condition. The cord had a defined length of 25cm where it was used to suspend the block at defined points that were marked. The Sawbones suspension was achieved through screws that were fixed at the Sawbones sides with a
defined depth of 7.5mm inside the block. The suspension wires were not tensioned. It was only the combined weight of the Sawbones block and implanted acetabular cup that contributed to the wire tension (Figure 5-4).

The excitation and measurement location of the targeted system surface were defined for accuracy and repeatability. The excitation signal was introduced using a metallic rod with a spherical head (19mm diameter), attached directly to the sawbone surface on one side. The two measurement sensors (accelerometer and ultrasound) were located on the other side. The mini shaker was held in place using holding clamps to neutralise the effect of the shaker weight on the specimen reading. The ultrasound probe was also clamped in place to ensure a constant height in order to apply the ultrasound gel for coupling with the sawbone surface. The accelerometer was also coupled to the surface using petro-wax material in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

Figure 5-4: The system ste-up ; Sawbones block, excitation, and measurement method, source [194], with permission.
5.2.1.4 Testing protocol

The different loosening scenarios were tested using the same procedures to ensure accuracy and repeatability. The testing protocol can be divided into three stages: pre-testing, testing, and post-testing. The pre-testing stage involved the preparation of the Sawbones sample, excitation and measurement system. The testing stage measured the response of the system tested due the vibration signal. The post-testing involved verifying the recorded data and disassembling and re-assembling the system; leading to preparation for the second reading phase, as illustrated in Figure 5-5.

The pre-testing stage included three phases of preparation, which were the Sawbones sample, excitation and measurement system. The first phase was the Sawbones sample preparation. This initially required the adjustment of the inner brackets within the titanium frame to hold the wire needed to suspend the Sawbones block. The blocks with the mimicked loosening were then suspended using four screws; two on each side. The next phase was the excitation signal preparation and validating the input signal. The function generator was the method of setting the signal type, amplitude and frequency range. It was connected to the mini shaker through a power amplifier with a master gain value of one. The signal feeding the mini shaker was observed using a digital oscilloscope in order to verify the frequency input amplitude and frequency range. The last phase was the preparation of the measurement instruments, including the coupling of the sensors, sound and vibration code running and data labelling. Initially, the accelerometer was coupled to the Sawbones block surface using a wax, whereas the ultrasound probe was coupled using an ultrasound gel. The sound and vibration LabVIEW code was then prepared, embedding the sensors sensitivities, sampling frequency and data labelling for each reading within the software. Data labelling was used to label the recorded loosening condition, Sawbones density, frequency range, amplitude and the reading number. This was all crucial information for the post processing and analysis stage.

The testing stage was conducted to observe the system tested, while undertaking the frequency sweep excitation. It was necessary to check the sensors’ coupling and the shaker’s clamping due to presence of the vibration signal which may affect them. The input signal was also observed using the digital oscilloscope to further ensure the accuracy of the input frequency sweep range.
The post-testing stage had three phases incorporated in order to verify the recorded data after each measurement. The first phase of the post-testing was related to the measurement verification. Initially, stop the recording of the LabVIEW code after the frequency sweep had finished. The frequency sweep could be tracked using either the frequency spectrum reading from the input signal through the oscilloscope or from the response reading on the LabVIEW code in real time. It was then necessary to verify the recorded data set after each reading. This was done through observation of the time domain signal recording and ensuring that the data labelling was correct. This process was followed by the second phase. This phase involved stopping the function generator that was used to drive the mini shaker. The removal of the mini shaker was necessary for changing the Sawbones specimens. The third phase was to disassemble the loosening system set-up by removing the measurement instrument and changing the suspension cord in preparation for the next reading to take place.

In brief, each of the three simulated conditions for the first case study (1mm press fit, 2mm spherical loosening and 4mm spherical loosening) went through the same processes of experiment set-up and data collection, following the testing protocol shown in Figure 5-5. This leads to the next step which is the measurement and analysis, revealing the frequency spectrum for each of the test conditions.
Figure 5-5: The protocol of testing for the spherical late loosening.
5.2.1.5 Sample size

Twelve readings of each of the samples (1mm press-fit, 2mm spherical loose, and 4mm aspherical loose) were obtained similar to the work of Xu et al. [135]. After each reading, the sample and measurement system was disassembled and assembled again with the aid of the markings on the aluminium frames, Sawbones block and the suspension wires.

5.2.2 Measurement and Analysis

5.2.2.1 Results

The results will be presented in two ways; spectrum analysis and harmonic ratio. The frequency spectrum analysis is a way of quantifying the system response in the form of fundamental frequency and the related harmonics, which utilises the LabVIEW sound and vibration software (FFT analysis). This was conducted for each of excitation signal frequencies in 50 Hz increments. The harmonic ratio was the second method of analysis whereby the ratio between the harmonics and the primary driving frequency respond was determined and compared for the different simulated conditions.

5.2.2.1.1 Frequency spectrum analysis

The elements of the spectrum analysis were the fundamental frequency ($F_0$) and the first harmonic ($F_1$). The fundamental frequency is the direct response to the driving signal and the harmonics are produced in response to the system’s nonlinearity.
The fundamental frequency \((F_0)\) was the initial parameter observed for the three conditions (1mm press fit, 2mm spherical loose and 4mm spherical loose). It was noted that, as the acetabular cup loosening level increased, the lower the fundamental frequency magnitude \((F_0)\) became for both measurement methods (accelerometer and ultrasound). Figure 5-6 illustrates the \(F_0\) magnitudes for the output responses of the three conditions at a 200 Hz driving signal. The secure cup (1mm press-fit) had the highest magnitude followed by the two loosening conditions, 2mm and 4mm respectively. The difference in magnitude between the loosening conditions was much higher for the ultrasound reading than for the accelerometer readings.

The first harmonic \((F_1)\) was the second parameter observed using the FFT analysis. This parameter behaved in the opposite manner to the fundamental frequency \((F_0)\). It increased as the simulated acetabular cup loosening level increased. The secure condition (1mm press fit) had the lowest first harmonic peak (magnitude), followed by the 2mm and 4mm loosening conditions respectively, as seen in Figure 5-6. However, the absolute magnitude increase difference between the loosened conditions was higher for the accelerometer reading than the ultrasound probe.

These findings, at the driving frequency of 200 Hz, imply that, as the mimicked cup loosening level increases, the fundamental frequency \((F_0)\) magnitude decreases and the first harmonic \((F_1)\) magnitude increases. To further quantify this signal behaviour across the different driving frequencies, the harmonic ratio was utilised.
Figure 5-6: FFT spectrum analysis at driving signal 200Hz, source [194], with permission.
5.2.2.1.2 Harmonic Ratio

The harmonic ratio was an attempt to define the optimum frequency range for detecting cup loosening using spectrum analysis. This ratio can be defined as the relationship between the first harmonic magnitude and the fundamental frequency (harmonic ratio = first harmonic magnitude ($F_1$))/fundamental frequency magnitude ($F_0$)). When taking into account the previous spectrum analysis – an increase in the fundamental ($F_0$) magnitude and decrease in the first harmonic ($F_1$) – we would expect to have a higher harmonic ratio as the loosening increases. Thus, the secure (1mm press fit) condition has the lowest harmonic ratio because it has the lowest first harmonic and the highest fundamental magnitude, while the 4mm loosening condition has the highest harmonic ratio, because it has the highest first harmonic and lowest fundamental magnitude. This is illustrated in Figure 5-7 for the responses at the driving signal of 200 Hz.

![Figure 5-7: The harmonic ratio for the ultrasound signal at 200Hz driving frequency. The ultrasound probe sensitivity was (0.5V/KHz).](image-url)
The harmonic ratio for the accelerometer reading, showing the different conditions, is shown in Figure 5-8a. There is a clear pattern illustrated that relates to the simulated loosening levels. The greater the radiolucent line mimicked gap gets, the greater the harmonic ratio becomes. This can clearly be seen in Figure 5-8a where the 4mm loose condition has the highest harmonic ratio, followed by the 2mm loose condition, and lastly the secure (1mm press-fit) condition with the least ratio in the frequency range up to 950 Hz. When comparing the 2mm spherical loosening condition to the 1mm press fit condition it was noticed that the 2mm has a greater (p<0.01) ratio than the secure state at the driving frequency range 100-1050 Hz. Whereas between 100-1000 Hz the 4mm loose condition has a much greater (p<0.01) ratio over the secure condition. However, when comparing the two loosening conditions, 2mm and 4mm, the 4mm harmonic ratio was greater (p<0.05) at 11 frequencies in the range between 150-250 Hz and 550-900 Hz. The accelerometer harmonic ratio of the 2mm loose condition was higher than the secure condition at 20 frequencies and with the 4mm loose condition at 19 frequencies; followed by 11 frequencies for the comparison between the two loosening conditions.

The ultrasound harmonic ratio for the three simulated conditions was plotted alongside the accelerometer reading for ease of comparison, as seen in Figure 5-8b. The same pattern was also observed that could be related to the loosening levels, but at a lower frequency readings than for the accelerometer. The harmonic ratio for the ultrasound was conducted for the driving frequency range 200-1500 Hz, due to an inbuilt cut-off filter affecting measurement below 200 Hz in the ultrasound unit. When comparing the 2mm loosened situation to the secure one, it was found that it had higher ratios (p<0.01) for the driving frequency range 850-1050 Hz. whereas between 500-950 Hz, the 4mm loosening condition had a greater (p<0.01) ratio over the secure condition. The 4mm loose condition ratio was also higher (p<0.05) than the 2mm loose condition at the driving frequencies ranges of 500-700 Hz and 800-850 Hz. Accordingly, the ultrasound harmonic ratio of the 2mm loose was higher than the secure condition at 5 frequencies and with the 4mm loose condition at 9 frequencies; followed by 7 frequencies for the comparison between the two loosening conditions.
To summarise, the harmonic ratio was able to support the spectrum analysis loosening diagnostic approach through a quantifiable means, thus highlighting a more favourable frequency range for both measurement methods (the accelerometer and ultrasound), as illustrated in Table 5-1. Generally, the accelerometer method did show better results over the ultrasound method with regards to the harmonic ratio variation and wider detectable frequency range.
Figure 5-8: The harmonic ratio of the different simulated condition for both measurement techniques. * Graphs a, c, e and g were obtained using the accelerometer sensor for the comparison between the conditions; (secure, 2 and 4 mm loose), (secure and 2 mm loose), (secure and 4 mm loose) and (2 and 4 mm loose), respectively. * Graphs b, d, f and h show the same sequence of comparisons using the ultrasound probe measurement technique. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size, source [194], with permission.
Table 5-1: The first harmonic ratio comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted.

NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.

| Driving Frequency (Hz) | 100 | 150 | 200 | 250 | 300 | 350 | 400 | 450 | 500 | 550 | 600 | 650 | 700 | 750 | 800 | 850 | 900 | 950 | 1000 | 1050 | 1100 | 1150 | 1200 | 1250 | 1300 | 1350 | 1400 | 1450 | 1500 |
|------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1st Harmonic Ratio     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Secure Cup - 2 mm      | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | 20  |
| Secure Cup - 4 mm      | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | 19  |
| 4 mm - 2mm             | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | 11  |

| Driving Frequency (Hz) | 100 | 150 | 200 | 250 | 300 | 350 | 400 | 450 | 500 | 550 | 600 | 650 | 700 | 750 | 800 | 850 | 900 | 950 | 1000 | 1050 | 1100 | 1150 | 1200 | 1250 | 1300 | 1350 | 1400 | 1450 | 1500 |
|------------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1st Harmonic Ratio     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     |
| Secure Cup - 2 mm      | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | 5   |
| Secure Cup - 4 mm      | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | 5   |
| 4 mm - 2mm             | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | NA  | 7   |
5.2.3 First Case Study Discussion

The first case study, late spherical loosening, was aimed at verifying the ability of the vibration analysis approach to detect acetabular cup loosening. The output response of the loosening conditions was compared to the stable condition over the frequency range 100-1500 Hz. The excitation system was used in accordance to previous vibrometry studies [8-12] alongside the accelerometer as a measurement method [5, 10-12, 124, 128, 135]. Moreover, the ultrasound measurement approach proposed by Rowlands et al. [145] was utilised as an alternative measuring technique. The system response was examined using frequency spectrum analysis with the focus on the fundamental frequency and first harmonic as highlighted by Georgiou and Cunningham [9] as a potential indicators for the implant stability assessment.

The findings of this case study were examined using two methods; spectrum analysis and harmonic ratio. Initially, with the spectrum analysis, it was noted that, as the loosening gap became bigger, the fundamental frequency magnitude decreased and the first harmonic increased. This was then quantified using the harmonic ratio approach by dividing the first harmonic by the fundamental frequency magnitude, in order to define the optimum frequency range for detecting cup loosening using spectrum analysis. The harmonic ratio findings for the simulated conditions, using the accelerometer, revealed a distinct pattern. The greater the radiolucent line, the greater the harmonic ratio became. This was clearly observed for the 2mm spherical loosening condition when compared with the 1mm press fit condition, where the 2mm had a greater (p<0.01) ratio than the secure state in the driving frequency range 100-1050 Hz. Whereas between 100-1000 Hz, the 4-mm loose condition has an even a much greater (p<0.01) harmonic ratio over the secure condition. The ultrasound harmonic ratio also supported the accelerometer signal pattern, but with a less number of significant readings. The frequency range for the ultrasound method was 200-1500 Hz, due to the ultrasound unit having a built in cut-off filter that affected measurements below 200 Hz. When comparing the 2mm loose situation to the secure one, it was found that it had a higher ratio (p<0.01) for the driving frequency range 850-1050Hz, whereas between 500-950 Hz the 4mm loosening condition had a greater (p<0.01) ratio over the secure condition. Accordingly, both measurement methods were able to distinguish the simulated late loosening acetabular cup condition from the stable condition through a quantifiable
mean. However, the accelerometer method did show better results over the ultrasound reading with regards to the harmonic ratio variation and a wider detectable frequency range.

It should be noted that this case study has some limitations due to the simplification of the experimental set-up. The loosening level was within the imaging techniques range of reliable detection [100]. Also, the use of a single density polyurethane foam material is not enough to support the vibrometry diagnosis reliability. The excitation and measurement coupling used the same table surface, which could lead to the shaker base affecting the sensors readings. These limitations were addressed in the next case study, in order to create a more reliable testing set-up and draw more conclusive conclusions.
5.3 Second Case Study: Early Spherical Loosening

The second stage in testing the vibrometry was to create loosening levels that imaging techniques have difficulty detecting. Despite the fact that vibrometry was able to detect late loosening at certain frequency ranges, the detected loosening gap (2-4mm spherical) is still within the range of imaging techniques diagnostic ability. Thus, the second stage was introduced to test the ability of vibrometry to diagnose early loosening scenarios. This was realised by mimicking a loosening that was a 1mm radiolucent line equivalent. The 1mm spherical loosening was mimicked using two methods; once with a silicone layer interface and another where the gap was clear (air gap) (Figure 5-9). This criteria of the early spherical loosening was adopted in an attempt to simplify the acetabular cup loosening complexity and test the vibrometry concept. Further attention was given to the sensors and shaker coupling in order to reduce the source of measurement errors. This will be clarified in the Material and Methods section below.

![Figure 5-9: The early spherical loosening testing set-up.](image-url)
5.3.1 Materials and Methods

5.3.1.1 The loosening setup

The acetabular early loosening model was replicated using the same polyurethane solid foam materials (Sawbones Europe AB, Malmö, Sweden). However, the density of the material was reduced (20 pcf -0.32g/cm3) to closely resemble human cancellous bone mechanical properties (young’s modulus and yield strength)[210]. The selected polyurethane solid foam characteristics, according to the manufacturer’s data were: density of 20 pcf (0.32g/cm3), compressive strength of 8.4 MPa, compressive modulus of 210 MPa, tensile strength 5.6 MPa, tensile modulus of 284 MPa, and size of 13 cm x 9 cm x 4 cm. The early loosening condition was produced through the machining of hemispherical geometry to accommodate a 1mm thickness gap that was spherical and uniform. The polyurethane foam cavity also had a 5mm-width channel that was machined between the bottom of each of the created cavities and the bottom surface of the block. This was used as a method for controlling the silicone thickness and the cup removal for the press-fit condition. A one-size 54mm diameter acetabular cup (Trident® Hemispherical HA Cluster Sheller shell, Titanium (it-6AI-4V) with Arc Deposit Surface, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA) and a liner (Trident® x3 polyethylene insert UHMWPE) was used for the three conditions. They were 1mm press-fit (secure condition), 1mm spherical silicone loose and 1mm spherical clear loose, as illustrated in Figure 5-10.

![Figure 5-10: Case study two three conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm spherical silicone loose and 1 mm spherical clear loose).](image-url)
In this stage, the secure condition (1mm press fit) has the same hemispherical cavity geometry (53mm in diameter) as the first case study. This was CNC (computer numerically controlled) machined with a depth 27.5mm. However, the cup insertion method for the press-fit was different for this stage. It was inserted using a 30KN Instron Universal Testing Machine 5675 (Instron Corp., Canton, MA, USA) with a compression force of 1500N (rate of 10mm/min). This method of cup fixation was adopted in an attempt to provide more accuracy and repeatability in contrast to the impacting fixation method used in the previous case study [211-213]. The 54mm diameter Stryker cup was exposed to a uniformed load of 1500N with a loading rate of 10mm/min until the cup was fully seated into the 53mm diameter cavity. A small 5mm-width channel was also CNC machined between the polyurethane cavity bottom and the block’s lower surface, in order to enable easy removal of the cup between the different readings. After each reading, the cup was gently hammered out using a soft mallet before re-inserting another polyurethane cup and this was repeated ten times.

Two early loosening conditions were created: 1mm spherical (clear and silicone) loosening, in an attempt to replicate the radiolucent line clinically observed around loosened implants. The 1mm spherical gap thickness was created using a 56mm-diameter cavity with a 54mm Stryker cup diameter size. The Sawbones block was machined by the computer numerically controlled (CNC) milling machine to achieve the desired cavity geometry. The 1mm radiolucent line equivalent loosening was done into two ways. One set-up was simply a 1mm clear gap interface between the cup shell and Sawbones surface, while the second had a 1mm gap with a silicone layer interface (Figure 5-12). This was done in order to see what effect the soft tissue interface had on the loosening detection. The low modulus silicone layer interface thickness was controlled by using a specific manufactured dome shape that was made from Nylon 66 (RS Ltd. Northants, UK). The dome had the same diameter as the inserted cup (54mm) and an extended stem that was 13mm in length and 5mm diameter. The stem was used as a method of holding the dome in place through the silicone curing time and to guarantee the thickness symmetry. The dome was also spread with a silicone releasing agent (Ambersil Formula 6, Bridgwater Somerset, UK) to prevent the silicone from sticking to the dome surface. It was held in the cavity using a specific handle screw-fixed into the dome, as seen in Figure 5-11. After the silicone layer was produced in the Sawbones cavity using the Nylon dome, it was held in place for twenty-four hours using a clamp system before testing.
Figure 5-11: Steps taken to mimic loosening that was a 1mm radiolucent line equivalent using the silicone.

Figure 5-12: The Sawbones block showing the added 1mm silicone layer.
Chapter 5

The First Objective

5.3.1.2 Excitation signal

The input excitation signal was a sinusoidal wave with frequency range between 100 Hz and 1500 Hz, with step increase of 25 Hz and a constant amplitude of 4 Volts (peak – peak). The step increment of the frequency sweep was reduced to 25 Hz from 50 Hz used in the late loosening case study, in order to better enhance the frequency sweep accuracy. Moreover, the sinusoidal signal amplitude was increased to 4 Volts (peak-peak) to see what effect it may have on the loosening detection.

5.3.1.3 Testing setup

The different simulated loosening conditions were tested using a similar testing set-up used in the previous case study, with the aim of reducing the source of measurement errors. However, a further aluminium frame was added to provide better coupling of the measurement sensors (Figure 5-13). The aluminium frame was fitted with an adjustable holder that could be easily moved and aligned. The additional frame and holder was fixed to the frame system using four moveable inner brackets that could be adjusted if needed. The Sawbones suspension was conducted under the same conditions as in the first case study. The block measurements and excitation locations were labelled using CNC milling to ensure accuracy.

During this stage, more attention was given to the measurement and excitation system coupling in order to reduce any source of measurement errors. The mini shaker clamp base used to be on the same table as the measurement system, which may cause disturbances to the response readings. Thus, the base was moved and isolated from the measurement system surface to provide more favourable testing conditions. The excitation location on the sawbone surface was the same, but a longer rod was used to prevent the shaker from touching the additional aluminium frame used to hold the sensors. The measurement sensors were also coupled and aligned using the additional frame instead of the clamp system used previously. In addition, the accelerometer sensor was screw-fixed to the Sawbones using threaded steel inserts (PEM® Inserts, UK), providing additional stability (Figure 5-14). Ultrasound gel was used with the ultrasound probe to maximize coupling.
5.3.1.4 Testing Protocol

This case study testing protocol was closely related to the first case study (late loosening). The testing protocol as explained in the previous case study had three stages, which are the pre-testing, testing, and post-testing stages. Due to the addition of the sensors aluminium alignment frame an extra step was add to the pre and post testing stage. This was only at the measurement system set-up phase were the ultrasound probe was coupled using the frame instead of a clamp system.

Figure 5-13: Early loosening set-up showing the additional aluminium frame used for the sensors alignment.

Figure 5-14: The accelerometer coupling to sawbone surface, a) using a petro-wax material for the late loosening case study, b) using the screw-fixation coupling for the early loosening case study
5.3.1.5 Sample size

Ten readings of each of the simulated conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm spherical clear loose, and 1mm aspherical silicone loose) were obtained using ten different Sawbones samples. After each reading, the targeted system was disassembled and assembled again with the aid of the marking on the aluminium frames, Sawbones block and the suspension wires.

5.3.2 Measurement and analysis

At this stage, data analysis included two parameters more than at the earlier stage. They were the second harmonic magnitude and the second harmonic ratio. These additions were to see if loosening has the same effect pattern on the system spectrum response harmonics.

5.3.2.1 Results

The results will be presented in two ways: spectrum analysis and harmonic ratio. The frequency spectrum analysis includes the fundamental frequency, first and second harmonic. While the harmonic ratio includes the first and second harmonic ratio.

5.3.2.1.1 Frequency spectrum analysis

The analysis of the spectrum analysis examined three parameters for loosening comparisons: fundamental frequency, first and second harmonic. The second harmonic was added to the analysis for this stage to see if it would reveal the same observations as the first harmonic in relation to loosening.

The fundamental frequency ($F_0$) was the initial parameter observed for the three conditions (1mm-press fit (secure cup) and 1mm spherical (clear and silicone) loosening). When comparing the fundamental frequency magnitude of the three simulated conditions, there was no significant difference. This was the case for the ultrasound and the accelerometer readings across the frequency range 100-1500 Hz.

The first harmonic ($F_1$) was the second parameter observed using the FFT analysis. The loosening levels did show a significantly higher ($p<0.05$) first harmonic reading with both measurement methods at particular frequencies, 5 for the accelerometer and 3 for the
ultrasound. With the accelerometer reading, when comparing the 1mm spherical clear loosening situation to the secure one, it was found that it had a higher magnitude (p<0.05) at the driving frequencies 100 Hz and 800 Hz. Meanwhile, between 1050-1150 Hz, the 1mm spherical silicone loosening had a greater (p<0.01) magnitude over the secure condition (Figure 5-15). Accordingly, the ultrasound first harmonic magnitude was higher (p<0.01) for the 1mm spherical clear loose situation over the secure one at the driving frequency 650 Hz. It was greater (p<0.01) at 950 Hz and 1350Hz for the 1mm spherical silicone loosening condition.

![Image of First Harmonic Magnitude](image)

Figure 5-15: The accelerometer first harmonic magnitude response to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 1050 Hz, 1100 Hz and 1150 Hz. ** Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size. Source (27).

The second harmonic ($F_2$) was the third parameter examined in the spectrum analysis. Through the comparison of the simulated conditions, significantly higher (p<0.05) second harmonics were found for the loose condition over the secure condition for both measurement techniques, at 4 frequencies using the ultrasound and at 3 frequencies for the accelerometer reading. With the ultrasound results, when comparing the 1mm spherical clear loose situation to the secure one, it was found that it had a higher magnitude (p<0.05) at driving frequencies of 800 Hz and 1050 Hz. At 950 Hz and 1050 Hz, the 1mm spherical silicone loosening had a greater (p<0.05) magnitude over the secure condition (Figure 5-16).
For the accelerometer results, the second harmonic magnitude was higher (p<0.01) for the 1mm spherical clear loose situation over the secure one at driving frequencies of 100 Hz and 800 Hz, and greater (p<0.01) at 800 Hz for the 1mm spherical silicone loosening over the secure one.

Figure 5-16: The ultrasound second harmonic magnitude response to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 800 Hz, 950 Hz and 1050 Hz. * and ** Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size. Source (27).

In brief, these spectrum analysis findings in the driving frequency range of 100-1500 Hz, imply that early spherical cup loosening may affect the related magnitudes of the harmonics but not the fundamental frequency. The magnitude of the first and second harmonics did have a significant (p<0.05) increase with loosening at 15 discrete readings for both sensors. The first harmonic (F1) had 5 significant readings for the accelerometer and 3 using the ultrasound method, whereas the second harmonic (F2) had 3 significant readings for the accelerometer and 4 for the ultrasound (see Table E-1 and Table E-2).
5.3.2.1.2 Harmonic Ratio

The harmonic ratio was the second method of observing the loosening variation which included the first and the second harmonic ratio. The second ratio was further adopted in this case study to see if the first ratio pattern with loosening variation will be repeated.

The accelerometer harmonic ratios reading did show a significantly (p<0.05) higher reading for the loosening conditions over the secure conditions at 6 discrete frequency readings. This was at 2 for the first ratio and 4 for the second harmonic ratio. With the first harmonic ratio, when comparing the 1mm spherical clear loosening with the 1mm press fit (secure) condition, it was noticed that the 1mm loose condition had a greater (p<0.01) ratio than the secure state at the driving frequency 800 Hz. Whereas at driving frequency of 1150Hz, the 1mm spherical silicone loosening condition had a greater (p<0.01) ratio over the secure condition (Figure 5-17). Consequently, the accelerometer second harmonic ratio was also higher (p<0.05) for the 1mm spherical clear loose condition over the secure one at driving frequencies of 100 Hz, 550 Hz and 800 Hz. The second harmonic ratio was greater (p<0.01) at 800 Hz for the 1mm spherical silicone loosening over the secure condition.

![First Harmonic Ratio](image)

Figure 5-17: The accelerometer first harmonic ratio to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 800 Hz and 1150 Hz.* and ** Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.
The ultrasound harmonic ratio readings did show significantly (p<0.05) higher readings for the loosening conditions over the secure conditions at 5 discrete frequency readings. This was at 2 frequencies for the first ratio and 3 frequencies for the second harmonic ratio. For the first harmonic ratio, the loosening condition was higher (p<0.05) than the secure condition at driving frequencies of 950 Hz and 1350 Hz for the 1mm spherical silicone loose situation. The second harmonic ratio was also higher (p<0.05) for the 1mm spherical silicone loose condition over the secure condition at a driving frequency of 950 Hz. It was also greater (p<0.05) at 800 Hz and 1000 Hz for the 1mm spherical clear loosening (Figure 5-18).

![Graph showing second harmonic ratio over driving frequency](image)

**Figure 5-18:** The ultrasound second harmonic ratio to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 800 Hz, 950 Hz and 1000 Hz.* and ** Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.

In summary, these harmonic ratio results over a frequency range up to 1500 Hz, indicate that early spherical cup loosening can be detected with the two measurement techniques, but at fewer frequencies than for late spherical loosening (2mm and 4mm) as seen in Table E-1 and Table E-2. The first and second harmonics ratio did have a significant (p<0.05) increase with relation to loosening at 11 particular readings for both sensors. The accelerometer reading had a greater ratio at 6 frequencies, whereas with the ultrasound readings this was at 5 frequencies.
5.3.3 Second Case Study Discussion

The second case study, early spherical loosening, was an attempt to further explore the validity of the vibrometry approach in detecting acetabular cup loosening. In this case study, some of the limitations of the first case study (Late spherical loosening) were addressed. Initially, the loosening level was reduced to a 1mm radiolucent line equivalent. The 1mm spherical loosening was mimicked in two ways: once with a silicone layer interface and another where the gap was clear. The Sawbones density was also reduced to 20 pcf (0.32g/cm$^3$) to closely resemble human cancellous bone mechanical properties [210]. In addition, the measurement sensors were coupled and aligned using an additional frame instead of the clamp system, in an attempt to reduce the source of measurement errors. Further attention was also given to the silicone layer interface by using a specific manufactured dome shaped with an extended stem. This was used as a method of holding the dome in place through the silicone curing time in order to guarantee the thickness symmetry.

In this study the data analysis included the second harmonic in addition to the first and the fundamental frequency. The two harmonic ratio components are obtained as follows; the first ratio is a result of dividing the first harmonic by the fundamental magnitude and the second is obtained by dividing the second harmonic over the fundamental frequency. Initially, when examining the three parameters using spectrum analysis, the fundamental frequency did not show any significant magnitude reduction in relation to the loose conditions. However, the first and second harmonics did demonstrate a significant (p<0.05) increase for the loosening conditions, in relation to the simulated secure cup at 15 readings for both sensors. Secondly, the harmonic ratio results also showed that early spherical cup loosening can be detected with the two measurement techniques. The first and second harmonic ratios had a significant (p<0.05) increase for the loosening conditions, compared to the secure cup at 11 readings for both sensors. In summary, the findings of this case study imply that early spherical cup loosening may affect the harmonics magnitude but not the fundamental frequency. The harmonic ratio results indicate that early spherical cup loosening can be detected, but with a less significant number of readings than for late spherical loosening conditions with 2mm and 4mm spherical gaps. Parallel findings were also noted in the existing literature [11, 12] for the stem component, which demonstrated
that vibrometry was reliable for detecting late stem loosening but less favourable for demonstrating early loosening.

In terms of the limitations of this case study, the simulated loosening condition was a 1mm radiolucent line equivalent to a uniformed spherical gap between the acetabular cup outer shell and the polyurethane surface. However, this is not how early cup loosening is characterised clinically [96, 97]. Therefore another case study (zone loosening) was conducted in order to create a more clinically relevant loosening condition, to help further verify the vibrometry diagnosis approach.
5.4 Third Case Study: Early Zone Loosening

The reliability of the vibrometry approach in detecting acetabular cup loosening has been supported by the findings of the first two case studies presented. However, spherical uniform loosening is not how early cup loosening is characterised clinically. Acetabular cup loosening is classified according to the zones in which the loosening is located and the degree of associated gap between the bone and cup outer surface [96, 97]. Thus, this third case study will attempt to accommodate a more clinically relevant loosening scenario through mimicking acetabular cup zone loosening (Figure 5-19). The same Sawbones foam (density of 20 pcf, 0.32g/cm3), will be used under the same boundary conditions in the second case study, to see if similar patterns are observed or not. The simulated loosening condition was a 1mm non-uniform zone cup loosening and was assessed using an excitation range 100-2500Hz. The frequency range was increased in this study to accommodate the natural frequency of the polyurethane solid foam (1826Hz) and observe its effect on the loosening detection.

Figure 5-19: The Sawbones testing set-up for the zone loosening case study.
5.4.1 Materials and Methods

5.4.1.1 Loosening setup

The acetabular early zone loosening condition was modelled through the machining of the hemispherical geometry to accommodate a 1mm thickness gap that was zone specific. The foam cavity also had a 5mm diameter channel that was used as a method for better controlling the silicone thickness and the cup removal for the press-fit condition. The polyurethane foam material properties were according to the manufacturer’s data, a density of 20 pcf (0.32g/cm3), compressive strength of 8.4 MPa, compressive modulus of 210 MPa, tensile strength 5.6 MPa, and a tensile modulus of 284 MPa. A 54mm diameter acetabular cup (Trident® Hemispherical HA Cluster Sheller shell, Titanium (it-6AI-4V) with Arc Deposit Surface, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA) and a liner (Trident® x3 polyethylene insert UHMWPE) was used for the four loosening conditions replicated in this stage. These were a 1mm press-fit (secure condition), 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose, 1mm zone (2) loose and 1mm zone (1 and 2) loose, as shown in Figure 5-20.

![Figure 5-20: The acetabular cup early zone loosening conditions.](image)

The 1mm press fit (secure) cup condition was realised using a 54mm diameter Stryker cup that had a uniformed load of 1500 N applied (30KN Instron, rate of 10mm/min) until the cup was fully seated into the polyurethane cavity of 53mm diameter. This cup fixation approach was conducted in accordance with other acetabular cup pre-operative stability studies [173, 211-213] that used the same cup insertion techniques. The cavity was CNC (computer numerically controlled) machined to the desired diameter with a depth of 27.5mm to accommodate the Stryker cup depth of 27mm. A 5mm diameter channel was also machined between the cavity bottom surface and the block lower surface to enable easy removal of the cup between readings. Ten sample readings were conducted, and after each reading the cup was gently hammered out using a soft mallet before re-inserting it in another Sawbones block.
The three zone loosening conditions were all simulated with a 1mm radiolucent line thickness gap, with the location of the loosening area being the only difference. The conditions were labelled according to the location of the loosening as follows: 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose, 1mm zone (2) loose and 1mm- zone (1 and 2) loose. The approach of diagnosing THR component loosening is not universally agreed upon and different criteria are proposed in the orthopaedic literature [25]. However, the three zone classifications proposed by DeLee and Charnley [96] were adopted due to their convenience and wide use. Zone 1 was used for super-lateral loosening only, zone 2 for the superomedial quadrant and zone 3 for the inferomedial aspect. These zones were mainly intended for cemented cups but are also generally adopted to cement-less sockets with the addition of migration criteria [97].

The three zones were treated as different regions for ease of comparison. The Sawbones cavity was machined to a 56mm diameter and a 5mm channel. The zones were then CNC machined with a 45 degree angle from the Sawbones upper surface to create the 1mm thickness gap, as shown in Figure 5-21. In the case of the zone 2, the CNC machining was extended to the Sawbone cavity periphery. This zone gap was then filled by a low modulus silicone (EVO-STIK, Bostik Limited, England), replicating the soft tissue interface using a specifically manufactured dome that was made from Nylon 66 (RS Ltd. Northants, UK). The dome had the same diameter as the inserted cup (54mm) and an extended stem that is 13mm in length and 5mm in diameter. The dome was spread with a silicone releasing agent (Ambersil Formula 6, Bridgwater Somerset, UK) to prevent the silicone from sticking to the dome surface. It was held in the cavity using a specific handle that was screw-fixed into the dome. After the silicone layer was introduced to the cavity using the Nylon dome, it was held in place for 24 hours using a clamp system for a curing time according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
5.4.1.2 Excitation signal

The excitation input signal was a sinusoidal wave with a frequency range between 100 Hz and 2500 Hz with a step increase of 25 Hz and constant amplitude of 4 Volts (peak – peak). In this particular study, the frequency range was increased to 2500 Hz with the aim to including the natural frequency of the Sawbones system, in order to observe if this has an effect on the loosening detection. The natural frequency measured for the polyurethane solid foam (density of 20 pcf, 0.32g/cm³), with acetabular cup press fitted into it was at 1826 Hz.

5.4.1.3 Testing setup

The different simulated zone loosening conditions were tested using a similar testing set-up for the second case study, with the aim of reducing the source of measurement errors. This was the case for the Sawbones block suspension using the aluminium frame set-up and measurement sensors coupling, which was screw-fixed for the accelerometer and using ultrasound gel for the ultrasound transducer. The ultrasound transducer was fixed and aligned utilising the aluminium frame to provide a constant space between the Sawbones surface and the transducer to accommodate the gel. The excitation approach was similar to that used previously with the use of a longer mini shaker rod to avoid the additional aluminium frame used to hold the sensors.

5.4.1.4 Testing protocol

The testing protocol for the zone loosening conditions was identical to the second case study (early spherical loosening). This was used for the three stages; pre-testing, testing, and post-testing. Each of the tested conditions (1 mm press-fit, 1 mm zone 2 loose, 1 mm zone 1 and 2 loose, and 1 mm zone 1 and 3 loose) went through the same processes of experimental set-up, data collection and analysis in order to ensure accuracy and repeatability.

5.4.1.5 Sample size

For each of the tested conditions (1 mm press-fit, 1 mm zone 2 loose, 1 mm zone 1 and 2 loose, and 1 mm zone 1 and 3 loose), ten readings were obtained using ten different Sawbones samples. After each reading, the sample and measurement system was disassembled and assembled again with the aid of the markings on the aluminium frames, Sawbones block and the suspension wires.
5.4.2 Measurement and analysis

5.4.2.1 Results

The results will be presented in two ways in terms of spectrum analysis and harmonic ratio. The frequency spectrum analysis includes the fundamental frequency, first and second harmonics. The harmonic ratio includes the first and second harmonic ratios.

5.4.2.1.1 Frequency spectrum analysis

The frequency spectrum parameters for the zone loosening case study were the fundamental frequency (F0), first harmonic (F1) and second harmonic (F2). This was for the frequency range up to 2500 Hz with the aim of observing the effect of the Sawbones system’s natural frequency on the loosening detection.

The fundamental frequency (F0) magnitude was the initial parameter observed for the four conditions. The fundamental frequency, in accordance with the findings of the first case study (late spherical loosening), reduced as the loosening levels increased. This was also observed in this case study at particular driving frequencies that will be highlighted. When comparing the secure condition with the 1mm zone (2) loosening condition, it was found that fundamental frequency of the loose condition had a lower magnitude at 26 driving frequencies (P<0.01) for the accelerometer reading and at 23 frequencies (P<0.05) for the ultrasound. Whereas the 1mm zone (1 and 2) loose condition had a lower (P<0.01) fundamental magnitude than the secure condition at 25 frequencies for the accelerometer reading and at 17 frequencies (P<0.01) for the ultrasound reading. The 1mm zone (1 and 3) loosening condition also had a lower fundamental magnitude for the ultrasound reading at 13 driving frequencies (1850-1950 Hz and 2050-2500 Hz) (P<0.05) and for the accelerometer at 41 driving frequencies (P<0.01). It was noticed that the accelerometer sensor had the highest number of significant readings for the fundamental frequency over the ultrasound probe, especially with the two loosening conditions 1mm zone (1 and 2 - 1 and 3).

Using spectrum analysis, the second parameter examined was the first harmonic (F1), which behaved in an opposite manner to the fundamental frequency (F0), the magnitude increased as the loosening level increased. This was in line with the findings of the previous two case study. When comparing the two conditions, secure and 1mm zone (2) loose, the 1mm
condition had a higher (P<0.05) fist harmonic magnitude at 16 driving frequencies for the accelerometer reading and 24 for the ultrasound. For the secure 1mm zone (1 and 2) loosening conditions, the same pattern can also be observed, with the 1mm loose condition giving the highest (P<0.05) magnitude at 18 and 23 driving frequencies for the two sensors, accelerometer and ultrasound, respectively. This was also the case for the 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose condition at 26 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for both measurement techniques. The highest number of significant readings for the first harmonic was for the ultrasound transducer over the accelerometer reading, predominantly with the two loosening conditions; 1mm-zone (2-1 and 2).

The second harmonic (F2) magnitude behaved consistently similarly to the first (F1) harmonic. When comparing the secure and 1mm zone (2) loosening scenario it was found that the 1mm condition had a higher second harmonic magnitude (P<0.05) at 26 driving frequencies for the accelerometer reading and at 22 frequencies for the ultrasound reading. The 1mm zone (1 and 2) loosening condition had a higher magnitude (P<0.05) when compared with the secure situation at 27 and 26 driving frequencies for the sensor readings, accelerometer and ultrasound, respectively. In the case of the two conditions, secure and 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose, the 1mm had a higher magnitude (P<0.05) over the simulated secure condition at 29 driving frequencies for the accelerometer reading and 36 frequencies for the ultrasound.

To summarise, the spectrum analysis findings in the driving frequency range between 100 Hz and 2500 Hz implies that early zone acetabular cup loosening can be distinguished from the secure situation using the vibrometry approach. The fundamental frequency decreases in magnitude with loosening while the harmonic magnitude increases at particular frequencies (Table E-3 and Table E-4). To further quantify this signal behaviour across the different driving frequencies, the results obtained using the harmonic ratio will be discussed next.
5.4.2.1.2 Harmonic Ratio

The harmonic ratio was the second method of observing the loosening variation with the aim of defining the optimum frequency range for detecting cup loosening using spectrum analysis. This includes the first and second harmonic ratio for the two measurement techniques. In accordance with the findings of the first case study (late spherical loosening) the harmonic ratio increases as the loosening level increases. This was also observed in this case study at particular driving frequencies.

**Accelerometer**

The harmonic ratio for the accelerometer reading, showing the different loosening conditions, can be seen in Figure 5-22a. With the first harmonic ratio, when comparing the 1mm zone (2) loosening with the 1mm press fit (secure) condition it was noticed that the 1mm loosening had a greater (p<0.05) harmonic ratio than the secure state at 26 driving frequencies (250-550 Hz, 650-1000 Hz, 1250-1400 Hz, 2000-2200 Hz and 2300-2350 Hz). The 1mm zone (1 and 2) loosening condition had a higher (P<0.05) first harmonic ratio than the secure state at 26 driving frequencies. This was at a higher frequency bandwidth than that of the 1mm zone (2) condition as seen in Figure 5-22c. The 1mm zone (1 and 3) loosening condition showed the greatest significant difference (P<0.05) in first harmonic ratio over the secure condition at 34 driving frequencies.

For the second harmonic ratio, the accelerometer readings did obtain a greater number of significant differences over the first harmonic ratio for the three simulated zone loosening conditions. The second harmonic ratio of the 1mm zone (2) loose condition in the frequency range 100-2500 Hz did show higher ratios (P<0.05) over the 1mm press-fit (secure cup) condition at 32 driving frequencies, 6 more significant readings than for the first harmonic ratio. The 1mm zone (1 and 2) loose condition also had a higher (P<0.01) second harmonic ratio for the accelerometer reading at 31 driving frequencies, 5 more significant readings over the first ratio. For the two conditions, secure and 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose, the 1mm loose had a higher harmonic ratio (P<0.01) over the simulated secure condition at 38 driving frequencies.
Figure 5-22: The accelerometer first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions. * Mann-Whitney test $p < 0.05$, $n =$ sample size.
Figure 5-23: The ultrasound first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions.

* Mann-Whitney test $p < 0.05$, $n = \text{sample size}$. 
**Ultrasound**

The findings of the harmonic ratios results for the ultrasound demonstrate a similar pattern to the accelerometer results. Most of the consistently significant readings occurred at driving frequencies above 1900 Hz (Figure 5-23). With the first harmonic ratio for the ultrasound, when comparing the 1mm zone (2) loosening with the 1mm press fit (secure) conditions it was noticed that the 1mm loose cup had a greater (p<0.05) ratio than the secure cup at 32 driving frequencies (200-850 Hz ,1250-1300 Hz, 1400-1450 Hz, 1750-1800 Hz and 1950-2500 Hz).(Figure 5-23b). The 1mm zone (1 and 2) loose condition had a higher (P<0.05) first harmonic ratio than the secure state at 22 driving frequencies (Figure 5-23c). In the case of the secure and 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose condition, the 1mm loose condition had a higher ratio (P<0.05) over the secure condition at 15 driving frequencies, see Figure 5-23d. The greatest number of ultrasound first harmonic ratio significant differences were for the 1mm zone (2) loose at 32 driving frequencies, followed by the 1mm zone (1 and 2) at 22 frequencies, and finally the zone (1 and 3) loose condition at 15 driving frequencies.

The second harmonic ratio of the ultrasound reading also supported the accelerometer findings, in that the second harmonic ratio echoed the first harmonic ratio results with even more significant readings, especially with the two loosening conditions; 1mm-zone (1 and 2- 1 and 3). The 1mm zone (2) loosening had a higher harmonic ratio (P<0.05) over the secure condition at 26 driving frequencies. The 1mm zone (1 and 2) had a second harmonic ratio that was greater (P<0.05) than the secure ratio at 27 driving frequencies, with 5 more significant readings than the first harmonic ratio. Also, with 13 more significant readings than the first harmonic, the 1mm zone (1 and 3) condition had a greater second harmonic ratio (P<0.05) than the secure condition at 28 driving frequencies. With the ultrasound reading, the second harmonic ratio had the highest significant reading for the 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose condition at 28 driving frequencies, followed by 27 frequencies for the 1mm zone (1 and 2), and finally the zone (2) loose condition with 26 driving frequencies.

In summary, the harmonic ratio method was able to support the spectrum analysis approach through a quantifiable means (the ratio between the fundamental frequency and related harmonics magnitudes). Likewise, it has also supported the findings of the first case study (late spherical loosening), where the highest ratio value was correlated to the greatest loosening at particular frequencies (Table E-3 and Table E-4). Also, the results of the second
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harmonic ratio echoed those of the first harmonic ratio, but with more significantly different readings.

5.4.3 Third Case Study Discussion

The third case study, early zone loosening, aimed to create a more clinically relevant acetabular cup loosening simulation. This was to simulate the clinical situation in classifying early acetabular cup loosening in the form of zones, where it is related to the location and degree of associated bone loosening [96, 97]. The simulated loosening condition was created with a 1mm non-uniform zone cup loosening tested within an excitation range of 100-2500Hz. The conditions were 1mm zone (2) loose, 1mm zone (1 and 2) loose and 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose. The excitation range was increased in this case study to accommodate the natural frequency of the polyurethane solid foam and observe its effect on the loosening detection.

The findings of this case study were examined through the spectrum analysis and harmonic ratio methods. The spectrum analysis findings supported the first case study (late spherical loosening). Namely, it was found that the fundamental frequency decreased in magnitude with loosening while the harmonic magnitude increased. Similarly, for the harmonic ratio, the highest ratio value was correlated to the condition of greatest loosening. The simulated zone loosening conditions were distinguished from the secure condition by having more overall significant readings than the early spherical loosening condition. This was probably due to the wider excitation range, especially around the natural frequency of the system. Similar observations had been made for the stem loosening detection, highlighting that frequencies near the natural frequency of the system are more favourable for the vibrometry loosening detection approach [10].

Despite the ability of vibrometry to distinguish the simulated loosening condition from the secure one, the three case studies did not account for the complex hemi pelvis bone geometry. Using the polyurethane foam material was the first step towards the verification of the vibrometry concept using very controlled boundary conditions. The next objective will be to take into account the complex geometry of the hemi pelvis bone and further examine the capability of vibrometry of detecting acetabular cup loosening.
Simulated acetabular cup loosening using a polyurethane Sawbones foam material was used as the first step in testing the feasibility of the vibrometry concept in detection of cup loosening. Vibrometry has been proposed as alternative, more sensitive method for THR loosening diagnosis over the conventional imaging techniques that have historically been used [9]. Pilot clinical studies [9, 10], in-vitro [11, 12] and finite element studies [13-15] have all supported the vibrometry approach with positive findings that were mainly focused on the stem component. Others have explored the detection of acetabular cup loosening [8, 9, 16] and were able to distinguish it from the stable condition, but without defining the loosening level detected. Thus, this study is the first to attempt to apply vibrometry in the diagnosis of controlled simulated acetabular cup loosening. The excitation system was adopted in accordance with the existing vibrometry literature [8-12], alongside use of the accelerometer as a measurement method [5, 10-12, 124, 128, 135]. Moreover, the ultrasound measurement approach proposed by Rowlands et al. [145] was utilised as an alternative measuring technique. This first objective consisted of three case studies: late spherical loosening, early spherical loosening, and early zone loosening. Each subsequent case study was an attempt to overcome the limitations of the previous studies and create a more clinically relevant set-up.

The first case study was the comparison of late spherical loosening (2mm and 4mm) with the 1mm press fit (simulated secure) condition. For vibrometry to be a valid method of loosening detection it needs to demonstrate the same level of diagnostic ability as radiological techniques. Thus, since the 2mm radiolucent line gap thickness was the minimum reliable detection threshold for imaging techniques, it was essential for the vibrometry to detect the same level of loosening. This stage was therefore labelled as “late” loosening, due to the ability of imaging techniques to detect loosening level at a 2mm radiolucent line equivalent and above. The system response was examined using frequency spectrum analysis with the focus on the fundamental frequency and first harmonic, as highlighted by Georgiou and Cunningham [9] as potential indicators for the implant stability assessment. Initially, the spectrum analysis demonstrated that as the loosening gap became bigger, the magnitude of the fundamental frequency decreased and that of the first harmonic increased. This was then quantified with the harmonic ratio approach, whereby the first harmonic was divided by the fundamental frequency magnitude, with the aim of defining the optimum frequency range for detecting cup loosening using spectrum analysis. The
harmonic ratio findings for the simulated conditions revealed a pattern, in which the greater
the radiolucent line simulated gap, the greater the harmonic ratio became. Both measurement
methods (accelerometer and ultrasound) were able to quantifiably distinguish between the
simulated late loosening from the stable condition. However, the accelerometer method did
show better results with regards to the harmonic ratio variation and wider detectable
frequency range.

The second case study was the examination of the early spherical loosening scenario. This
consisted of two conditions (1mm clear loose and 1mm silicone loose) that were compared
to the simulated secure condition (1mm press fit). Through this case study, some of the
limitations of the first case study (late spherical loosening) were addressed. Initially, the
loosening level was reduced to a 1mm radiolucent line equivalent. The Sawbones density
was also reduced to 20 pcf (0.32g/cm3) to closely resemble human cancellous bone
mechanical properties. In addition, the measurement sensors were coupled and aligned using
an extra frame instead of the clamp system. This was in an attempt to reduce some of the
potential measurement errors. Further attention was given to the silicone layer interface by
using a specifically manufactured dome shaped with an extended stem. This ensured a better
method of holding the dome in place through the silicone curing time and also to guarantee
the thickness symmetry of the silicone layer. The analysis of the data of this case study
included the second harmonic in addition to the first and the fundamental frequency, these
allowing two harmonic ratios to be determined. Initially, when examining these three
parameters, the fundamental frequency did not show any significant magnitude reduction in
relation to the loose conditions. However, the first and second harmonics did have a
significant (p<0.05) increase in magnitude for the loosening conditions compared to the
simulated secure cup at 15 frequency readings for both sensors. The harmonic ratio results
therefore showed that early spherical cup loosening can be detected with the two
measurement techniques. The first and second harmonic ratios did significantly (p<0.05)
increase for the loosening conditions in relation to the simulated secure cup at 11 significant
readings for both sensors. In summary, this case study of early spherical cup loosening
spectrum analysis findings implies that early loosening may affect the harmonic magnitudes
but not the fundamental frequency. The harmonic ratio results indicate that early spherical
cup loosening can be detected, but at lower driving frequencies than for the late spherical
loosening conditions (2mm and 4mm); parallel findings were also noted in the existing
literature [11, 12] for the stem component.
The third case study was to examine early zone loosening which simulated a more clinically relevant loosening. The simulated loosening condition was a 1mm non-uniform zone cup loosening with an excitation range 100-2500 Hz. The conditions were 1mm zone (2) loose, 1mm zone (1 and 2) loose and 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose. The excitation range was increased in this study to accommodate the natural frequency of the Sawbones solid foam and observe its effect on the loosening detection. The spectrum analysis findings supported the results of the first case study (late spherical loosening). The fundamental frequency decreased in magnitude with loosening while the harmonic magnitude increased. Likewise the harmonic ratio, correlated to the greatest loosening. The simulated zone loosening was distinguished from the secure condition at significantly more readings than the early spherical loosening condition. This was probably due to the wider excitation range, especially around the natural frequency of the system. Similar observations have been made for the detection of stem loosening, indicating that frequencies near the system’s natural frequency are more favourable for the vibrometry loosening detection [10].

In summary, the findings of this work demonstrated that the vibrometry approach can be utilised to distinguish simulated cup loosening from the secure condition. These findings have confirmed the previous literature [8, 9, 16], which states that the acetabular cup loosening can be observed thought the presence of extra harmonic magnitudes in the frequency spectrum response. Different Sawbones densities were also explored reflecting osteoporosis condition. The alternative ultrasound measurement approach [145] also showed good potential but with less overall significant readings than for the accelerometer. This study differed from previous vibrometry studies in the simulation of the controlled acetabular cup loosening and in the quantitation of the relationship between the harmonic and primary (fundamental) frequency in the form of the harmonic ratio. Moreover, this study defined the minimum loosening levels that can be reliably detected (1mm zone (2) loose) and also the favourable frequency detection range (2000-2500Hz).
5.6 Conclusion

This Chapter has addressed the feasibility of using the vibrometry approach in the detection of acetabular cup loosening. Although spherical and zone simulated cup loosening was distinguished from the secure condition, this study has some limitations that need to be addressed. The use of the polyurethane Sawbones block was an attempt to simplify the set-up complexity and allow the machining of the different simulated acetabular cup loosening.

Initially, the findings of the two case studies, late and early spherical loosening, revealed that vibrometry approach is more reliable at detecting late acetabular cup loosening than early loosening. These findings agree with that of Georgiou and Cunningham [9] and Li et al. work who examined late and early stem loosening [11, 12]. However, when more realistic early cup loosening scenarios were simulated in the form of zone loosening the results demonstrated favourable findings in terms of loosening detection, especially around the system’s natural frequency. Similar observations were made for the stem loosening detection; highlighting that frequencies near the system’s natural frequency are more favourable for the vibrometry loosening detection approach [10].

These preliminary findings support the validity of the vibrometry approach in detecting acetabular cup loosening. However, these initial studies have not taken into account the complex geometry of the hemi-pelvis bone. Also, the excitation and measurement location were closer to the acetabular cup cavity than would clinically be possible for the non-invasive method. Thus, the next two objectives will attempt to tackle these limitations; initially by accounting for the hemi pelvis bone geometry and then by positioning the excitation and measurement system in a more realistic clinical set-up.
Chapter 6 – The Second Objective (Sawbones Hemi-Pelvis Acetabular Cup Loosening)
6.1 Introduction

This Chapter will examine the reliability of vibrometry loosening detection of the cup component, taking into account the bone geometry. The findings for spherical and zone loosening testing (First Objective) supported the vibrometry approach, which was shown to be reliable in detecting acetabular cup loosening. However, the results obtained did not take into account the complex geometry of the hemi-pelvis. Therefore, this next stage will examine cup loosening using a fourth generation hemi-pelvis Sawbones composite bone (Sawbones Europe AB, Malmö, Sweden) with two aims. The first aim is to validate the first objective’s findings and the second is to provide a more realistic environment to examine the possible effects on loosening detection (Figure 6-1). The simulated loosening conditions were 1mm and 2mm spherical cup loosening that attempted to replicate the radiolucent line gap. Further explanation of the case study set-up and means of measurement will follow.

Figure 6-1: The hemi-pelvis three simulated conditions
6.2 Fourth Case Study: Hemi-pelvis acetabular cup loosening

The approach used to account for the bone geometry was to simulate the cup loosening using a Sawbones hemi-pelvis. Vibration analysis had to demonstrate the same level of ability of loosening detection using the hemi-pelvis composite bone compared to the polyurethane block. The previous case studies used Sawbones blocks to accommodate a variety of loosening scenarios as a simplified approach in testing the vibrometry concept. A Sawbones hemi-pelvis was therefore utilised to simulate two loosening situations (Figure 6-1). There were two spherical loosening levels (gap sizes of 1mm and 2mm) that were compared to a secure condition (1mm press-fit), in order to see the effects on the frequency analysis responses and whether a pattern could be observed. The 1mm spherical loosening gap could be attributed to early loosening, while the 2mm gap could be attributed to the late stage. The late and early loosening classification was in relation to what imaging techniques could reliably detect. A 2mm radiolucent line gap thickness is the reliable detecting threshold for imaging techniques [100] and therefore was labelled as late loosening, whereas the 1mm gap is not so easily detected and was therefore labelled as early loosening. This criteria of the early spherical loosening was adopted in an attempt to simplify the acetabular cup loosening complexity and test the vibrometry concept. This loosening model was conducted using two mediums; one in a water bath and another without. The water bath was used as a soft tissue mimicking material for the ultrasound measurement approach in a accordance with the work of Rowlands et al. [145].
6.2.1 Materials and Methods

6.2.1.1 The loosening set-up:

The experimental condition for the hemi-pelvis was realised using a fourth-generation composite bone (Hemi-pelvis 3405, Sawbones Europe AB, Malmö, Sweden). The Sawbones pelvis characteristics, according to the manufacturer data, were for the cortical layer: a density of (1.64g/cm³), a compressive strength of 157 MPa, and a compressive modulus of 16.7 GPa. The Sawbones cancellous bone layer had a density of (0.32g/cm³), a compressive strength of 5.4 MPa, and a compressive modulus of 137 MPa. The pelvis was CNC machined to accommodate the desired cup hemispherical geometry diameter. An angle plate and a holding clamp system were utilised, taking into account the recommended favourable cup fixation angle of 40 degrees abduction and 20 degrees of anteversion [214] allowing the cup cavity to be approximately horizontal to enable the ease of machining, as shown in Figure 6-3. A one size 56mm diameter acetabular cup (Trident® Hemispherical HA Solid back shell, Titanium (it-6Al-4V) with Arc Deposit Surface, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA) and a liner (Trident® X3 polyethylene insert UHMWPE) was used for the three conditions replicated in this stage. They were a 1mm press-fit (secure condition), 1mm spherical loosening, and 2mm spherical loosening, as shown in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2: The Hemi-pelvis case study three conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loose)
The secure (1mm press-fit) condition has a hemispherical cavity geometry of 55mm diameter, which was CNC machined to a depth of 28.5mm. The diameter was chosen to be 55mm in order to have a 1mm diameter interface with the used 56mm diameter acetabular cup. The depth of 28.5mm was used to accommodate the depth of the acetabular cup. The depth was realised by using 1mm offset to the cavity, causing it to be 1mm deeper; reaching the 28.5mm depth and preventing the cup from bottoming out. This is as conducted by Crosnier et al. [173], in a study of the assessment of press-fit stability. Subsequently, the Stryker acetabular cup (56mm diameter) was inserted into the pelvis prepared cavity (55mm diameter and 28.5mm depth) through repeated impaction using a soft mallet until it was fully seated, in accordance with the existing literature [207-209] utilising the angle plate fixation system (Figure 6-3e). The cavity geometry also had a 5mm diameter width channel that was CNC machined, from the cavity bottom surface through to the opposite bone surface. This was utilised to enable cup removal between the different readings. After each reading, the cup was gently hammered out using a soft mallet in preparation for the system to be disassembled and assembled again with the aid of the markings on the composite bone and the holding table.

Figure 6-3: The hemi-pelvis acetabular cup cavity CNC machining process, Graphs a, b, c and d show the holding base and the screw formation. Graphs e and f show the same base being held by angle plate in preparation for the machining.
The two spherical loosening conditions mimicked, 1mm and 2mm, were mainly to replicate the radiolucent line clinically observed gap width. The 1mm spherical gap thickness was created using a 58mm cavity diameter with a 56mm Stryker cup diameter size, while the 2mm loosening condition was simulated using a 60mm diameter cavity. These hemispherical cavities, 58mm and 60mm diameters, were produced by CNC machining. The cavity geometry for both cases also included a 5mm diameter channel with a 3mm depth at the lower cavity surface, to control the silicone thickness (Figure 6-4a). A low modulus silicone (EVO-STIK, Bostik Limited, England) was inserted into the loosening gap, in accordance with the existing literature [11, 124, 135] with the intention to replicate the soft fiber interface between the cup and bone surface. A dome shape was manufactured from Nylon 66 (RS Ltd. Northants, UK) and was utilised to control the silicone layer thickness. Two domes were made, both having the same diameter as the inserted cup (56mm diameter) and a 5mm diameter extended stem. However, each had different stem lengths (4mm and 5mm). The difference between the stem lengths (4mm and 5mm) and the cavity channel length (3mm) is to control the silicone thickness (Figure 6-4). A silicone releasing agent (Ambersil Formula 6, Bridgwater Somerset, UK) was spread on the dome surface to prevent the silicone from sticking while being held onto the cavity using a specific handle that was screw-fixed into the dome. After the silicone layer was introduced to the cup cavity, the Nylon dome was held in place for twenty-four hours before testing (Figure 6-5).

The three simulated conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening) were tested using two mediums. One testing set-up was conducted in water in a glass tank while the second was conducted in air, foam supported. The water was intended to replicate the work of Rowlands et al. [145] to simulate the soft tissues, in order to see its effect on the ultrasound readings. There was no accelerometer reading when the pelvis was placed in the water bath to eliminate the possibility of water induced damage to the accelerometer. The experiment set-up and how the excitation and measurement system was applied will be explained in the following section.
Figure 6-4: Steps taken to mimic loosening that was 1mm and 2mm spherical.

Figure 6-5: The silicone layer set-up, the preparation stage to left and on the right the silicone curing stage.
6.2.1.2 Excitation signal

The input excitation signal was sinusoidal wave with a frequency range between 100Hz and 1500Hz, with a step increase of 25Hz and a constant amplitude of 4 Volts (peak – peak). The method of excitation system, input signal characteristics and frequency range was adopted in accordance with the literature \[9-12, 145\], where researchers have highlighted the prospect of detecting implant loosening using a frequency sweep range below 1500Hz. The mini shaker introduced the input signal at the inferior pubic ramus region of the hemi-pelvis composite bone.

6.2.1.3 Testing set-up

After the different loosening conditions were created using the composite generation hemi-pelvises, they were tested using a foam support set-up. The pelvis in each of the conditions was held in place using a foam material (Neoprene Foam, durometer value 15A-20A) that was coupled together using Velcro (VELCRO® brand heavy duty strip). This coupling approach was adopted over the screw fixation \[8\] to prevent measurement errors. Preliminary tests of both methods revealed that the screw fixation gave additional unexplained harmonics in the frequency spectrum, as seen in Appendix C (Figure C-1).

The location of the excitation and measurement were defined on the targeted system for accuracy and repeatability. The mini-shaker system introduced the input signal to the hemi-pelvis composite at the inferior pubic ramus region, where the two sensor (accelerator and ultrasound) measurements were taken at the iliac crest. The mini-shaker rod was 25cm long with a spherical tip that was covered with a rubber layer. The length of the rod was to account for both medium conditions and avoid the water affecting the shaker system. The mini-shaker was held in place using holding clamps to neutralise the effect of the shaker weight on the specimen reading. The base of the shaker holding system was also isolated from the targeted system to reduce any involved elements that may have affected the condition responses and reduce the source of measurement errors. The ultrasound probe was also clamped to hold the probe at a constant height in order to apply the ultrasound gel for coupling with the iliac crest of the pelvis. The accelerometer sensor was fixed to the pelvis using threaded steel inserts (PEM® Inserts, UK), providing additional stability (Figure 6-6a).
During testing in water, only the ultrasound probe was used. This was realised using a glass tank (20cm x 20cm x 30cm) that was filled with water at room temperature in a similar way to the work conducted by Rowlands \textit{et al.} [145], who used the ultrasound measurement approach (Figure 6-6b). For the air medium two measurement techniques were applied (accelerometer and ultrasound).

![Figure 6-6: The hemi-pelvis set-up (with the two mediums)]
6.2.1.4 Testing protocol

After the hemi-pelvises were machined to house the desired simulated loosening conditions, they were tested under the same procedure for repeatability and accuracy. The testing protocol consisted of three stages: pre-testing, testing, and post-testing. The first stage (pre-testing) would involve the preparation of the targeted sample, excitation and measurement system. The second stage (testing) would involve conducting the measurement of the targeted sample. Finally, the third stage (post-testing), involved verifying the collected data and disassembling the set-up in preparation for the second reading phase.

The pre-testing stage comprised three phases of preparation: hemi-pelvis sample, excitation and measurement. The first phase was the preparation of the hemi-pelvis composite bone in the testing set-up. This included the adjustment of the foam support to accommodate the pelvis using Velcro tape. The foam support was coupled to the table using the three Velcro tapes that were 15cm long and 5cm wide. The pelvis was then coupled to the supporting foam at two regions; one at the articular surface of pubis and the second at the articular surface of the iliac crest. In the case of the water medium, the foam base was then secured inside a glass tank (20cm x 20cm x 30cm) using the same approach (Figure 6-7). The next phase was the preparation of the excitation system that included the verification of the input signal. The signal frequency range and amplitude set-up was verified at each reading using a digital oscilloscope connected between the power amplifier driven by a function generator and the mini-shaker system. The excitation system applied to the target condition was similar for both medium conditions (with water and without). The last phase before testing was the measurement instrument preparation. This was different for the two medium testing set-ups. This required the coupling of the sensors and the operating of the sound and vibration LabVIEW code and data labelling. The measurement sensors for the air medium condition were placed on the iliac crest. The accelerometer was screw-fixed using threaded steel inserts (PEM® Inserts, UK) while the ultrasound was clamped in place in order to hold the probe at a constant height in order to apply ultrasound gel between the sensor and the pelvis for coupling. The water medium was tested only with the ultrasound measurement method and was positioned facing the anterior superior iliac spine. The operation of the sound and vibration code was the next step, which included checking the sensors’ sensitivities, sampling frequency and data labelling for each reading. Labelling was used to reflect the
loosening condition, medium (water or air), frequency range, amplitude and the number of the sample reading. This was vital information for the post-processing and analysis stage.

During the testing stage the targeted system was monitored throughout the frequency sweep excitation range. The sensors’ coupling and the mini-shaker holding units were closely observed to avert any source of measurement errors. The input signal was also constantly observed to validate the frequency sweep range utilising the digital oscilloscope. This stage was identical for both medium testing set-ups.

The third stage in the testing protocol was post-testing. This stage involved three phases to verify the recorded data after each measurement. The first step was to end the data recording after the end of the frequency sweep. This was possible through tracking the frequency signal using either the input signal, via the digital oscilloscope, or the response signal through the sound and vibration code in real time. Next, it was necessary to check the recoded data through observing that the time domain signal recording and data labelling were correct. The function generator that was used to drive the mini-shaker was then stopped, in order for the removal of the shaker leading to the change of the hemi-pelvis sample. Finally, the system set-up was taken apart by removing the measurement instrument and changing the Velcro fixation in preparation for the second reading to be conducted.
Each of the three simulated conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening) went through the same processes of experiment set-up and data collection, following the testing protocol. This was followed by the next step, which was measurement and analysis to reveal the frequency spectrum and harmonic ratio for each of the conditions.

6.2.1.5 Sample size

Ten readings of each of the simulated conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm spherical loose, and 2mm spherical loose) were obtained utilising three hemi-pelves. Each condition was simulated using a pelvis where, after each reading, the targeted system was disassembled and assembled again with the aid of the markings on the composite bone and the holding table.
6.2.2 Measurement and analysis

6.2.2.1 Result

The hemi-pelvis results are presented using frequency spectrum analysis and the harmonic ratio to display the differences in regards to the measurement methods (accelerometer and ultrasound) and testing mediums (water and air).

6.2.2.1.1 Frequency spectrum analysis

In the first objective, case studies the frequency spectrum analysis were initially examined using the fundamental frequency and the first harmonic magnitude for the late loosening (first case study) and with the addition of the second harmonic with the latter two case studies (early loosening, spherical and zone). In this fourth case study (hemi-pelvis loosening) the third harmonic (F3) was examined in addition to the fundamental and first two harmonics (F2 and F3) used in the earlier case studies. This will allow us to examine if the same pattern of signal behavior in relation to loosening will be reflected in this third harmonic. The analysis will be explained based on the measurement techniques and medium set-up; starting with the hemi-pelvis set-up accelerometer and ultrasound reading, then elaborating on the ultrasound reading with the water medium.

The first parameter for the frequency spectrum analysis was the fundamental frequency (F0) magnitude for the three simulated conditions: 1mm press-fit (secure), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. The Sawbones hemi-pelvis set-up testing with the air medium had two measurement methods: accelerometer and ultrasound. The fundamental magnitude, in accordance with earlier work (first objective), reduces as the loosening level increases. When comparing the secure condition with the 1mm loose condition, it was found that the fundamental frequency of the loose condition had a lower magnitude at 6 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the accelerometer reading and at one frequency (200Hz) (P<0.01) for the ultrasound reading. Whereas for the 2mm loose condition, the fundamental frequency had a lower fundamental magnitude than the secure condition at 7 frequencies (P<0.01) for the accelerometer (Figure 6-8). For the ultrasound, there was no significant magnitude reduction in the reading. The highest significant fundamental reading was for the accelerometer reading in the case of the comparison between the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, where the 2mm had a lower fundamental magnitude at 20 driving frequencies (P<0.01) and at 4 frequencies (P<0.05) for the ultrasound reading.
The next parameter examined was the first harmonic (F1) magnitude that increased in response to the system nonlinearity (loosening), as noticed in the previous objective’s findings. This was the case for the comparison between the 1mm press-fit and the 1mm spherical loose condition. The 1mm loose condition had a higher (P<0.05) first harmonic magnitude over the secure condition at 19 driving frequencies for the accelerometer reading and at 22 frequencies for the ultrasound reading. The reading with the highest significant for the first harmonic was for the ultrasound reading for the comparison between the secure and 2mm loose conditions, as shown in Figure 6-9. The 2mm condition had a higher harmonic magnitude at 27 driving frequencies (P<0.01) for the ultrasound and at 20 frequencies (P<0.05) for the accelerometer. In the case of the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the 2mm first harmonic magnitude was higher (P<0.05) than the 1mm condition at 8 driving frequencies for the ultrasound reading and at 7 frequencies for accelerometer sensor.
The second harmonic (F2) magnitude also behaved in a similar pattern to the first harmonic (F1), increasing as the loosening level increased. This was observed when comparing the two spherical loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm. The 2mm condition had a significantly higher (P<0.05) second harmonic magnitude at 10 driving frequencies with the accelerometer reading and at 6 frequencies for the ultrasound. The highest significant reading with the second harmonic was for the ultrasound measurements for the comparison between the secure and 2mm loose conditions. The 2mm condition had a higher (P<0.05) harmonic magnitude at 27 driving frequencies while for the accelerometer it was at 20 frequencies (Figure 6-10). In the case of the two conditions, secure and 1mm loose, the 1mm second harmonic magnitude was higher than the secure condition at 26 driving frequencies (P<0.01) for the ultrasound reading and at 21 frequencies (P<0.05) for accelerometer sensor.

Figure 6-9: The ultrasound first harmonic magnitude response to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 1250 Hz, 1450 Hz and 1500 Hz. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.
The third harmonic (F3) was the last spectrum analysis parameter that behaved consistently with the first (F1) and second (F2) harmonic patterns at certain driving frequencies that are highlighted in Table E-5 and Table E-6. When comparing the 1mm press-fit to 1mm loose condition, it was found that the loose condition had a higher (P<0.05) third harmonic magnitude at 26 driving frequencies with the ultrasound reading and at 15 frequencies with the accelerometer. For the 2mm spherical loose condition it had a higher magnitude over the secure condition at 27 driving frequencies (200-1500Hz) (P<0.01) for the ultrasound reading and 22 frequencies (P<0.05) for the accelerometer reading. Likewise, the 2mm loose condition’s third harmonic magnitude was greater (P<0.05) than that of the 1mm loose condition for the accelerometer reading at 11 driving frequencies and for the ultrasound reading at 4 frequencies, as shown in Figure 6-11.
In summary, in the spectrum analysis of the Sawbones hemi-pelvis three simulated conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening) were tested using two measurement methods (accelerometer and ultrasound) and the results revealed that even with more a complex bone geometry set-up, cup loosening can be detected via vibrometry. Clearly there are some frequency ranges that are more favourable than others for each spectrum parameter and measurement technique used. When looking at the fundamental frequency parameter, distinguishing between the conditions was possible at 33 significant readings with the accelerometer sensor while at only 5 readings for the ultrasound probe. For the first harmonic magnitude parameter it was possible to distinguish between the conditions at 46 and 57 readings for the accelerometer and ultrasound sensors, respectively. With the second harmonic, a significant distinction between the conditions was possible at 51 reading for the accelerometer and at 59 readings for the ultrasound measurement. The third harmonic gave 48 significantly readings for the accelerometer and 57 for the ultrasound. It should be noted that, the highest significant readings for the fundamental frequency were obtained by the accelerometer, while the ultrasound had the greatest number of significant readings with the magnitudes of the first and second harmonic, as shown in Table E-5 and Table E-6.
Water Medium

The simulated hemi-pelvis conditions were tested under two medium conditions: with water and air. Initially, the hemi-pelvis were tested in air using foam support only followed the water medium. The ultrasound measurement with the water medium will be elaborated on in the following section.

The first parameter examined was the fundamental frequency magnitude, which was lower for the 1mm loose condition than the secure cup at 19 driving frequencies (P<0.05). The 2mm condition had a lower (P<0.01) magnitude at two frequencies (900 and 950Hz). When comparing the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the 2mm loose fundamental frequency did not show a significantly lower magnitude than the 1mm condition.

The second parameter examined the first harmonic (F1) magnitude, which increased as the loosening gap increased. The 1mm loose condition had a higher (P<0.05) first harmonic magnitude over the simulated secure cup at 15 driving frequencies, whereas the 2mm condition had a greater (P<0.05) first harmonic at 17 driving frequencies. For the two loosening conditions (1mm and 2mm), the 2mm condition had the greatest (P<0.05) magnitude over the 1mm condition at 9 driving frequencies.

The second harmonic (F2) magnitude had less significant reading with the water medium but this was still consistent with the air medium in regards to the higher frequency range above 450Hz. The 1mm spherical loose condition had a greater (P<0.01) second harmonic magnitude over the simulated secure cup at 19 driving frequencies. Likewise, the 2mm loose second harmonic magnitude was greater (P<0.01) at 20 frequencies (500Hz-700Hz and 800Hz-1500Hz). In the case of the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the 2mm second harmonic magnitude was higher (P<0.05) than the 1mm condition at 5 driving frequencies.

The third harmonic (F3) magnitude for the water medium testing was consistent with the air medium readings, when comparing the two loosening conditions to the secure condition, at driving frequencies above 300Hz. When comparing the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, to the secure 1mm press-fit condition, it was found that at 25 driving frequencies (300Hz-1500Hz) both of the loosening conditions had a higher (P<0.05) third harmonic magnitude over the simulated secure condition. Also, at the driving frequencies 800Hz and
1300Hz, the 2mm loose condition demonstrated a greater (P<0.05) third harmonic magnitude over the 1mm simulated condition.

To summarise, the ultrasound spectrum analysis in the water medium did show more significant readings for the fundamental frequency, particularly when comparing the two loosening conditions with the secure condition. For the other spectrum parameters, the significance values were less, such as in the case of the first and second harmonic magnitudes. In the case of the third harmonic, the significant readings were consistent in the frequency range 300Hz-1500Hz. Most of the ultrasound readings were significant and consistent for the two testing mediums at driving frequencies above 900Hz for the first harmonic, above 450Hz for the second harmonic and above 250Hz for the third harmonic magnitude, as shown in Table E-7.

6.2.2.1.2 Harmonic Ratio

The harmonic ratio was the second method of observing the hemi-pelvis acetabular cup loosening variation and included the first, second and third harmonic ratios. The third ratio was adopted in this case study to see if the first two ratio patterns with loosening variations will be echoed. The harmonic ratio findings will be discussed based on the medium set-up and the measurement technique. Initially, the harmonic ratios of the air medium (foam supported) measurements with the two sensors (accelerometer and ultrasound) will be discussed, followed by the water medium harmonic ratios (with the ultrasound sensor only).

With the first harmonic ratio, when comparing the 1mm spherical loose with the 1mm press fit (secure) condition, we noticed that the 1mm loose had a greater (p<0.05) ratio than the secure state at 7 driving frequencies for the accelerometer sensor and 4 driving frequencies for the ultrasound (P<0.01). Likewise, the 2mm spherical loosening condition had a greater (p<0.05) first harmonic ratio over the secure condition at 10 driving frequencies with the accelerometer and at 6 frequencies (P<0.01) for the ultrasound. With the two loosening conditions, the 2mm loose had a higher (P<0.05) harmonic ratio than the 1mm loose condition at 4 driving frequencies for the ultrasound and at 10 driving frequencies for the accelerometer (Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13).

For the second harmonic ratio, the 1mm spherical loose condition ratio were higher (p<0.01) than the secure condition at 10 driving frequencies (100-400Hz and 850-950Hz) for the
accelerometer readings and at 6 driving frequencies (200-400Hz and 950Hz) for the ultrasound readings. The simulated 2mm loosening condition also had a greater (P<0.01) second harmonic ratio over the 1mm press fit condition at 13 driving frequencies for the accelerometer readings and only 5 frequencies for the ultrasound readings (P<0.05). Likewise, with the two simulated loosening conditions, the 2mm loose condition had a higher (P<0.05) second harmonic ratio over the 1mm loose condition, at 14 driving frequencies for the accelerometer readings and at 5 frequencies for the ultrasound readings.

With the third harmonic ratio, the 1 mm spherical loose condition showed a significantly higher (p<0.01) ratio over the secure condition with both measurement methods at particular driving frequencies; 7 for the accelerometer and 5 for the ultrasound. With the ratios obtained using the accelerometer, when comparing the 2mm spherical loose condition to the secure one, it was found that it had a higher ratio (p<0.01) at 5 driving frequencies (200-300Hz and 1450-1500Hz) . For the ultrasound this occurred at 7 frequencies (200-400Hz and 1450-1500Hz) (p<0.05). In the case of the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, it was found that the 2mm condition had a higher (P<0.05) harmonic ratio for the accelerometer readings at 16 driving frequencies while the ultrasound readings this was at 6 frequencies (500-700Hz and 1300Hz).

In summary, these harmonic ratio results, over a frequency range up to 1500Hz, indicate that acetabular cup simulated loosening can be detected even with a significantly more complex bone geometry using both measurement techniques, accelerometer and ultrasound. This is, however, evident at lower number of readings for the ultrasound method than for the accelerometer. The driving frequency range in which both sensors had the highest consistently significant readings was predominantly between the frequencies of 200-700Hz.
Figure 6-12: The Accelerometer first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions with air medium. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.
Figure 6-13: The ultrasound first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions with air medium. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.
Figure 6-14: The water medium ultrasound first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.
Water Medium

With testing in the water medium, the first harmonic ratio did show a more significant readings in the case of the comparison between the simulated secure and 1mm loose conditions. The 1mm loose had a higher (P<0.05) first harmonic ratio at 17 driving frequencies rather than at 4 frequencies for the air medium. In the case of the 2mm loose condition, the first harmonic ratio was higher (P<0.05) than that of the secure condition at 5 driving frequencies, which was one less in significance reading than that of the air medium at 6 frequencies. When comparing the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, there was no significant difference, as illustrated in Figure 6-14.

The second harmonic ratio of the ultrasound result in the water medium also gave more significant readings for the comparison between the secure and 1mm loose conditions, at 20 driving frequencies while at 6 frequencies for the air medium, where the 1mm loose second harmonic ratio was greater (P<0.05) than that of the secure condition. The comparison between the secure and the 2mm loose conditions had 5 significant readings for both medium readings but they were at a higher frequency range for the water medium. The simulated 2mm loose condition had a higher (P<0.01) ratio over the secure cup at driving frequencies between 800-950Hz and at 1350Hz. For the comparison between the two loose conditions, there was no significant difference.

The third harmonic ratio, did show an increase in the significant readings of up to four times that of the air medium findings, when comparing the 1mm spherical loose condition to the simulated secure cup. The 1mm loose condition had a greater (P<0.05) third harmonic ratio over the secure condition at 24 driving frequencies (200-1000Hz, 1100-1350Hz and 1500Hz). In the case of the 2mm loose condition, the third harmonic ratio was higher (P<0.01) than that of the secure condition at 5 driving frequencies (300Hz and 800-950Hz), compared to that of the air medium at 7 frequencies. The 2mm loose condition did show a significantly higher third harmonic ratio over the secure condition at particular driving frequencies, but this was not the case when compared with the 1mm loose condition.

To summarise, the ultrasound harmonic ratio findings for the water medium support the vibrometry approach for the comparison between the conditions (secure, 1mm and 2mm loosening). There was a clear increase in the number of significant readings for the secure vs. 1mm loose comparison for all three harmonic ratios. For the secure vs. 2mm loose conditions, significant readings were closely related (with only three more significant
readings for the air medium) but with a clear shift to higher frequency ranges (for example, the second harmonic ratio detection range was between 200-400Hz with air medium and was in the 800-950Hz range for the water medium). However, results obtained for the comparison between the two loosening conditions in the water medium did not follow the previously observed results pattern by having the highest harmonic ratio for the greatest loosening level.
6.2.3 Discussion

Simulated acetabular cup loosening using a composite hemi pelvis bone was the second step in testing the feasibility of the vibrometry concept in detection of cup loosening, taking into account the complex geometry of the pelvis. Initially, the first three case studies supported previous [8, 9, 16] findings and further defined the minimum loosening level that can be reliably detected, along with the favourable frequency detection ranges, utilising a polyurethane Sawbones blocks. This current work had two aims, the first to validate the first objective finding in relation to loosening detection, and the second to provide a more realistic anatomical environment and examine its possible effect on loosening detection. In this case study the frequency analysis was further expanded to cover the third harmonic, to determine if the signal pattern observed in the first two harmonics is mirrored in the third harmonic.

Initial testing was conducted using the air medium (foam supported), in which the spectrum analysis of hemi-pelvis Sawbones had three simulated conditions (secure cup, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening) using the two measurement techniques (accelerometer and ultrasound). This revealed that even with a more significantly complex bone geometry set-up, cup loosening can be detected via vibrometry. The frequency spectrum had four parameters: the fundamental frequency, first harmonic, second harmonic, and the third harmonic. In agreement with the previous case study, it was noted that as the loosening gap became bigger the magnitude of the fundamental frequency became lower, and the harmonic magnitudes became higher at certain frequencies. This was the case for the fundamental frequency which was able to significantly distinguish between the loosening conditions at 33 readings with the accelerometer, and at 5 readings for the ultrasound. In the case of the first harmonic, 46 significant readings for the accelerometer and 57 for the ultrasound probe were found. Similarly, the second harmonic was significant different at 51 readings for the accelerometer and at 59 readings for the ultrasound measurement. The third harmonic gave 48 significantly different readings for the accelerometer and 57 for the ultrasound probe. The highest number of significant readings for the fundamental frequency were obtained by the accelerometer, while the ultrasound probe had the greatest in terms of harmonic magnitudes. The harmonic ratio findings also agreed with the earlier case study's results, so that the greater the simulated radiolucent line gap became, the greater the harmonic ratio became. However, this was at a smaller number of significant readings for the ultrasound probe than for the accelerometer.
The spectrum analysis obtained with the water medium did show more significant readings for the fundamental frequency, particularly when comparing the two loosening conditions, with the secure condition. Compared to the other spectrum parameters, the number of significant readings were less in the case of the first and second harmonic magnitudes. In the case of the third harmonic, significant readings were consistent in the frequency range between 300 Hz - 1500 Hz. Most of the ultrasound readings were consistent for the two testing mediums at driving frequencies above 900 Hz for the first harmonic, above 450 Hz for the second harmonic and above 250 Hz for the third harmonic. The harmonic ratio findings for the water medium set-up support the vibrometry approach for the comparison between the loosening conditions (secure – 1mm and 2mm loosening). There was a clear increase in the number of significant readings for the secure – 1mm loose comparison for all three harmonic ratios. For the secure - 2mm loose conditions, significant readings were closely related (with three more significant readings for the air medium) but with a clear shift to higher frequency ranges. However, results obtained for the comparison between the two loosening conditions in the water did not follow the previously observed results pattern by having the highest harmonic ratio for the greatest loosening level.

In summary, the second objective findings supports the vibrometry approach in the acetabular cup loosening detection. The minimum detected simulated loosening was the 1mm spherical loosening. However, the responses were not consistent across the frequency range for the different parameters, or even for the measurement methods. This may highlight that there are more favourable frequency ranges for each parameter and measurement technique used. The next objective will try to further explore this aspect using different measurement locations and testing mediums.
6.2.4 Conclusion

The second objective aimed to address the previous case study's limitation, to further test the feasibility of the vibrometry approach in the detection of acetabular cup loosening. Despite the fact that the findings of the preliminary work in Sawbones blocks supported the vibrometry approach, it did not take into account the complex geometry of the hemi-pelvis. Thus, a Sawbones hemi-pelvis composite bone was used instead of the polyurethane Sawbones blocks, providing a more realistic anatomical representation of the bone geometry.

The accelerometer frequency spectrum and harmonic ratio results support the previous Sawbones blocks case study findings in correlation to the loosening detection, revealing that even with a significantly more complex bone geometry, loosening can still be detected. However, the detectable frequency ranges were not consistent, possibly due to a difference in the systems natural frequency. The ultrasound approach also demonstrated the same pattern, but with less significant readings for the fundamental frequency and harmonic ratios compared to the accelerometer. However, with the water medium, the number of significant readings for the ultrasound measurement increased for the fundamental frequency and the harmonic ratio, but was unable to show any significant difference between the two loosening conditions. The early loosening condition (1mm spherical loose) had more significantly different readings over the late loosening condition (2mm spherical loose), especially for the fundamental frequency and the harmonic ratios. Clearly there are some frequency ranges that are more favourable in detecting loosening than others both for each spectrum parameter and measurement technique used.

These preliminary findings again support the feasibility of the vibrometry approach of detecting acetabular cup loosening, but are far from conclusive. Because the femoral bone component was not present, the input excitation was not at the previously reported location which was used clinically [9, 10]. Therefore, the femoral bone was added to reflect a more realistic anatomical scenario in the next objective, with the excitation source placed on the lateral femoral condyle.
Chapter 7 – The Third Objective (Sawbones Femur and Hemi-Pelvis
Cup Loosening)
7.1 Introduction

The third objective was an attempt to create a more realistic clinical set-up, whereby the excitation source is placed on the lateral femoral condyle, as previously used by Rosenstein et al. [10]. The findings of the previous two objectives, using the Sawbones blocks and hemi pelvis, supported the vibrometry approach in detecting controlled acetabular cup loosening. However, the excitation input was not realistically represented, location wise. Thus, this objective will examine acetabular cup loosening using the addition of a femoral composite Sawbones (Sawbones Europe AB, Malmö, Sweden).

This work had two aims. The first was to validate the outcomes of the two previous objectives in relation to loosening detection, while the second aim was to provide a more realistic clinical set-up (Figure 7-1). Hence, the same simulated loosening conditions for the Sawbones hemi-pelvis case study will be adopted for ease of comparison. The simulated conditions were: 1mm press-fit (secure), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. Further explanation of the case study set-up and means of measurement will follow.

Figure 7-1: The femur and hemi-pelvis Sawbones three simulated conditions.
Chapter 7

The Third Objective

7.2 Fifth Case Study: Femur and Hemi-pelvis Cup Loosening

The approach in allowing for a more realistic clinical set-up was to add the femoral bone with a fixed femoral component attached. The previous case studies (first, second, third and fourth) used an excitation position that was much closer to the acetabular cup than might be clinically possible. Hence, the femoral composite bone was added in this case study to reflect a more realistic scenario; whereby the excitation source is placed on the lateral femoral condyle as was used in-vivo by Rosenstein et al [10]. The femoral bone was fixed in position with springs which attempted to replicate the muscle attachments to the hemi-pelvis in accordance with the work of Rieger et al,[8]. The femoral bone was also fitted with a cemented stem (Exeter™ V40™ 44mm, 28mm standard head) to replicate a secure femoral component. The simulated conditions were similar to the fourth case study for ease of comparison; 1mm press-fit (secure cup), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. A low modulus silicone gel (EVO-STIK, Bostik Limited, England) was also utilised to fill the loosening gap and to replicate the soft tissue interface between the acetabular cup outer shell and bone surface. Similarly, the two medium conditions (with water and air) were applied using an acrylic tank for the ultrasound measuring techniques.

7.2.1 Materials and Methods

7.2.1.1 The loosening set-up:

The femur and hemi-pelvis simulated loosening conditions were realised through the use of a femoral and a hemi-pelvis composite bone (Femur 3406, Hemi-pelvis 3405, Sawbones Europe AB, Malmö, Sweden), a 44mm size stem (Exeter™ V40™, 28mm standard head, Stryker Orthopaedics, USA) and a 56 mm size cup (Trident® Hemispherical HA Solid back shell, Titanium (it-6AI-4V) with Arc Deposit Surface, Stryker Orthopaedics, USA) and a liner (Trident® x3 polyethylene insert UHMWPE). The composite bone characteristics, according to the manufacturer’s data, were for the cortical layer a density of (1.64g/cm3), a compressive strength of 157 MPa, and a compressive modulus of 16.7 GPa. For the simulated cancellous bone layer a density of (0.32g/cm3), a compressive strength of 5.4 MPa, and a compressive modulus of 137 MPa. The fourth-generation composite femur was coupled with the hemi-pelvis that accommodated the loosening conditions. The conditions simulated in this case study were identical to the fourth case study (hemi-pelvis) for ease of
comparison; 1mm press-fit (secure condition), 1mm spherical loosening, and 2mm spherical loosening, as shown in Figure 7-1.

The 1mm press-fit condition had a CNC machined cup cavity of 55mm diameter and a depth of 28.5mm. A Stryker cup of 56mm diameter was inserted through repeated impacting using a soft mallet until it was fully seated, in accordance with the existing literature [207-209], utilising the angle plate fixation system. The two spherical loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, were simulated using machined hemispherical cavities of 58mm and 60mm diameters, including a 5mm diameter wide channel with a 3mm depth at the lower cavity surface that was utilised to control the silicone thickness. The loosening gaps were filled by a silicone layer (EVO-STIK, Bostik Limited, England) in accordance with the existing literature [11, 124, 135] in order to replicate the soft fibre interface between the cup and bone surface, using a 56mm Nylon 66 dome (RS Ltd. Northants, UK). The silicone thickness was controlled through two Nylon domes with two different extended stem lengths (4mm and 5mm), that were fixed into the cup cavity channel (length 3mm) for a twenty-four hour period to allow silicone healing time, in according with the manufacturer’s instructions.

The Exeter stem was cemented into the fourth-generation femoral composite, in accordance with the manufactures surgical protocol. Subsequently, the femoral bone was attached to the pelvis using springs, in an attempt to replicate the attachment muscles in accordance with the work of Rieger et al. [8]. They simulated the adductor magnus and adductor longus utilising two springs with a spring constant of 2.26N/mm, while the gluteus medius muscle was replicated using two springs of spring constant = 4.17N/mm. This muscle simulation approach was adopted with the addition of a turnbuckle to control the spring tension through the adjustment of the spring length. The gluteus medius muscle springs had an average tension of 18.6 N (14.39 N for the spring attached close to the iliac crust and 22.88N for the spring attached near the ASIS). The adductor magnus and adductor longus had a tension of 13.2N for both springs. The springs and turnbuckles were held to the composite bone surface through six screw hooks attached with a cord (Braided nylon cord, 0.5mm diameter). The screw hooks were also glued to the composite bone surface for additional bonding. The spring tension was constantly checked throughout the different readings for accuracy and repeatability.

The two medium approaches were also adopted in this case study. Three simulated conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening) were tested using two
mediums. One testing was conducted in water (acrylic tank) while the second was conducted with foam support (air medium). The water medium was to replicate the work of Rowlands et al. [145], in order to see its effect on the ultrasound reading. While in the air medium, two accelerometers were used to examine the optimum response measurement location. The experiment set-up and the application of the excitation and measurement system will be explained in the following section.

7.2.1.2 Excitation signal

The excitation signal was introduced at the femoral lateral condyle region with a frequency range between 100Hz and 1500Hz with step increase of 25Hz and a constant amplitude of 4 Volts (peak–peak). The frequency range was adopted for ease of comparison with the results of the fourth case study and location in accordance with the literature [8, 10].

7.2.1.3 Testing set-up

Once the simulated loosening conditions were created, using the composite femur and hemi-pelvis, they were tested using a foam support set-up. The hemi-pelvis was Velcro coupled (VELCRO® brand heavy duty, Polyamide) with a foam support material (Neoprene Foam, durometer value 15A-20A) at two regions the articular surface of pubis and the articular surface of the iliac crest. The Sawbones femur medial epicondyle was also foam supported rather than using clamping [11, 12] or counterbalancing weights [145]. This was in an attempt to prevent the femur bone from the excessive movements observed at lower driving frequencies. The muscle attachment between the pelvis and femur was also put in place before each reading. This was done using a spring constant of 2.26N/mm (for the adductor magnus and adductor longus muscles) and another spring with a constant of 4.17N/mm (for the gluteus medius) as seen in Figure 7-2.

The excitation and measurement locations were fixed for reliability and accuracy. The mini-shaker excitation signal was introduced at the lateral femoral condyle region. The shaker was held in place through a clamping system to isolate the effect of the shaker weight on the specimen reading. The excitation approach was the same for the two mediums (with water and air) with the exception of the use of a longer shaker rod (25cm) for the water medium, in order to ensure the shaker stayed clear of the water. The measurement instruments adopted were different according to the testing medium. During the water medium testing, only the ultrasound probe was used. It was positioned facing the anterior superior iliac spine (Figure
7-2b). While with the air medium (foam support), two accelerometers and an ultrasound probe were used (Figure 7-2a). The ultrasound probe and one accelerometer were coupled at the iliac crest whereas the second accelerometer was located at the greater trochanter of the femur. The use of two accelerometers was intended to determine the optimum location for measuring the response. They were coupled to the Sawbones surface using screw fixation, utilising threaded steel inserts (PEM® Inserts, UK) in order to provide additional stability. The ultrasound was coupled with an ultrasound gel. With the water medium, no gel was needed.

The water medium testing set-up was possible through use of an acrylic tank (70cm x 25cm x 20cm). This tank was filled with water at room temperature until the Sawbones specimens were totally under water. The water was changed between each testing condition, 1mm press-fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening, but not between subsequent readings (for the ten sample readings of each condition).

Figure 7-2: The testing set-up for both mediums; a) foam support air medium, b) water medium set-up.
7.2.1.4 Testing protocol

The three simulated conditions were tested following the same pattern for repeatability and accuracy. The testing protocol included three stages: pre-testing, testing, and post-testing. The second and third stages were identical to the hemi-pelvis case study, thus we will only elaborate on the first stage here. The pre testing stage included the preparation of the sample, excitation and measurement system, which was different in accordance with the testing set-up medium (water or air).

The air medium set-up included no water where the femur and hemi-pelvis were only foam supported. In this medium, the preparation of the sample started by initially marking the foam support boundaries so that the subsequent readings would be made in the same location, Figure 7-3. The foam support base was then fixed to the table with three Velcro tapes that were 15cm long and 5cm wide. This was followed by the pelvis being coupled to the foam using the same Velcro tapes. Next, the 28mm stem diameter head was positioned into the acetabular cup liner inner dome utilising the spring attachment. The spring tension was controlled using a turnbuckle placed on the same core, holding the pelvis to the femur. The next phase was the preparation of the excitation system, initially by placing the mini-shaker holder base in the marked location isolating it from the target surface (Figure 7-2). The mini-shaker was then clamped in place to neutralise its weight. It was placed at a right-angle to the femoral condyle, in accordance with the literature [8-10, 145]. This was followed by verifying the input signal amplitude and frequency range via a digital oscilloscope connected between a power amplifier (driven by a function generator) and the mini shaker system. The last phase in the pre-testing stage was the preparation of the measurement instrument. This phase include coupling the sensors and the operating the sound and vibration LabVIEW code and data labelling. The first step was to couple the sensors, where the two accelerometers were screw-fixed onto the Sawbones surface in a defined location using threaded steel inserts (PEM® Inserts, UK). The ultrasound probe was coupled using ultrasound gel. Then, comes the operation of the sound and vibration code that included checking the sensors’ sensitivities, sampling frequency and data labelling for each reading. This would be vital information for the post-processing and data analysis stages.
In the water medium set-up, the system was placed under water in an acrylic tank. Initially, the tank was placed in a pre-marked position and Velcro tapes were used for the hemi-pelvis foam support coupling. Then the femur and hemi-pelvis were joined, in a similar way to the previous air medium set-up, and coupled in the acrylic tank. The tank was then filled with water at room temperature until the Sawbones specimens were totally submerged. The excitation system preparation approach was also similar to the previous set-up, with the exception of using a longer rod. This led to the shaker to be clamped at a higher position than in the air medium (Figure 7-3). For this set up (water medium) the measurement system preparation was different as the ultrasound probe was the only measurement method used. The probe was clamped facing the anterior superior iliac spine of the hemi-pelvis and the tip of the probe was totally immersed in water, as shown in Figure 7-3.

In summary, each of the three replicated conditions (1mm press fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening) went through the same protocol of experiment set-up and data collection, following the explained testing protocol. This leads us to the next step, which was the measurement and analysis, revealing the frequency spectrum and harmonic ratio for each of the conditions.

Figure 7-3: The two medium support approaches.
7.2.1.5 Sample size

Three hemi-pelvises and a femoral Sawbones composite bone were utilised to obtain ten sample readings for each simulated condition (1mm press fit, 1mm spherical loose, and 2mm spherical loose). After each reading, the system was disassembled and assembled again with the aid of the marks on the composite bone and the holding table.

7.2.2 Measurement and analysis

7.2.2.1 Results

The responses of the frequency sweep on the femur and hemi-pelvis system will be presented using the spectrum analysis and harmonic ratio approaches. The differences in regards to the medium used (air and water) and the sensor used (accelerometer and ultrasound) will be highlighted.

7.2.2.2 Frequency spectrum analysis

The spectrum analysis consisted of the fundamental frequency (F0), first harmonic (F1), second harmonic (F2) and third harmonic (F3). Initially, the results of the two accelerometers will be compared. The accelerometers were located at the iliac crest of the pelvis and the greater trochanter of the femur (Table E-8 and Table E-9). Then the two ultrasound readings will be compared for the two different mediums (air and water) (Table E-10 and Table E-11). The ultrasound probe was facing the anterior superior iliac spine of the hemi-pelvis for the water medium and facing the iliac crest for the air medium.

Accelerometer

The fundamental frequency (F0) magnitude was the first parameter observed for the 1mm press-fit (secure), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening conditions. The fundamental magnitude, in accordance with the findings of the previous case studies, reduced as the loosening level increased. This was also observed in this case study at particular driving frequencies that will be highlighted, with the majority being above 500Hz. When comparing the secure condition with the 1mm loose, it was found that fundamental frequency of the 1mm loose condition had a lower magnitude at 8 driving frequencies (P<0.01) for the femoral accelerometer reading and at 14 frequencies (P<0.01) for the pelvis accelerometer. For the 2mm loose condition, it had a lower fundamental magnitude than the secure
condition at 12 frequencies (P<0.05) for the pelvis accelerometer and at 8 frequencies (P<0.01) for the femoral accelerometer. For the comparison between the 1mm and 2mm loose conditions, the 2mm loose had a lower fundamental magnitude at 16 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the pelvis accelerometer reading and at 10 frequencies (P<0.01) for the femoral accelerometer reading (Figure 7-4). Hence, the highest significant differences for the fundamental frequency were obtained with the accelerometer located on the iliac crest of the pelvis.

![Fundamental Frequency](image)

**Figure 7-4:** The femur accelerometer fundamental frequency magnitude response to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 1250 Hz, 1300 Hz and 1400 Hz. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.

The second parameter examined was the first harmonic (F1). This behaved in the opposite manner to the fundamental frequency (F0), where the magnitude increased as the loosening level increased. When comparing the two conditions, secure and 1mm loose, the 1mm loose condition had a higher first harmonic magnitude (P<0.05) at 23 driving frequencies for the femoral accelerometer reading and at 17 frequencies for the pelvis accelerometer reading. The 2mm loose condition also had a higher magnitude (P<0.05) over the 1mm press fit condition, at 20 frequencies for the femoral accelerometer reading and at 15 frequencies for the pelvis reading. However, the comparison between the 1mm and 2mm loose conditions
indicated that only the accelerometer on the pelvis crest was able to detect significant differences at 5 driving frequencies, where the magnitude of 2mm first harmonic was higher than the 1mm condition. The femoral accelerometer had the highest number of significant reading with regards to comparing the two loosening scenarios with the secure condition, as shown in Figure 7-5. However, we were unable to distinguish between the two loosening conditions using the pelvis accelerometer reading.

Figure 7-5: The femur accelerometer first harmonic magnitude response to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 1200 Hz, 1250 Hz and 1500 Hz. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.

The second harmonic (F2) acted in similar manner to the first harmonic (F1), namely, increasing as the loosening level increased. This was the case for the comparison between the 1mm press fit and 1mm loose conditions, where the 1mm loose had a higher second harmonic magnitude (P<0.05) at 20 driving frequencies for the femoral accelerometer reading and at 11 frequencies for the pelvis accelerometer reading, as shown in Figure 7-6. Similarly, the 2mm loose condition had a higher magnitude over the secure condition at 17 frequencies (P<0.01) for the femoral accelerometer reading and at 9 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the pelvis accelerometer reading. However, when comparing the 1mm and 2mm loose conditions, the 2mm second harmonic magnitude was only higher (P<0.05) with the
femoral accelerometer reading at 2 driving frequencies, there were no significant differences between the magnitudes of the two loose conditions with the pelvis accelerometer readings.
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Figure 7-6: The pelvis accelerometer second harmonic magnitude response to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 1300 Hz, 1450 Hz and 1500 Hz. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.

The third harmonic (F3) was the last FFT parameter examined and to behaved consistently similarly to the first (F1) and second (F2) harmonics. When comparing the secure and 1mm loose conditions, it was found that the 1mm loose condition had a higher third harmonic magnitude (P<0.05) at 20 driving frequencies with the femoral accelerometer reading and at 18 frequencies for the pelvis accelerometer reading (Figure 7-7). Also, the 2mm loose condition had a higher magnitude (P<0.05) when compared with the secure condition at 18 driving frequencies for the pelvis accelerometer reading and at 16 frequencies for femoral accelerometer reading. In the case of the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the 2mm had a higher magnitude (P<0.01) over the 1mm condition at a single frequency of 250Hz for the pelvis accelerometer reading.
In summary, analysis of the spectrum analysis of the accelerometer reading over the frequency range up to 1500Hz, show that 1mm and 2mm of spherical cup loosening can be distinguished from the secure condition using the Sawbones femur pelvis set-up. This finding supports the preliminary findings of this study. This also highlighted the favourable frequency ranges for both accelerometer measurement locations (Table E-8 and Table E-9). Distinguishing between the three conditions (secure vs. 1mm loose; secure vs. 2mm loose and 1mm loose vs. 2mm loose) with fundamental frequency readings was possible at 26 significant readings for the femoral accelerometer and 42 readings for the pelvis accelerometer. Similarly, the first harmonic showed 43 significant readings with the femoral accelerometer and 37 for the pelvis accelerometer reading. The second harmonic was also able to distinguish between the conditions at 20 readings for the pelvis accelerometer sensor and at 39 for the femoral accelerometer. Finally, the third harmonic showed 39 and 37 significant readings for both accelerometer sensors, located on the femur and pelvis, respectively. Next, we will compare the ultrasound probe readings for both of the mediums used: with water and air (foam support).
Ultrasound

The fundamental frequency (F0) magnitude was obtained using the ultrasound approach for the different simulated conditions: 1mm press fit (secure), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. This was done in the two mediums, with water and air. When the reading is stated without referring directly to the medium, then this refers to the air medium testing. When comparing the secure condition with the 1mm spherical loose cup, it was found that the fundamental frequency of the 1mm condition had a lower magnitude (P<0.05) at 8 driving frequencies for the water medium while at 4 frequencies for the air medium (Figure 7-8).

For the 2mm loose condition, it had a lower fundamental magnitude than the secure condition at 22 frequencies (P<0.05) for the water medium and at 18 frequencies (P<0.01) air water. However, for the comparison between the 1mm and 2mm loose conditions, the 2mm loose had a lower fundamental magnitude at 23 driving frequencies (P<0.01) for the air medium and 17 frequencies (P<0.05) for the water medium.

The first harmonic (F1) ultrasound reading was also able to distinguish between the secure and 1mm loose condition at 25 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the air medium; with the 1mm loose condition having a higher magnitude at 10 frequencies (P<0.05) with the water medium. The 2mm loose condition had a higher first harmonic magnitude than the secure condition at 12 frequencies (P<0.05) and at 2 frequencies (200Hz and 250Hz) (P<0.01) for the water medium. When comparing the 1mm and 2mm loose conditions, the 2mm loose had a higher first harmonic magnitude only at 1 driving frequency (250Hz) (P<0.01) with the water medium.

Figure 7-8: The ultrasound fundamental frequency magnitude response to the three simulated condition at the driving frequencies 1250 Hz, 1300 Hz and 1400 Hz with the two mediums a) air medium, b) water medium. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.
The second harmonic (F2) magnitude was the next FFT analysis parameter examined. When comparing the secure and 1mm loose conditions, the 1mm loose had a higher second harmonic magnitude (P<0.05) at 8 and 19 driving frequencies with the two mediums, water and air, respectively. In the case of the secure and 2mm loose comparison, the 2mm loose condition had a higher magnitude (P<0.05) at 12 frequencies and at 3 driving frequencies with the water medium. For the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, comparison within the water medium allowed us to distinguish the differences at two driving frequencies (200Hz and 250Hz) (P<0.01); where the 2mm condition had a higher magnitude than the 1mm loose condition. For the air medium distinguishing between the two loosening conditions were not possible.

The third harmonic (F3) was the last spectrum analysis parameter used for the comparison between the simulated conditions. Initially, when looking at the comparison between the secure and 1mm spherical loosening conditions, it was found that the 1mm loose condition had a higher third harmonic magnitude (P<0.05) at 17 driving frequencies and at 6 frequencies for the water medium. Accordingly, the 2mm loose condition also had a higher third harmonic magnitude (P<0.05) than the secure cup at 3 driving frequencies for the water medium and 14 driving frequencies for the air medium. In the case of the two spherical loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the 2mm condition had a higher third harmonic magnitude (P<0.01) over the 1mm condition at two driving frequencies (200Hz and 250Hz) with the water medium only.

In summary, the ultrasound spectrum analysis of the three simulated conditions (1mm press fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening) using the two mediums (water and air), revealed that even with a more complex Sawbones femur-pelvis set-up, cup loosening can be detected. There are evidently some frequency ranges that are more favourable than others for each medium (Table E-10 and Table E-11). When looking at the water medium, distinguishing between the conditions was possible at 47 significant readings for the fundamental frequency (F0), which were all located above the 300Hz range. This was followed by the first (F1) and second (F2) harmonics, at 13 significant readings, and finally the third harmonic (F3) at 11 readings. Testing with the air medium (foam support), distinguishing between the conditions was significant at 45 readings for the fundamental frequency, 37 readings for the first (F1) harmonic and 31 readings for both the second (F2) and third (F3) harmonics. The harmonic ratio will be discussed in the next section, with the aim of quantifying the harmonic magnitude variation with relation to the fundamental frequency.
7.2.2.3 Harmonic Ratio

The harmonic ratio results of the Sawbones femur hemi-pelvis system is presented up until the third harmonic. The ratios (first, second and third) will be given based on the measurement techniques. The harmonic ratio, in accordance with the findings of the previous case studies, increased as the loosening level increased. This was also observed in this work at particular driving frequencies that will be highlighted. Accordingly, the location effect for the accelerometer measurements and the water medium on the ultrasound ratio will be examined in the following sections.

Accelerometer

The accelerometer harmonic ratio was quantified for the first three harmonics in relation to the primary fundamental frequency magnitude. At each driving frequency response, the resultant harmonics were divided by the main fundamental frequency responding to the driving signal. The harmonic ratios were numbered based on the number of the harmonic used (Table E-8 and Table E-9).

The first harmonic ratio was the first parameter for the harmonic ratio where the first harmonic (F1) magnitude was divided by the fundamental frequency magnitude for the simulated conditions: 1mm press fit (secure), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. When comparing the secure condition with the 1mm loose, it was found that first harmonic of the 1mm condition had a higher ratio at 18 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the femoral accelerometer reading and at 17 frequencies (P<0.01) for the pelvis accelerometer reading. The 2mm loose condition had a higher harmonic ratio than the secure condition at 16 frequencies (P<0.01) for both the pelvis and femoral accelerometer readings. When comparing the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the first harmonic ratio of the 2mm condition was higher than the 1mm condition at 12 driving frequencies (P<0.01) for the pelvis accelerometer reading and at 7 frequencies (P<0.05) for the femoral accelerometer reading, as shown in Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10.

The second harmonic ratio was the second parameter examined. This was to see if the first harmonic ratio pattern, in relation to loosening, was also observed with the second harmonic ratio. This was the case indeed but at slightly lower driving frequencies for the second harmonic ratio. Initially, when comparing the secure and the 1mm spherical loosening conditions, it was found that the loose condition had higher second harmonic ratios at 16
driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the accelerometer femoral reading and at 11 frequencies (P<0.01) for the accelerometer pelvis reading. This was also true for the 2mm loosening condition, which had a higher second harmonic ratio (P<0.05) compared to the secure condition at 14 driving frequencies for the femoral accelerometer and at 13 frequencies for the pelvis accelerometer. Whereas for the two loosening conditions, the 2mm had a higher ratio over the 1mm at 12 and 15 driving frequencies for both accelerometer readings, femoral and pelvis, respectively.

The accelerometer third harmonic ratio also had the same pattern as the first and second ratios. This was evident when comparing the 1mm loose condition with the 1mm secure condition, whereby the loose condition showed a higher third harmonic ratio at 16 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the femoral accelerometer and 14 frequencies (P<0.01) for the pelvis accelerometer. The 2mm loose condition had a higher third harmonic ratio at 17 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the pelvis accelerometer and 10 frequencies (P<0.01) for the femoral accelerometer. For the two loosening scenarios, the 2mm condition also showed a higher third ratio over the 1mm condition, at 6 driving frequencies (P<0.01) for the femoral accelerometer and twice that for the pelvis reading at 13 frequencies (P<0.05).

In summary, the two accelerometer (femoral and pelvis) harmonic ratios for the three simulated conditions (1mm press fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening), imply that, even with the more complex Sawbones femur pelvis set-up, cup loosening can still be detected reliably. This supports the findings in the previous case studies in relation to loosening, where it has been shown that as loosening increases the harmonic ratio also increases. When comparing the two loosening conditions to the 1mm press fit secure condition, the femoral accelerometer readings showed slightly more significant readings over the pelvis accelerometer readings. Whereas with the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the pelvis accelerometer had the highest number of significant harmonic ratios, even reaching twice the values obtained from the femoral accelerometer readings for the third harmonic ratio.
Figure 7-9: The femur accelerometer first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions with air medium. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.
Figure 7-10: The pelvis accelerometer first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions with air medium. * Mann-Whitney test $p < 0.05$, $n = \text{sample size}$. 
Ultrasound

The ultrasound harmonic ratio was also quantified for the two tested mediums, water and air. Most of the consistently significant findings were in the frequency range 500Hz – 1500Hz and sporadically between the 200Hz-450Hz range. The significant readings will be highlighted for each harmonic ratio that correlated with the previous pattern of findings (Table E-10 and Table E-11).

The first harmonic ratio for the ultrasound measurements showed the same pattern in relation to the loosening conditions; whereby as loosening levels increase, the harmonic ratio also increase. Initially, when comparing the secure and 1mm spherical loosening conditions, it was found that the loose condition had a higher first harmonic ratio (P<0.01) at 8 driving frequencies for the air medium and 16 frequencies (P<0.05) for the water medium. The 2mm loose condition had a higher first harmonic ratio at 20 frequencies (P<0.05) for the water medium and at 16 frequencies (P<0.01) for the air medium. In the case of the two spherical loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the 2mm condition had a higher harmonic ratio over the 1mm condition at 19 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the air medium and at 12 frequencies (P<0.01) with water medium, as shown in Figure 7-11 and Figure 7-12.

The second harmonic ratio was equally able to distinguish between the conditions at significant readings that were closely related to the first harmonic ratio frequency ranges. When comparing the secure and 1mm loose conditions, it was found that the 1mm loose condition had a higher second harmonic ratio (P<0.05) at 7 driving frequencies for the air medium and at 12 frequencies with the water medium. The 2mm loose condition had a higher ratio (P<0.05) when compared with the secure condition at 19 driving frequencies for both mediums. Of the two loosening conditions, the 2mm had a higher (P<0.01) harmonic ratio over the 1mm condition at 20 driving frequencies for the air medium and 13 frequencies with the water medium.

The third harmonic ratio had the ability to distinguish between the simulated condition in both mediums, air and water. When comparing the secure and 1mm spherical loosening conditions, the 1mm loose condition had a higher third harmonic ratio (P<0.05) at 7 driving frequencies and 11 frequencies (P<0.05) for the water medium. The 2mm loose condition had a higher harmonic ratio at 21 frequencies (P<0.01) for the water medium and at 19 frequencies (P<0.01) for the air medium. The third harmonic ratio for the 2mm loose
condition also had a greater ratio over the 1mm loose condition at 20 driving frequencies (P<0.01) for the air medium and at 16 driving frequencies (P<0.05) for the water medium.

In summary, the results from the ultrasound harmonic ratio was able to support the spectrum analysis loosening diagnostic approach. It has highlighted a favourable frequency range (500-1500Hz) for both testing mediums, air and water. Generally, with the water medium, there were a larger number of significant differences with the two loosening conditions compared to the secure condition. For the two loosening conditions however, the highest number of significantly differences reading were for the air medium.
Figure 7-11: The ultrasound first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions with air medium. * Mann-Whitney test $p < 0.05$, $n =$ sample size.
Figure 7.12: The water medium ultrasound first harmonic ratio comparison for the different simulated conditions. * Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05, n = sample size.
Chapter 7  The Third Objective

7.2.3 Discussion

Simulation of the acetabular cup loosening using a Sawbones femur and hemi-pelvis composite bones was an attempt to account for a more realistic anatomical set-up. The femoral bone was fixed in position with springs replicating the muscle attachment to the hemi-pelvis in accordance with Rieger et al. [8] work. This allowed the positioning the excitation source on the lateral femoral condyle to be as initially suggested by Rosenstein et al. [10]. The femoral Sawbones was also foam supported rather than clamped [11, 12] or counterbalancing weights [145]. This was an attempt to prevent the femoral bone from exhibiting excessive movement that was observed, at lower driving frequencies. The same simulated loosening condition for the Sawbones hemi-pelvis case study was adopted for ease of comparison. These were: 1mm press-fit (secure), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. The aim was to, first validate the previous objectives outcomes, and the second to provide more realistic anatomical set-up. Two medium conditions (water and air) were also applied using an acrylic tank for the ultrasound probe measuring techniques.

The initial testing was conducted using the air medium (foam support), whereby two accelerometers and an ultrasound probe were utilised to measure the output vibration. The use of two accelerometers was to determine the optimum location for measuring the frequency response, one at the greater trochanter of the femur and another at the iliac crest of the pelvis. Initially, the two accelerometers' spectrum analysis over the frequency range up to 1500 Hz, suggested that 1mm and 2mm spherical cup loosening can be distinguished from the secure cup supporting the previous work findings. The accelerometer located at iliac crest of the pelvis gave more significant readings over the sensor located at the greater trochanter for the fundamental frequency results. Whereas, more significant readings for the first and second harmonic results were obtained with the greater trochanter accelerometer sensors, especially when comparing the two loosening scenarios with the secure condition. The third harmonic significant readings number were closely related for both accelerometer locations. The most challenging conditions were when comparing the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm; this gave the least number of significantly different readings with the frequency spectrum parameters. When looking at the harmonic ratio results, they support the previous case studies pattern in relation to loosening, as the loosening gap increases the harmonic ratio increases, and most of the significant readings were in the frequency range 500-1500Hz. When comparing the two loosening conditions to the secure
condition, the femoral accelerometer reading did show a slightly more significantly different readings compared to the pelvis accelerometer. With the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, the pelvis sensor gave the most significant number of harmonic ratio readings, even reaching twice the femoral readings for the third harmonic ratio.

Through the water medium testing, only the ultrasound probe was used and was positioned facing the anterior superior iliac spine. The ultrasound measurement approach was used for both testing mediums (water and air). The water bath was used to mimic the soft tissue as suggested by Rowlands et al. [145] work. The ultrasound spectrum analysis of the three simulated conditions (1mm press-fit, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening) using the two mediums (water and air), revealed that even with the more complex Sawbones femur pelvis set-up, cup loosening can be detected. When looking at the water medium testing, distinguishing between the conditions was possible at 47 significant readings which were all located above 300 Hz for the fundamental frequency. This was followed by first and second harmonic at 13 significant readings and 11 readings, respectively. Testing with the foam support (air medium) saw 45 significant readings for the fundamental frequency, 37 readings for the first harmonic, and 31 readings for the second and third harmonic. The ultrasound harmonic ratio highlighted a favourable frequency range between 500-1500 Hz for both testing mediums (water and air). Generally with the water medium, there were more significant differences with the two loosening conditions compared to the secure states. This suggests that use the water medium enhanced ultrasound probe measurements leading to more significant different readings numbers. However, in the comparison between the two loosening conditions, the highest significant reading was for the air medium testing set-up. This could be attributed to the fact that both loosening conditions had a relatively higher harmonic ratio compared to the secure condition but still closely related making it hard to have a significant different between themselves.

In Summary, the findings of this objective support the earlier case studies with regards to acetabular cup loosening using vibrometry. When the cup loosening gap became bigger (i.e. 1mm to 2mm), the lower the fundamental frequency magnitude became, and the higher the magnitude of the harmonics became at certain frequencies. For the harmonic ratio, an increase was consistently seen as the loosening level increases. These findings support the previous literature [8, 9, 16] in which it was stated that acetabular cup loosening can be detected using the vibrometry approach. This study differed from these by defining the
minimum loosening level that can be reliably detected, 1mm-spherical loose, and a favourable frequency detection range between 500Hz and 1500Hz. The use of the spherical loosening is however a simplification of acetabular cup loosening, which could account as a limitation of this study. Also, the experiment did show the ability of vibrometry to distinguish the cup loosening using the cementless component, but did not consider a cemented one. However, this was a first step towards testing the feasibility of the vibrometry approach for the acetabular cup loosening detection, and therefore demanded simplification. Further clarification of how these limitations could be overcome will be discussed later.
7.2.4 Conclusion

This part of the thesis (third objective) was performed to overcome the previous case study limitations (simplified geometry and isolated testing on the hemi-pelvis) and further validate the vibrometry approach accounting for a more realistic excitation location. This was done through the addition of the femoral component that was attached to the pelvis by springs in an attempt to replicate the muscle attachments.

Both simulated conditions, 1mm and 2mm of spherical loosening, were distinguished from the secure states using both measuring techniques, whereby the 1mm spherical gap was the minimum detected loosening level with a favourable frequency detection range between 500Hz and 1500Hz. With regards to the accelerometer measurements, the greater trochanter of the femur location did gave the most significantly different harmonic ratio readings when comparing the two loosening conditions to the secure condition, while the measurement location at the iliac crest of the pelvis had the most significantly different harmonic ratio readings when comparing the two conditions, 1mm and 2mm loosening. The ultrasound harmonic ratios obtained with the two mediums (air and water) also showed the same pattern with regards to loosening detection. The greater the thickness of the radiolucent line, the greater was the harmonic ratio. The water medium had the most significantly different harmonic ratio readings with the two loosening conditions compared to the secure states. This suggests that that ultrasound probe can compete with the accelerometer in the vibrometry signal measurement.
Chapter 8 – Discussion
8.1 Discussion

The literature review highlighted the important of THR loosening diagnosis techniques and how they are vital for after surgery follow-up assessment. This becomes even more prevalent with the increasing THR procedures that take place daily around the world, reaching over one million operations annually [1, 41, 215, 216]. Also, surgeons are taking on younger and more active patients, who are likely to outlive the implant’s life expectancy, and with more mobility and quality of life demands [217, 218]. According to the Swedish, British and Australian national registries, implant failure rates are in the range of 4 to 10% at ten years [2, 3]. Aseptic loosening has been recognised as the primary cause of THR failure since early 1979 by the Swedish Hip Arthroplasty Register [4]. Currently, imaging techniques are the primary diagnostic and follow-up method, but have been shown to be unreliable for early loosening detection [5-7], especially of the acetabular cup [8]. This challenge has led to the proposal of new and novel techniques, such as vibrometry, by several research groups at Universities of Rostock [23, 121, 157-164], Leicester [11, 12], Leuven [14, 22, 169, 196] and Bath [9, 140, 145].

Vibrometry can distinguish implant instability (loosening) through the frequency spectrum of the response signal and by referring it to the vibrational response of the secure case [6]. Despite the commercial success that the vibrometry approach has gained in dentistry in the assessment of dental implant stability [219], it has not gained much acceptance in the orthopaedics field. This can be attributed to the small size of dental implants in relation to THR implants, as well as the surrounding tissue layer that acts as a buffer, that has led to the adoption of wireless technology [152, 154, 155] and ultrasonic measuring techniques [145] to overcome this issue. This is in addition to the tendency for the orthopaedic surgeons to rely heavily on the radiology imaging assessment for musculoskeletal system disorders. This is mainly attributed to availability, cost-effectiveness [102] and being the main method that junior surgeons are trained in during their training and, therefore, the technique they are most familiar with. Vibrometry has been applied in different lower limb orthopaedic related studies, mainly in implant intra-operative assessments [165-170, 174, 175, 196], osseointegration assessments [128, 135, 141, 142] and in loosening diagnoses [8-12, 14, 22]. Although the acetabular cup component revision rates are higher than the stem component [17-20], the majority of the existing vibrometry loosening diagnostic studies [6, 9-13, 22, 23] are stem related. A limited number of studies [5, 8, 9, 16] have examined cup loosening without defining the loosening level detected. Thus, the aim of this project has been to
investigate the viability of vibrometry for accurately detecting early acetabular component loosening.

Since the early introduction of the vibration analysis concept of fracture healing assessment by Lippmann [138] in the 1930s, further vibrometry studies did not follow until the early 1970s, due the lack of technology [139]. Subsequently, when sensory technology improved, the vibrometry literature reached a point where THR loosening detection became a possibility for stem loosening [6, 9-12, 22, 23], with a critical detectable threshold of one-fifth of the stem length interface failure [13]. Then there was the challenge of distinguishing stem loosening from cup loosening, which was achieved by the work of Georgiou and Cunningham [9] and Rieger et al. [5, 8], but with the emphasis that acetabular cup loosening detection was shown to be challenging [5]. Only half of the cup loosening cases were correctly identified during Georgiou and Cunningham [9] clinical study. Also, a Sawbones experiment [8] revealed that cup loosening can be significantly identified using a frequency resonance shift at only two frequencies, 450Hz and 600Hz. However, when this method was replicated on cadaver specimens [5], cup loosening resulted in a non-significant shift. In these three studies [5, 8, 9], an acetabular cup loosening level was not defined. Thus, a critical detectable threshold for acetabular component loosening using vibrometry is not yet realised. The aim of this study has been to address this gap in the literature by investigating the viability of detecting acetabular component loosening using vibrometry, and to define the earliest loosening phase that can be accurately detected. This has been achieved through a series of case studies that varied in complexity, which can be grouped under three objectives, as follows:

1- Development of acetabular cup loosening using Sawbones blocks.

2- Development of acetabular cup loosening using a Sawbones hemi-pelvis.

3- Development of acetabular cup loosening using a Sawbones femur and hemi-pelvis.
The first objective consisted of three case studies that were aimed at testing the feasibility of the vibrometry approach in acetabular cup loosening detection. A Sawbones polyurethane solid foam was used in order to create various loosening scenarios. These were as follows: late spherical, early spherical, and early zone loosening. The term ‘early loosening’ in the orthopaedic field correlates to loosening that occurs in the first ten years, especially for hip replacements [220-223]. During this study, ‘early loosening’ was used to refer to a mimicked gap of 1mm radiolucent line equivalent. This criteria was adopted in order to simplify the acetabular cup loosening complexity and test the vibrometry concept. In accordance with the previous vibration analysis literature [8-12], the same excitation system was adopted with the use of an accelerometer as a measurement method [5, 10-12, 124, 128, 135] alongside the use of ultrasound transduces [145, 224]. The soft tissue interface between the acetabular cup outer shell and bone surface was mimicked using a low modulus silicone gel, also in accordance with the existing literature [11, 124, 135, 153]. The first two case studies, early and late loosening, used an excitation driving frequency range of 100-1500 Hz in accordance with the previous studies [9-12, 145], where the authors highlighted the prospect of detecting stem loosening using a sinusoidal frequency sweep excitation range below 1500Hz. The findings revealed that the vibrometry approach is more reliable at detecting late acetabular cup loosening than early loosening. Parallel findings were also noted in the existing literature [11, 12] for the stem component; whereby it has been shown that vibrometry is reliable for detecting late stem loosening but has less favourable findings for early loosening cases. Loosening was demonstrated by a reduction in the fundamental frequency and the increase in the magnitude of the related harmonics, especially the first, as originally highlighted by Georgiou and Cunningham [9]. This was then quantified in the form of harmonic ratios. The first harmonic was divided by the fundamental frequency magnitude at each driving frequency, with the aim to define the optimum frequency range for detecting cup loosening using spectrum analysis. The harmonic ratio findings for the simulated conditions revealed a pattern, whereby the greater the radiolucent line simulated gap, the greater the harmonic ratio. This suggested a possible way of differentiating between various loosening levels. The accelerometer method gave better results over the ultrasound readings with regards to the harmonic ratio variation and a wider detectable frequency range. The third case study was the early zone loosening scenario that accommodated a more clinically relevant loosening set-up [96, 97]. The conditions were 1mm zone (2) loose, 1mm zone (1 and 2) loose and 1mm zone (1 and 3) loose. Also, the excitation range was increased to accommodate the natural frequency of the polyurethane solid foam block and observe its effect on the
loosening detection. The spectrum analysis findings supported the results pattern of the first case study (late spherical loosening). However, the simulated zone loosening conditions were distinguished from the secure condition at more significant readings overall than the early spherical loosening condition. This was due to the wider excitation range, especially around the natural frequency of the system. In summary, the findings of the first two case studies, late and early spherical loosening, revealed that the vibrometry approach is more reliable at detecting late acetabular cup loosening than early loosening. This finding is in agreement with the existing stem loosening literature [11, 12]. When more realistic early cup loosening scenarios were simulated, in the form of zone loosening, results revealed favourable findings, especially around the system’s natural frequency. Similar observations were made for stem loosening detection, highlighting that frequencies near the system’s natural frequency are more favourable for the detection of loosening using vibrometry [10].

For the three Sawbones block case studies, the minimum detected simulated loosening was 1mm zone (2) loose, with the frequency range 2000-2500Hz producing the most consistent results for the two measurement techniques.

The second objective was the development of a Sawbone hemi-pelvis acetabular cup loosening model. This was done in an attempt to accommodate the complex geometry of the hemi-pelvis and observe the effect on the loosening detection of the vibrometry. There were two aims. The first was to validate the first objective’s findings in relation to loosening detection, and the second was to provide a more realistic anatomical environment and examine its possible effects on loosening detection. This objective consisted of one case study with the simulated conditions of 1mm and 2mm spherical cup loosening. Two testing mediums were adopted; one set-up was conducted under water in a glass water tank while the second was conducted in air (foam support). The water medium was intended to replicate the work of Rowlands et al. [145] in which water was used to simulate soft tissue. The loosening gap interface was filled with low modulus silicone in accordance with the existing literature [11, 124, 135]. Two measurement techniques (accelerometer and ultrasound) were used for the air medium, while for the water medium only the ultrasound method was used. The frequency spectrum had four parameters: the fundamental frequency, first harmonic, second harmonic, and the third harmonic. In agreement with the findings of the previous case study, as the loosening gap became bigger the lower the fundamental frequency magnitude became, and the higher the harmonic magnitudes became at certain frequencies. The harmonic ratio was the second method of observing the hemi-pelvis acetabular cup
loosening variation, which included the first, second and third harmonic ratio. The harmonic ratio findings also agreed with the earlier case study's signal pattern, whereby the greater the simulated loosening gap became, the greater the harmonic ratio became at certain frequencies. The spectrum analysis with the water medium showed more significant readings for the fundamental frequency, particularly when comparing the two loosening conditions with the secure condition. However for the other spectrum parameters, the significant readings number were less in the case of the first and second harmonic magnitudes. As such, the harmonic ratio findings of the ultrasound water medium set-up support the vibrometry approach for the comparison between the conditions (secure, 1mm and 2mm loosening). There was a clear increase in the significant readings for the secure – 1mm loose comparison over the three harmonic ratios; in fact, over three times more. For the secure – 2mm loose condition, the number of significant readings were closely related, but with a clear shift to the higher frequency ranges. However, the results were not consistent across the frequency range for the different parameters, or even for the measurement methods. This suggest that there are more favourable frequency ranges for each parameter and measurement technique used. In summary, the minimum detected loosening condition was 1mm spherical acetabular cup loosening. This supports the feasibility of the vibrometry approach in detecting loosening, but the results are far from conclusive, as the femoral bone was not present and, therefore, the input excitation was not at the optimum location as previously clinically proposed [9, 10].

The third objective aimed to create a more clinically relevant experiment through the development of acetabular cup loosening model using the Sawbones femur and hemi-pelvis composite bones. The previous four case studies used an excitation position that was much closer to the acetabular cup than would be clinically possible. Thus, the femur bone was added to reflect a more clinically realistic scenario, in which the excitation source was placed on the lateral femoral condyle as initially suggested by Rosenstein et al. [10]. The simulated loosening conditions were similar to the fourth case study for ease of comparison; 1mm press-fit (secure cup), 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening. The two medium approaches (water and air) were also adopted in this case study. With the water medium, only the ultrasound probe was used, while for the air medium (foam support), the measurements were taken through two accelerometers and an ultrasound probe. The accelerometers were located at the iliac crest of the pelvis and another at the greater trochanter of the femur. This was done to determine the optimum location for measuring the frequency response in similar
approach to that of Rieger et al.\[8\]. The two accelerometers' spectrum analysis over the
frequency range up to 1500 Hz, suggested that 1mm and 2mm spherical cup loosening can
be distinguished from the secure cup supporting the previous work’s findings. The
accelerometer located at iliac crest of the pelvis gave more significant readings over the
censor located at the greater trochanter for the fundamental frequency results. Whereas, more
significant readings for the first and second harmonic results were obtained with the
accelerometer sensor on the greater trochanter, especially when comparing the two loosening
scenarios with the secure condition. The significant readings for the third harmonic were
closely related for both accelerometer locations. The most challenging conditions were when
comparing the two loosening conditions, 1mm and 2mm, gave the least number of
significantly different readings with the frequency spectrum parameters. The harmonic ratio
findings also support the findings of the previous case studies in relation to loosening, as it
increases as the loosening increases. Most of the significant readings were in the frequency
range 500-1500 Hz. When comparing the two loosening conditions to the secure, the femoral
accelerometer reading did show slightly more significantly different readings compared to
the readings from the pelvis accelerometer. With the two loosening conditions, 1mm and
2mm, the pelvis sensor had the most significant ratio readings, even reaching twice that was
found for the femoral readings for the third harmonic ratio. The ultrasound measurement
approach was used for both testing mediums (with water and air). The ultrasound spectrum
analysis of the three simulated conditions (secure cup, 1mm and 2mm spherical loosening)
using the two mediums, revealed that, even with a more complex Sawbones femur pelvis
set-up, cup loosening can still be detected. The ultrasound harmonic ratio highlighted a
favourable frequency range (500-1500Hz) for testing in both mediums. Generally, with the
water medium, there were more significant differences with the two loosening conditions
compared to the secure states. Nevertheless, in the particular case of the comparison between
the two loosening conditions, the highest significant readings were for the air medium testing
set-up. This could be attributed to the fact that both loosening conditions had a relatively
higher harmonic ratio compared to the secure condition but were still closely related making
it hard to have a significant different. In summary, the earliest loosening phase that was
accurately detected was 1mm spherical acetabular cup loosening with a frequency range
between 500-1500 Hz. The pelvis iliac crest was shown to be the optimum measurement
location due to its ability to differentiate between the two loosening cases much better than
the greater trochanter of the femur location. This is in agreement with the work of Rieger et
al. [8], who stated that trochanter measurements were less distinct.
In attempting to answer the main research question, certain limitations were present that need to be considered when interpreting the results obtained. The use of the spherical loosening at this stage was a simplification of acetabular cup loosening. Also, while the experiments did show the ability of vibrometry to distinguish cup loosening using the cementless component, this study has not examined the cemented component. Moreover, this study has not looked at the ability to distinguish cup loosening from stem component loosening. The effect of different mimicked muscle tensions was not also evaluated, even though it has been stressed in clinical work [9] that the muscles need to be relaxed. The soft tissue interface simulation was in accordance with the existing literature [11, 124, 135, 153], but still far from the real soft tissue properties. The boundary condition such as the hemi pelvis bone fixation method is another limitation. Different boundary conditions could therefore have been used in order to make the results more conclusive. The use of mini-shaker as excitation source in two vibrometry clinical studies [9, 10] did not raise any issue but it could potentially be a source of patient discomfort [160]. However, this was the first step towards testing the feasibility of the vibrometry approach in acetabular cup loosening detection, and therefore it demanded a degree of simplification. Further clarification of how these limitations could be overcome will be touched upon in an upcoming section.
In summary:

- The aim of this project was to investigate the feasibility of detecting acetabular cup loosening using vibrometry, and to define the earliest loosening phase that can be accurately detected. This was attempted through a series of case studies, which can be grouped under three objectives.

- Loosening was demonstrated by a reduction in the fundamental frequency and an increase in the magnitude of the related harmonics. By quantifying the magnitude of the harmonics in relation to the fundamental frequency, it was found that the harmonic ratio would increase, corresponding to the degree of loosening.

- In the first objective Sawbones blocks case studies, the minimum detected simulated loosening was 1mm zone 2 loosening, with the frequency range 2000-2500Hz.

- For the second (hemi-pelvis) and third (femur and hemi-pelvis) objective findings, the earliest loosening phase detected was 1mm of spherical acetabular cup loosening within the frequency range 500-1500Hz.

- The finding of this study therefore supports the existing vibrometry literature by emphasising that acetabular cup loosening can be detected using vibrometry. Taking the study limitations into account.
Chapter 9 – Conclusion and future work
9.1 Conclusion

The overall study aim was to investigate the feasibility of the vibrometry approach in detecting acetabular cup loosening and, if feasible, define the earliest accurate detectable threshold. Three objectives were devised to address this aim, taking into account common practices established in the existing vibrometry-related literature, the need to overcome limitations, and attempting to create a more clinically relevant set-up. Initially, these involved testing the concept using a simplified set-up with minimal boundary conditions by the development of acetabular cup loosening model using Sawbones blocks. The second objective attempted to accommodate more complex bone geometry through utilising a Sawbones hemi-pelvis. The third objective aimed to create even a more clinically relevant experiment by using a Sawbones femur and hemi-pelvis composite bones.

The findings revealed that, as the cup loosening gap becomes bigger, the fundamental frequency magnitude decreases and the related harmonic magnitude increases compared to the secure condition. By quantifying the harmonic magnitude relevant to the fundamental frequency in the form of harmonic ratio, it was found that the harmonic ratio would increase corresponding to the degree of loosening. The first objective involved three cases studies; late, early spherical loosening and early zonal loosening. Initially, the late and early loosening case studies revealed that the vibrometry approach is more reliable at detecting late acetabular cup loosening than early loosening. Nevertheless, when more realistic early cup loosening scenarios were simulated, in the form of zone loosening, results revealed favourable findings, especially around the system’s natural frequency. In the first objective three case studies, the minimum detected simulated loosening was 1mm zone 2 loosening, within the frequency range 2000-2500Hz, for both measurement methods (accelerometer and ultrasound). When examining the second and third objective findings, the earliest loosening phase that was accurately detected was 1mm spherical acetabular cup loosening within the frequency range 500-1500Hz; This frequency range obtained most of the significant readings for both sensors used (accelerometer and ultrasound). The findings of the third objective also highlighted the pelvis side to be the optimum measurement location, due to its ability to differentiate between the two loosening cases much better than the measurement location on the greater trochanter of the femur. Likewise, it was shown that ultrasound can compete with the accelerometer measurements, with the advantage of overcoming the attenuating (damping) effect of the soft tissue.
The finding of this study therefore supports the existing vibrometry literature by emphasising that acetabular cup loosening can be detected using vibrometry. This study was novel because it defined the minimum acetabular cup loosening level that was reliably detected using vibrometry alongside the favourable frequency range. These results are not conclusive, due the current study limitations, but are a step forward in showing the potential reliability of vibrometry in THR loosening detection. Further studies that combine stem and cup loosening will enhance our understanding of the vibrometry approach, by seeking to distinguish component loosening and the degree of loosening, either through the signal response pattern or the frequency range sensitivity.
9.2 Future work

Further work suggestions can be divided into three general aspects; the excitation approach, the experiment setup and mathematical analysis.

The excitation system used was consistent with the existing vibrometry literature. However, the frequency range could be expanded and attempts could be made to explore different signal energy levels through changing the signal amplitude. This may lead to the identification of the lowest signal energy level needed for loosening detection, which a patient with a painful hip could tolerate. A recent pilot study [5] has used new excitation methods that utilise shockwaves, replacing the need to expose patients to external mechanical vibration. This technique, when combined with wireless sensors, could reduce the levels of energy need to elicit an implant response and thus reduce patient discomfort.

The experiment setup needs to take into account more considerations in order to reflect clinical reality. This could be through the creation of more complicated acetabular cup zone loosening combinations, alongside stems with different levels of loosening. Different boundary conditions should also be considered through the use of different muscle tension simulations (different spring rates) and soft tissue thickness (using different substitutes), in order to examine the potential effect of these factors on the vibrometry approach in loosening detection.

Mathematical analysis could also be utilised to reduce data analysis time and even in the assessment of more complicated loosening conditions that otherwise would consume considerable time and cost. Finite element analysis could be used to define the minimum reliable acetabular cup loosening detection threshold, and even to examine the effect of combined loosening with the stem component. The spectrum analysis and the harmonic ratio calculation could be automated with defined parameters and a threshold set that is clinically related.
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Appendix A: LabVIEW Code

A code was developed using LabVIEW sound and vibration software to record and post-process the data. The code detail and configuration are illustrated in the below figures.

Figure A-1: The LabVIEW code.
Figure A-2: The LabVIEW code filter configuration.

Figure A-3: The LabVIEW code power spectrum configuration.
Figure A-4: The LabVIEW code peak search configuration.
Appendix B: FFT Algorithm

B.1-Fast Fourier transform (FFT):

According to the FFT theory, any periodical signal \( x(t) \) can be expressed by a continuous sum of a series of sine and/or cosine functions as given below for a period of \( T_0 \).

\[
x(t) = a_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (a_n \cos(n\omega_0 t)) + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (b_n \sin(n\omega_0 t))
\]

Where: \( \omega_0 = \frac{2\pi}{T_0} \)

Fourier coefficients = \( a_0 \), \( a_n \), and \( b_n \)

\[
a_0 = \frac{1}{T_0} \int_{T_0} x(t) dt
\]

\[
a_n = \frac{2}{T_0} \int_{T_0} x(t) \cos(n\omega_0 t) dt
\]

\[
b_n = \frac{2}{T_0} \int_{T_0} x(t) \sin(n\omega_0 t) dt
\]

B.2-The Natural frequency:

\[
F = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{K}{m}}
\]

Where: \( F = \) natural frequency, \( K = \) stiffness, \( m = \) mass
Appendix C: Pelvis Specimen Fixation

Figure C-1: The FFT analysis for the two pelvis coupling approaches, revealing that the screw fixation give additional unexplained harmonics in the frequency spectrum.
Appendix D: Muscle Simulation Approach

Spring Tension $= (L - L_0) \cdot K = N$

$L_0$: Initial spring Length  
$L$: Extended spring Length  
$K$: Spring Constant (Rate)

The adductor magnus and adductor longus was simulated by two springs having a spring constant of 2.26N/mm, initial spring length $L_0=2.461$cm, extended spring length $L=3.13$cm.

1 - Spring Tension $= (L - L_0) \cdot K = N$: Spring Tension $= (2.8 - 2.461 \text{ cm}) \cdot 42.45 \text{ N/cm} = 14.39$ N

2 - Spring Tension $= (3 - 2.461 \text{ cm}) \cdot 42.45 \text{ N/cm} = 22.88$ N

The gluteus medius muscle was replicated using two springs having a spring constant = 4.17N/mm, initial spring length $L_0=1.321$cm, extended spring length $L=1.9$cm.

3 - Spring Tension $= (1.9 \text{ cm} - 1.321 \text{ cm}) \cdot 22.77 \text{ N/cm} = 13.18$N

4 - Spring Tension $= (1.9 \text{ cm} - 1.321 \text{ cm}) \cdot 22.77 \text{ N/cm} = 13.18$N
Table E-1: The accelerometer response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
Table E-2: The ultrasound response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driving Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Fundamental Magnitude</th>
<th>1st Harmonic Magnitude</th>
<th>2nd Harmonic Magnitude</th>
<th>1st Harmonic Ratio</th>
<th>2nd Harmonic Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 m Clear Gap</td>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 m Silicon Gap</td>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 m Clear Gap</td>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 m Silicon Gap</td>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 m Clear Gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
<td>XA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table E-3: The accelerometer response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
Table E-4: The ultrasound response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted. NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
Table E-5: The air medium accelerometer response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
Table E-6: The air medium ultrasound response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
### Table E-7: The water medium ultrasound response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driving Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>700</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>900</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>1100</th>
<th>1200</th>
<th>1300</th>
<th>1400</th>
<th>1500</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fundamental Magnitude</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm - 2 mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1st Harmonic Magnitude</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm - 2 mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2nd Harmonic Magnitude</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm - 2 mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3rd Harmonic Magnitude</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm - 2 mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1st Harmonic Ratio</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm - 2 mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2nd Harmonic Ratio</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm - 2 mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3rd Harmonic Ratio</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mm - 2 mm</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table E-8: The air medium femur accelerometer response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driving Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Fundamental Magnitude</th>
<th>1 mm - 2 mm</th>
<th>1 mm - 2 mm</th>
<th>1 mm - 2 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Harmonic Magnitude</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Harmonic Magnitude</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 1 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure Cup - 2 mm Loose</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table E-9: The air medium pelvis accelerometer response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
Table E-10: The air medium ultrasound response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
Table E-11: The water medium ultrasound response comparison between the simulated conditions with the significant value being highlighted, NA = where the signal is not significant or do not support the main finding pattern.
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Research Summary
Aseptic loosening of the acetabular cup in total hip replacement (THR) remains a major problem even with non-cemented cups. Current diagnostic imaging techniques are ineffective at detecting early loosening, especially of the acetabular component. Thus, new, accurate, and quantifiable, methods are required. The aim of this preliminary study was to assess the viability of using ultrasound vibration analysis technique to accurately detect acetabular component loosening.

A simplified model of acetabular cup loosening, designed to mimic different loosening scenarios of 2, 4, and 14 mm of soft tissue between the cup and the bone, was developed. Each model was exposed to a vibration excitation range of 50-1500 Hz using a shaker. The resulting natural frequency was observed, and used to define the optimum frequency excitation range and the minimum detectable loosening threshold. The output frequencies were measured using two methods; an ultrasound transducer and an accelerometer. Different patterns in the ultrasound output signal spectra were visible when comparing the stable scenario with the three loosening situations. A 2 mm loosening layer between the cup shell and Sawbones® surface was the minimum detectable at an excitation frequency of 200 Hz and 700-900 Hz.

These preliminary findings show that vibration analysis could potentially be a reliable method for detecting acetabular component loosening using either an accelerometer or ultrasound probe. However, the capacity of ultrasound to overcome the attenuating effect of the surrounding soft tissues and its high signal to noise ratio suggest it has the best potential for clinical uses.

Introduction
Vibration analysis is a mechanical nondestructive testing technique that is widely used in the inspection of composite materials and structural integrity and has been successfully expanded into the arena of biomechanics (Shao et al., 2007). Vibration analysis could be an alternative to the present expensive, radiological, invasive and complicated THR loosening diagnostic techniques. However, despite extensive in-vitro and limited in-vivo studies, this technique has yet to convince the medical practitioner that it is capable of producing measurable and consistently accurate results. Thus, this study’s goal is to assess the viability of using ultrasound vibration analysis technique to accurately detect acetabular component loosening.

Hypothesis
Total hip replacement acetabular component loosening can be accurately diagnosed using vibration based technique.

Methods
A simplified model, was constructed to mimic different acetabular cup loosening scenarios (2, 4, and 14 mm of soft tissue between the cup and the bone), using a Sawbones® block (Sawbones Europe AB, Malmo, Sweden) and three different Stryker acetabular cups sizes (54, 52, 42mm). Each scenario was exposed to a vibration excitation range of 50-1500 Hz using a mini shaker (DG27, LDS Ltd, UK). The resulting natural frequency spectrum was observed using fast Fourier transform (FFT) to define the optimum frequency excitation range and the minimum loosening threshold that can be detected. A code was developed using LabVIEW (Sound and Vibration Measurement Suite version 11, National Instruments) to record the desired signals via USB data acquisition (USB-4431, National Instruments) using a personal computer (Core i7 3.16 GHz, CPU 4 GB RAM). The output signal was measured using two methods; an ultrasound transducer (Movi Probes 500 MHz, Huntleigh Technology plc, UK) and an accelerometer (Model 353518, PCB Piezotronics Inc, US).

Results
Different patterns in the ultrasound output signal spectra were visible when comparing the stable scenario with the three loosening situations. There were two frequency zones in which loosening as little as 2 mm was clearly identified; the first was at 200 Hz and the second between 700-900 Hz, as shown in Figure 1A. However, the ultrasound signal appears to have limitations in measuring frequencies ≤150 Hz, due to the probe wall filter.

Discussion and Conclusions
Experimental testing showed that vibration analysis could be used as a reliable detection method for acetabular cup component loosening using either an accelerometer or ultrasound probe to detect the vibration. However, the capacity of ultrasound to overcome the attenuating effect of the surrounding soft tissues and its high signal to noise ratio suggest it has the best potential for clinical uses. Further experiments will be conducted to achieve more realistic loosening scenarios and develop mathematical models of acetabular cup loosening.

Significance
A non-invasive, ultrasound based, vibration analysis method of diagnosing early acetabular cup loosening is possible. Preliminary findings have revealed that ultrasound can detect loosening corresponding to a 2 mm of soft tissue layer between the cup shell and Sawbones® surface, at an excitation frequency of 200 Hz and 700-900 Hz.
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ABSTRACT

Current techniques for diagnosing early loosening of a total hip replacement (THR) are ineffective, especially for the acetabular component. Accordingly, new, accurate, and quantifiable methods are required. The aim of this study was to investigate the viability of vibrational analysis for accurately detecting acetabular component loosening.

A simplified acetabular model was constructed using a Sawbones® foam block. By placing a thin silicone layer between the acetabular component and the Sawbones block, 2- and 4-mm soft tissue membranes were simulated representing different loosening scenarios. A constant amplitude sinusoidal excitation with a sweep range of 100–1500 Hz was used. Output vibration from the model was measured using an accelerometer and an ultrasound probe. Loosening was determined from output signal features such as the number and relative strength of observed harmonic frequencies.

Both measurement methods were sufficient to measure the output vibration. Vibrational analysis reliably detected loosening corresponding to both 2 and 4 mm tissue membranes at driving frequencies between 100 and 1000 Hz (p < 0.01) using the accelerometer. In contrast, ultrasound detected 2-mm loosening at a frequency range of 850–1050 Hz (p < 0.01) and 4-mm loosening at 500–950 Hz (p < 0.01).

© 2015 IPEM. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One million total hip replacement (THR) operations are conducted annually worldwide, and this number is predicted to increase [1]. Within the first ten years of THR, around 10% of all implants are expected to fail, with loosening being the most common reason [2]. The diagnostic approaches to detect loosening are generally categorised into two groups: imaging and non-imaging approaches [3].

Radiology is the most commonly used diagnostic method and consists of different sub-techniques that can be used depending upon need. These techniques generally inspect the bone and implant interfaces to identify osseointegration, failure, or fractures [4]. However, due to the diffraction effects associated with x-ray scattering, it may be difficult to diagnose early loosening using radiological imaging techniques, especially for the acetabular component [5,6].

Even though imaging has a sensitivity and specificity of up to 80% for loosening detection, revision operations on a well-fixed implant may still occur [7].

Vibration analysis is a mechanical non-destructive technique that is widely used to inspect composite materials and structural integrity, and it has been successfully expanded into the arena of biomechanics [5]. This technique predominantly measures the response to low-frequency excitation that is reflected from the target surface or structure [8]. In the early 1930s, Lippmann [9] pioneered vibration analysis in medical research, utilising the stethoscope to examine bone fractures and using his fingers to elicit the input vibration. As technology developed, research groups had better tools at their disposal to investigate and develop a clinical diagnostic instrument; this was realised in the works of Chung et al. [10] and Pess et al. [11], who used vibration analysis to study the process of prosthetic fixation using bone cement. They implied that by using vibration analysis and monitoring the resonance frequency shift phenomena, it is possible to estimate implant fixation states. In this scenario, the implant osseointegration process is reflected by a gradual increase in the frequency response. Further studies also were conducted [12–19] to measure the dynamic properties of the implant in order to identify different interference changes.

Rosestein et al. [20] were one of the first groups to utilise vibration analysis both in vivo and in vitro in a clinical study. They showed that a secure prosthesis would respond with a single frequency
vibration, whereas a loose prosthesis would vibrate at different
frequencies appearing as different peaks in the frequency spectrum; this
vibration analysis concept is simplified for the acetabular component,
as presented in Fig. 1.

Li et al. [21,22] were the next to explore vibration analysis,
showing that the early prosthesis loosening diagnosis has a poor
sensitivity (75.5%), but that it could reliably detect late loosening.
Georges and Cunningham [23] also compared vibration analysis
with standard radiological assessment and demonstrated that vi-
bration analysis improved diagnostic precision by 20%; moreover,
they were able to detect 13% more cases than radiological diagnosis
with 81% sensitivity and 80% specificity. Other research groups have
used vibration analysis for different orthopaedic applications such as:
the telemetry technique to assess THR femoral loosening [24–26],
trans-femoral osteointegration [27–29], intra-operative initial
implant stability [30–31], THR femoral stability utilizing acoustic
resonance responses [32–41], and complete THR component loosening
(femoral and acetabular) [32].

Rowlands et al. [42] investigated replacement of the accelerator
sensor with an ultrasound probe to overcome the effect of soft
tissue damping. Their approach used excitation frequencies
4–1500 Hz on two different types of bone analogues, Sawbones®
and Tufnol®. Initially, the Sawbones femur was tested with both a
fixed and loose hip prosthesis by using cement fixation. The Tufnol
femur was then tested for three interface conditions by using
different diameter solid bars of 3.5 mm, 5.0 mm, and 4.0 mm,
and loose. Ultrasound distinguished between the secure and loose states with a
noticeably higher signal magnitude than the accelerometers.

The majority of previous studies on vibration analysis [20–24,35–
42] assessed loosening of the femoral stem. Since a high rate of
loosening in the acetabular component has been reported in the clinically
[43]; therefore, the aim of the present study was to compare
ultrasound and accelerometer methods and to examine the viability
of the vibration analysis technique to accurately detect acetabular component
loosening.

2. Materials and methods

A simplified model was constructed to mimic different scenarios
of acetabular cup loosening. A secure component was represented
by a right press-fit of the acetabular cup in polyurethane solid foam
(Sawbones) blocks with a hemispherical cavity. By placing a thin layer
of low modulus silicone (ELVSTHR, Rorex Limited, England) between
the acetabular component and the Sawbones block, the loosening ef-
fcts of 2 and 4 mm soft tissue interfaces were simulated. To rep-
resent healthy bone density, blocks with a density of 0.48 g/cm³
(Sawbones Europe AB, Malmö, Sweden) were used with two acetabu-
lar cups having outside diameters of 54 and 52 mm, respectively.

Trident® Hemispherical cup, Stryker Orthopaedics, Mahwah, New
Jersey, USA, as shown in Fig. 2.

The secure Sawbones block cavity (diameter 53 mm) was ma-
chined using a computer numerically controlled (CNC) milling ma-
chine. Subsequent cavities to simulate loosening were created using
acetabular reamers to give cup cavity diameters of 56 and 60 mm.
This created a gap between the cup shell and the block cavity sur-
face, as shown in Fig. 3. The secure acetabular cup scenario (0-mm
loosening) involved using the 54-mm acetabular cup press-fitted in a
53-mm-diameter Sawbones block cavity until it was immovable. The
2- and 4-mm loose cup scenarios were produced using the 52-mm
acetabular cup placed into Sawbones blocks with cup cavity diam-
eters of 56 and 60 mm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. In both loos-
ening scenarios, a silicone layer between the acetabular cup and the
Sawbones interface was used to mimic the soft tissue interface in ac-
cordance with previous studies [21,22]. Each scenario was exposed to
a vibration sweep range of 100–1500 Hz using a mini shaker (V201,
LD3 Ltd, UK). The Sawbones block setup was lightly suspended to cre-
ate a repeatable boundary condition, (Fig. 4a).
of between 100 and 1500 Hz, with incremental steps of 50 Hz. The shaker was positioned in a similar location on the sawbones block for all tests (Fig. 4b).

2.2. Measurements and analysis

An ultrasound transducer (Mini Doppler 500 4 MHz, Humleigh Technology Plc, UK) and accelerometer (Model 353B88: PCB Piezotronics Inc, US) were used to measure the output vibration. Consistent with other orthopaedic vibration studies [5, 20-23], the accelerometer was used as a reference measurement method. Ultrasound was chosen as an alternative measurement method due to its capacity to overcome the attenuating effect of the soft tissues surrounding the implants in the clinical environment [42].

The ultrasound and accelerometer data were recorded using a custom code in LabVIEW (Sound and Vibration Measurement Suite version 11, National Instruments) via a USB data acquisition system (USB-4411, National Instruments) using a personal computer (Core2Duo 3.16 GHz, CPU 4 GB RAM). The resulting natural frequency spectrum of both measurement methods was then observed using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to define the optimum frequency excitation range using two simultaneous measurement methods; twelve measurements were obtained at 50 Hz increments from each of the fixation scenarios (0-, 2-, and 4-mm loose) under the sinusoidal frequency sweep. Insufficient sampling frequency may result in distortion from the original continuous signal, which is known as the aliasing effect. Thus, a sampling frequency of 8 kHz was used to overcome this effect. The accelerometer was coupled to the block surface using a perno-wax, and ultrasound gel was used to couple the ultrasound probe. Each measurement was taken from a specifically defined location on the sawbones block for accuracy and repeatability (Fig. 4). Analysis was conducted in two stages as explained below: the spectrum analysis and the harmonic ratio.

2.2.1. Spectrum analysis

Real-time spectrum analysis tracked the frequency response and observed relationships between the two loosening scenarios and the secure condition across the different driving frequencies. For the secure implant, vibration analysis implies that the frequency response would be similar to the excitation signal, whereas for the loose condition, the response would be distorted with multiple apparent harmonics. This was accomplished using two frequency variables: the fundamental frequency ($f_1$) and the first harmonic ($f_2$). The main response to the driving frequency is the fundamental frequency, whereas the first harmonic is indicative of system nonlinearity.

2.1. Excitation signal

A function generator (TG230, Thurlby Thandar Ltd, UK) connected to a power amplifier (PA25E, LDS Ltd, UK) was used for vibration excitation via a mini-shaker (V201, LDS Ltd, UK). The excitation signal was a constant amplitude sinusoidal wave with a frequency sweep range.
2.2. Harmonic ratio

In an attempt to define the optimum frequency excitation range for the loosening assessment, a sweep analysis was conducted. The resulting frequencies were then analysed as the harmonic ratios, defined as the relative magnitude of the first harmonic to the fundamental frequency (Harmonic Ratio = First Harmonic $F_1$ magnitude / Fundamental Frequency $F_0$ magnitude). This ratio can then be utilized to show how the different loosening conditions affect the relative magnitude of the first harmonic across the different driving frequencies.

2.3. Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (version 20.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). A Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that the harmonic ratio data were not normally distributed; thus, non-parametric analyses were performed. The conditions (0, 2, and 4 mm) were compared at each frequency step using a Kruskal-Wallis test, and Mann-Whitney U-tests were used for post-hoc analysis. Significance was defined as a p value of < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Spectrum analysis

The initial variable in the FFT spectrum analysis was the fundamental frequency ($F_0$) magnitude that changed in relation to the cup stability. The frequency magnitude was assessed based on the root mean squared (RMS) value over the excitation period. Fig. 5 shows the output measurement response of three simulated loosening conditions at a driving frequency of 200 Hz for both the ultrasound and accelerometer. It was noted that the secure condition had the highest fundamental frequency magnitude, followed by the 2- and 4-mm loose conditions, respectively. However, when examining the readings for both the ultrasound and accelerometer, the absolute magnitude of the reduction in vibration magnitude with loosening is higher for the ultrasound readings than for the accelerometer readings, as shown in Fig. 5.

The next variable examined was the first harmonic ($F_1$), which behaves in a manner opposite to the fundamental frequency ($F_0$). The magnitude of the first harmonic peak increased relative to the degree of acetabular cup loosening. For example, in Fig. 5, the first harmonic with 4-mm loosening had a higher magnitude than for 2-mm loosening. When comparing the absolute magnitude of the first harmonic using the two measurement methods, the ultrasound results were able to discern more harmonics than the accelerometer results, enabling a clear distinction between the loosening scenarios.

The above findings indicated that as the gap between the Sawbones block and cup increased (representing increased loosening), the system became more non-linear, which was reflected in the lower fundamental frequency and higher harmonic peak values. These harmonic readings correlated with the finding of Rowlands et al. [43], who reported that the presence of harmonics can be used as an indication of loosening, which could be detected using either the accelerometer or ultrasound transducers, especially for frequencies <500 Hz with a sem component.

3.2. Harmonic ratio

The harmonic ratio measurement for the three simulated conditions by using ultrasound and accelerometer was illustrated alongside each other using the median ± 95% confidence interval for ease of comparison. The Mann-Whitney test was used to determine significance (defined as p < 0.05), as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. FFT spectrum analysis at 200 Hz showing the difference between the secure prostheses, 2 mm loose condition, and 4 mm loose condition for the ultrasound and accelerometer readings.

3.2.1. Accelerometer

The harmonic ratios for the accelerometer are shown in Fig. 6a. The ratios clearly showed a pattern, according to which the secure cup had the lowest value, followed by 2-mm loosening, and 4-mm loosening having the highest harmonic ratio in the frequency range up to 950 Hz. The harmonic ratio for 2-mm loosening was significantly greater (p < 0.01) than that in the secure condition in the driving frequency range 100–1050 Hz (Fig. 6c). For 4-mm loosening, the harmonic ratio was significantly greater (p < 0.01) than that in the secure condition in the frequency range 1000–1800 Hz (Fig. 6e). When comparing the two loosening conditions, the 4-mm loosening condition resulted in a significantly higher harmonic ratio (p < 0.05) in the frequency ranges 150–250 Hz and 550–900 Hz.

3.2.2. Ultrasound

The harmonic ratio derived from ultrasound measurements had a higher magnitude than the accelerometer readings, as shown in Fig. 6a-b. The ultrasound measurements were between 200 and 1500 Hz due to the ultrasound system’s built-in filter that affected readings below 200 Hz. The same pattern was observed with the accelerometer, with the lowest harmonic ratio observed in the secure
4. Discussion

Most THR stability assessment studies have focused on the femoral component [20-24,35-42]. Vibration analysis studies on acetabular loosening are limited because the acetabulum has a complex geometry compared to the femur and has a thicker overlaying soft tissue layer, which acts as a signal buffer. Thus, the aim of this study was to explore the viability of vibration analysis to accurately detect acetabular component loosening.
Vibration analysis implies that secure implants respond with a single frequency peak similar to the excitation signal, whereas loose implants vibrate at different frequencies, which appear as multiple harmonics peaks in the frequency spectrum. The resulting frequencies were initially observed using FFT analysis, then analysed as the result of a novel method to track frequency responses and observe relationships between the loosening scenarios and the secure condition across frequencies of 100–1500 Hz. By using this approach, the three simulated conditions were distinguishable at an excitation frequency range of 200–950 Hz, using both ultrasound and the accelerometer.

Most orthopaedic vibration studies have used FFT spectrum analysis to assess implant loosening [20–23,42]. However, most examined the stem component and reported that implant instability could be identified in a higher frequency range than the fundamental frequency (F1) and the first harmonic (F2).

The fundamental frequency was primarily in response to the driving frequency, and the first harmonic indicated the level of instability. The three simulated conditions examined with FFT analysis as a driving frequency of 200 Hz demonstrated that, as loosening increases, the system becomes increasingly non-linear, which is reflected at the lower fundamental frequency and higher harmonic peak magnitude (Fig. 5).

Another novel contribution of this study is the use of the harmonic ratio to quantify the FFT spectrum analysis frequency response across the 100–1500 Hz range. The harmonic ratio expresses the amplitude of the first harmonic to the fundamental frequency. When analysing the harmonic ratio for the accelerometer and ultrasound measurements at frequencies of 950 Hz, a clear pattern was observed. The secure cup had the lowest ratios and, as the loosening progressed, this ratio increased. At excitation frequencies of 100–1500 Hz, the accelerometer detected loosening corresponding to 2 mm between the cup shell and the Sawbones surface, while 4 mm loosening was detected at excitation frequencies of 100–1000 Hz. In agreement with the study of Rosland et al. [42] who examined stem loosening, as opposed to acetabular loosening in the current study, the ultrasound measurements were clearly higher than accelerometer readings throughout the frequency range. However, because of the increased variability of ultrasound measurements compared to measurements with the accelerometer, a significant difference between the secure and loose conditions was only established at the highest frequency range. Loosening of 2 mm was detected at excitation frequencies of 850–1050 Hz, while 4 mm loosening was detected at 500–950 Hz. Therefore, the harmonic ratio was clearly able to discern between the simulated conditions using both measurement methods.

The use of single density Sawbones block to mimic different loosening conditions was an attempt to simplify acetabular cup instability, which could be considered as a limitation. Additionally, the excision method was positioned closer to the acetabular component than would be possible in a clinical setting. Moreover, the loosening conditions had only press-fit acetabular cups with hard shell components. Further experiments will try to overcome these limitations by moving towards a more clinically realistic setup. Initially, this will involve using a Sawbones femur-pelvis with an implanted THR cup, followed by a combined pelvis and femur containing a complete THR (F5).

On successful completion of these experiments a further aim would be to carry out a pilot clinical study.

5. Conclusion

This work has demonstrated that vibration analysis can be used to detect acetabular cup component loosening in a simplified in vitro model using either the accelerometer or ultrasound to measure output vibration. The harmonic ratio is a novel and useful parameter for comparing output signals to easily discern between secure and loose cups. Further experiments will be required to overcome current study limitations and achieve a more realistic setup for loosening scenarios.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACETABULAR CUP LOOSENING DETECTION USING VIBRATION ANALYSIS

A.A. Alshuhri, A.W. Miles, and J.L. Cunningham,
The Centre for Orthopaedic Biomechanics, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bath, Bath, BA2 7AY, United Kingdom

Introduction
Aseptic loosening of the acetabular cup in total hip replacement (THR) remains a major problem. Current diagnostic imaging techniques are ineffective at detecting early loosening, especially for the acetabular component [1]. The aim of this preliminary study was to assess the viability of using a vibration analysis technique to accurately detect acetabular component loosening.

Methods
A simplified acetabular model was constructed using a Sawbones® foam block into which an acetabular cup was fitted. Different levels of loosening were simulated by the interposition of thin layer of silicon between the acetabular component and the Sawbones block, as shown in Figure 1. This included a simulation of a secure (stable) fixation and various combinations of cup zone loosening. A constant amplitude sinusoidal excitation with a sweep range of 100–1500 Hz was used. Output vibration from the model was measured using an accelerometer and an ultrasound probe. Loosening was determined from output signal features such as the number and relative strength of the observed harmonic frequencies.

Results
Both measurement methods were capable of measuring the output vibration. Preliminary findings show different patterns in the output signal spectra were visible when comparing the stable cup with the 1mm of simulated spherical loosening at driving frequencies 1050 Hz, 1100 Hz and 1150 Hz (p < 0.05) using the accelerometer, whereas for ultrasound at frequencies 950 Hz and 1350 Hz (p < 0.05).

Conclusions
Experimental testing showed that vibration analysis could be used as a potential detection method for acetabular cup component loosening using either an accelerometer or ultrasound probe to detect the vibration. However, the capacity of ultrasound to overcome the attenuating effect of the surrounding soft tissues and its high signal to noise ratio suggest it has the best potential for clinical use.

Figure 1: Different fixation models
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INTRODUCTION

One million total hip replacements (THR) are carried out annually around the world, a number which is likely to increase [1]. The THR procedure is one of the most successful, safe, and cost-effective medical interventions with a life expectancy of around 20 years. However, implants can and do fail due to the human, mechanical and biological factors, leaving patients in some cases with unbearable pain and disability. Current diagnostic imaging techniques are ineffective at detecting early loosening, especially of the acetabular component [2]. Accordingly, the aim of this study was to investigate the viability of using vibrotactile analysis for accurately detecting early acetabular component loosening.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Vibration analysis is a mechanical nondestructive testing technique that is widely used in the inspection of composite materials and structural integrity and has been successfully expanded into the arena of biomechanics. Vibration analysis could be an alternative to the present expensive, radiological, invasive and complicated THR loosening diagnostic techniques. However, despite extensive in-vitro and limited in-vivo studies, this technique has yet to convince the medical practitioner that it is capable of producing measurable and convincing accurate results. Loosening is determined from the response signal features such as the noise and relative strength of the observed harmonic frequencies (Figure 1).

RESULTS

Different patterns in the ultrasound output signal spectra were visible when comparing the stable scenario with the two 1-mm loosening situations, clear and silicone. It was noted that the loose condition had the higher harmonic frequency magnitude compared to the stable condition. This was the case for the 1-mm clear loosening first harmonic at the driving frequency 655 Hz (p < 0.05) and with second harmonic at frequencies 600 and 1050 Hz (p < 0.05). While, the 1-mm silicone loosening had a significantly greater first harmonic compared to the stable condition at the frequencies 600 and 1350 Hz (p < 0.05). Placed by the second harmonic being also significantly greater at the driving frequencies 950 and 1500 Hz (p < 0.05), as shown in Figure 4b.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Spectral analysis of the accelerometer output was also carried out as a reference measurement method in consistent with other studies [3]. The first and second harmonic magnitudes for 1-mm loosening, silicone and clear, were significantly greater (p < 0.05) than in the stable condition in the driving frequencies 100 Hz and 600 Hz. Additionally, the 1-mm silicone loosening had a significantly greater first harmonics at the frequencies 1050, 1100 and 1150 Hz. As in Figure 4a.

SIGNIFICANCE

A non-invasive vibrotactile analysis method of diagnosing early acetabular cup loosening is possible. Preliminary findings have revealed that loosening corresponding to 1 mm of soft tissue layer between the cup shell and Sawbones surface can be detected, at an excitation frequency as low as 500 Hz for the accelerometer and 950 Hz for the ultrasound probe.
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Abstract

Aseptic loosening of the acetabular cup in total hip replacement (THR) remains a major problem even with non-cemented cups. Current diagnostic imaging techniques are ineffective at detecting early loosening, especially of the acetabular component. The aim of this preliminary study was to assess the viability of using ultrasound vibration analysis technique to accurately detect acetabular component loosening.

A simplified model of acetabular cup loosening, designed to mimic different loosening scenarios of 2 and 4 mm of soft tissue between the cup and the bone, was developed. Each model was exposed to a vibration excitation range of 100 -1500 Hz using a shaker. The output frequencies were measured using two methods; an ultrasound transducer and an accelerometer.

Preliminary experimental testing showed that vibration analysis can reliably detected loosening corresponding to both 2 and 4 mm of soft tissue membrane at driving frequencies between 100 and 1000 Hz (p < 0.01).
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1. Introduction

One million total hip replacements (THR) are carried out annually around the world, a number which is likely to increase. The THR procedure is one of the most successful, safe, and cost effective medical interventions with a life expectancy of around 20 years. However, implants do fail due to the human, mechanical and biological factors, leaving patients in some cases with unbearable pain and disability (Pivec et al., 2012). Current diagnostic imaging techniques are ineffective at detecting early loosening, especially of the acetabular component (Rother et al., 2012b). Thus, new, accurate, and quantifiable methods are required. The vibration analysis is one such technique that the current project is examining.

Vibration analysis is a mechanical non-destructive technique that is widely used to inspect composite materials and structural integrity, and it has been successfully expanded into the arena of biomechanics. Where a secure prosthesis would respond with a single frequency vibration, whereas a loose prosthesis would vibrate at different frequencies appearing as different peaks in the frequency spectrum, this is simplified for the acetabular component, as presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Vibration analysis concept showing the difference between the secure and loose acetabular cup prostheses.

Although the high rate of loosening in the acetabular component has been reported in the clinical scenario (NJR, 2013), most of THR stability vibration assessment studies have focused on the femoral component (Rosenstein et al., 1989, Li et al., 1995, Li et al., 1996, Puers et al., 2000, Georgiou and Cunningham, 2001, Paech et al., 2007, Rowlands et al., 2008, Ruther et al., 2011, Ewald et al., 2011, Ewald et al., 2011, Ruther et al., 2012a, Ruther et al., 2013a, Ruther et al., 2013b, Rieger et al., 2013). Thus, the aim of this study was to explore the viability of vibration analysis to accurately detect acetabular component loosening.
2. Materials and Methods

A simplified model was constructed to mimic different acetabular cup loosening scenarios (secure, 2 and 4 mm of soft tissue between the cup and the bone), using a Sawbone® block with a density of 0.48 g/cm³ (Sawbones Europe AB, Malmö, Sweden) and two different Stryker acetabular cups sizes (54 and 52 mm) with a thin low modulus EVO-STIK silicone layer in between.

A function generator (TG230, Thorby Thandar Ltd, UK) connected to a power amplifier (PA25E, LDS Ltd, UK) was used for vibration excitation via a mini-shaker (V201, LDS Ltd, UK). The excitation signal was a constant amplitude sinusoidal wave with a frequency sweep range of between 100 and 1500 Hz. The shaker was positioned in a similar location on the Sawbone block for all tests.

The resulting natural frequency spectral was observed using fast Fourier transform (FFT) to define the optimum frequency excitation range and the minimum loosening threshold that can be detected. The output signal was measured using two methods; an ultrasound transducer (Mini Dopplex 500, 4 MHz, Huntleigh Technology plc, UK) and an accelerometer (Model 353B18, PCB Piezotronics Inc, US) using a custom code in LabVIEW (Sound and Vibration Measurement Suite version 11, National Instruments) via USB data acquisition (USB-4431, National Instruments) using a personal computer (Core2Duo 3.16 GHz, CPU 4 GB RAM). Figure 2. A sampling frequency of 8 kHz was used to overcome the aliasing effect.
Real-time FFT spectrum analyses tracked the frequency response and observed relationships between the two loosening scenarios and the secure condition across the different driving frequencies. In an attempt to define the optimum frequency excitation range for the loosening assessment, a sweep analysis was conducted. The resulting frequencies were then analysed as the harmonic ratio, defined as the relative magnitude of the first harmonic to the fundamental frequency (Harmonic Ratio = First Harmonic magnitude/Fundamental Frequency magnitude). This ratio can then be utilised to show how the different loosening conditions affect the relative magnitude of the first harmonic across the different driving frequencies.

3. Results

The harmonic ratio measurement for the three simulated conditions by using ultrasound and accelerometer was illustrated alongside each for ease of comparison, as shown in Figure 3. The Mann-Whitney test was used to determine significance (defined as $p < 0.05$). Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (version 20.0, SPSS,
Chicago, IL, USA). A Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that the harmonic ratio data were not normally distributed; thus, non-parametric analyses were performed.

3.1 Accelerometer

The harmonic ratios for the accelerometer are shown in Figure 3a. The ratios clearly showed a pattern, according to which the secure cup had the lowest value, followed by 2-mm loosening, and 4-mm loosening having the highest harmonic ratio in the frequency range up to 950 Hz. The harmonic ratio for 2-mm loosening was significantly greater ($p < 0.01$) than that in the secure condition in the driving frequency range 100–1050 Hz (Figure 3c). For 4-mm loosening, the harmonic ratio was significantly greater ($p < 0.01$) than that in the secure condition in the frequency range 100–1000 Hz (Figure 3e).

3.2 Ultrasound

The harmonic ratio derived from ultrasound measurements had a higher magnitude than the accelerometer readings, as shown in Figure 3 a-b. The ultrasound measurements were between 200 and 1500 Hz due to the ultrasound system’s built-in filter that affected readings below 200 Hz. The same pattern was observed with the accelerometer, with the lowest harmonic ratio observed in the secure condition and progressively increasing at 2- and 4-mm loosening, respectively. The 2-mm loosening resulted in a significantly higher harmonic ratio ($p < 0.01$) than that in the secure condition at driving frequencies between 850 and 1050 Hz (Figure 3d). The harmonic ratio of the 4-mm loosening condition was significantly higher ($p < 0.01$) than that in the secure condition between 500 and 950 Hz (Figure 3f).
Figure 3: The harmonic ratio of the different loosening conditions using an accelerometer and an ultrasound probe as the measurement methods. Graphs a, c, and e used an accelerometer for the loosening conditions of (0 mm, 2 mm, and 4 mm), (0 mm and 2 mm), and (0 mm and 4 mm), respectively. Graphs b, d, and f used an ultrasound for the loosening conditions of (0 mm, 2 mm and 4 mm), (0 mm and 2 mm), and (0 mm and 4 mm), respectively. *Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05.
4. Discussion and Conclusions

Vibration analysis implies that secure implants respond with a single frequency peak similar to the excitation signal, whereas loose implants vibrate at different frequencies, which appear as multiple harmonics peaks in the frequency spectrum. The resulting frequencies were initially observed using FFT analysis, then analysed as the harmonic ratio, which was subsequently used as a method to track frequency responses and observe relationships between the loosening scenarios and the secure condition across frequencies of 100–1500 Hz.

When analysing the harmonic ratio for the accelerometer and ultrasound measurements at frequencies < 950 Hz, a clear pattern was observed. The secure cup had the lowest ratios and, as the loosening progressed, this ratio increased. At excitation frequencies of 100–1050 Hz, the accelerometer detected loosening corresponding to 2 mm between the cup shell and the Sawbone surface, while 4 mm loosening was detected at excitation frequencies of 100–1000 Hz. Where for the ultrasound, loosening of 2 mm was detected at driving frequencies of 850–1050 Hz, while 4 mm loosening was detected at 500–950 Hz. Therefore, the harmonic ratio was clearly able to discern between the simulated conditions using both measurement methods.

The use of single density Sawbone block to mimic different loosening conditions was an attempt to simplify acetabular cup instability, which could be considered as a limitation. Additionally, the excitation method was positioned closer to the acetabular component than would be possible in a clinical setting. Moreover, loosening conditions had only press-fit acetabular cups with hard shell components. Future experiments will try to overcome these limitations through achieving a more realistic clinical setup, including a complete
THR Sawbone model with femur and hemi-pelvis, to examine the optimum excitation location and the lowest energy needed to detect loosening.

Preliminary experimental testing showed that vibration analysis could be used as a reliable detection method for acetabular cup component loosening using either an accelerometer or ultrasound probe to detect the vibration. However, the capacity of ultrasound to overcome the attenuating effect of the surrounding soft tissues and its high signal to noise ratio suggest it has the best potential for clinical uses. Further experiments will be conducted to achieve more realistic loosening scenarios for acetabular cup loosening.
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